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INSIDE:
Coluitry music performers Alan Jackson and
Diamond Rio were
pickin' and grinnin'
during Sunday night's
concert in Murray.
Page 1B

SPORTS:
Murray High Lady
Tiger coach Jimmy
Harrell's been around
the Fourth District long
enough to now all
about the tradition,
even mystique, of the
Marshall County girls'
basketball program.
Page 2B
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Hubbard addresses
women's conference
demonstrated a stark truth, ladies,"
Hubbard said. "Women are tragically under-represented politically.
As long as men take up 98 per cent
of the U.S. Senate and 93 per cent
of the U.S. House of Representatives, women's voices can be
ignored and their experiences and
concerns trivialized.
"The need for women in public
office has never been so obvious or
essential. Men control the White
House, the congress, the courthouse and the statehouse. Men
have political power over women's
lives," Hubbard said.
"It's time that women help make
the rules, create the policies and
make the laws," Hubbard said.
Hubbard noted that a "gender
gap" has appeared in voting, with
women voting diffeyently than their

By CANDY LIATHEFIIS
Murray Lodgor & Times Staff WrItor

"What if fourteen women instead
of fourteen men had sat on the
Senate judiciary committee during
the confirmation hearings of Clarence Thomas? Sound unfair — it's
just as unfair because there are 14
men and no women," said Mrs.
Carol Hubbard, keynote speaker
during the Celebrate Women 1992
dinner Tuesday evening at MSU's
Curris Center.
Hubbard is a member of the
Kentucky Council on Higher Education and the wife of U.S. Rep.
Carol Hubbard.
She addressed an audience of
aPproximately 300 on the politica.'
challenges of women today.
"The behavior and performance
of the U.S. Senate during the Clarence Thomas confirmation hearings

(Cont'd on page 2)

CANDY MATHERS/Ledger & Times photo

Kindergarteners at Robertson Luther Elementary School met some new animal friends including this baby
goat Tuesday afternoon as part of learning the letter-A week.

March 4

Bush stung again; Tsongas, Clinton and Brown win

WORLD

By JOHN KING

TOKYO — Japanese officials
today described as indiscreet
and in poor taste U.S. Sen.
Ernest Hollings' comment about
the atomic bombing of Japan
and said they 'did not think the
remark represents the-feelings of
most Americans. Page 2A

STATE

Republican challenger Pat
Buchanan finished second to Bush,
but called his 36 percent showing
in Georgia "astonishing."
"I think it-establishes the credibility of this campaign," said the
conservative commentator, who got
30 percent of the vote against the
president in Maryland and
Colorado,
While claiming enough support
to keep his longshot challenge

AP Political Writer

President Bush today claimed a
"very good" primary showing
after a three-state sweep, but his
spokesman conceded "there is a
protest vote out there." Four
Democrats found encouragement,
but Super Tuesday still loomed as a
showdown between Paul Tsongas
and Bill Clinton.

Faculty Senate reviews
MSU budget information

LAS VEGAS — Forget for a
moment the bitter fight with his
school's president. Forget the
long running feud with the
NCAA. Jerry Tarkanian, college
basketball's winningest active coach, went out a winner Tuesday night. Page 28

POLLEN/MOLD
1-800-756-4AIR
Allergy-Asthma Clinic
of West Kentucky
CYRUS AYZALI/Ledger & Timm photo
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TO SUBSCRIBE: 753-1916
• • • •
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday ot by 3:30
p.m. Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30-6
p.m. Monday-Friday or 3:30-4
p.m. Saturday.
• • • •

Regular office hours are 8
a.m.-5 p.m. Monday-Friday; 8
am.-noon Saturday.

After meeting for more than one
in closed session, the senate
hour
Murray Lotlgor & Times Staff Writer r
recommended the adoption of the
Representatives from the finance finance committee's recommendacommittee of Murray State Univer- tion, which was not available after
sity's Faculty Senate voiced their the meeting because of the closed
concerns over the long-range session.
In other business:
impact of the university's budget
senate passed an amended
*The
decrement during a meeting
version of Section 2.14.3 to the
Tuesday.
Finance committee chairman Dr. Faculty Handbook, which discusses
Winfield Rose said the committee institutional benefits, to include
is concerned about the decrement benefits for surviving spouses until
in state appropriations the universi- their remarriage or death.
ty has been forced to absorb which, *The senate suggested administraaccording to figures cited by Rose tive evaluations remain anonymous
at the meeting, could total as much instead of signed and encouraged
faculty that desired to sign to do
as $4,571,000.
"This is a very serious amount of SO.
money. The amount of funds that *The senate passed a resolutiuon to
has to be found depends on the encourage the state legislature to
amount of new revenue generated. continue funding the Kentucky
There are a number of proposals to Teacher Retirement System from
generate money tirbugh room and the general fund to ensure its
board and activity fee increases. solvency.
Depending on which are enacted, 'Senators recommended that the
this is projected to generate recipients of the board of regents
between $1.3 and $1.6 million. teaching awards be the pool of canThis leaves $3.3 to $3 million that didates from which the distinguished professor is chosen.
has to be found," Rose said.
By CYRUS AFZALI

-Tonight: Mostly cloudy with a
50 percent chance of showers.
,Low 50 to 55. South wind
around 10 mph. Thursday:
Thunderstorms likely. Not as
warm with the high - in the
mid-60s. Likelihood of rain, 70
perceni

KENTUCKY LAKE
355.8, -0.2; below 314.0, -01 7
BARKLEY LAKE
355.6, -0.2; below 319.4, +0.3

in Maryland and Utah, and in a
random sampling of Washington
caucus precincts.
Clinton, the Arkansas governor,
picked up his first primary win in
Georgia and looked ahead to the
nine Southern contests in the next
week. .
Former California Gov. Jerry
Brown squeaked out a remarkable
win in'eolorado, requalifying his
low-budget campaign for 'federal

Voicing concerns

SPORTS

LAKE LEVELS

moving, Buchanan conceded today,
"I've got to start moOng those
numbers up, no question. And I
need a breakthrough soon."
Tuesday's bast-to-coast balloting spread victories among four of
the five Democratic candidates, a
week before the 11-contest Super
Tuesday battle for 783 convention
delegates.
Tsongas, the former Massachusetts senator, won convincingly

Hands on education

FRANKFORT, Ky. — Rep. Ray
Overstreet found it ironic that
the male-dominated Kentucky
House passed three bills to
restrict abortions. Page 3A

Billy Woods raked up leaves and other debris Tuesday afternoon during a roadside cleanup on Highway 641 South. The seventh grade students from Ualloway Middle School participated in the project as
part of their environmental education study.

matching funds.
"It's an incredible statement,"
P,rown told CBS. "A very strong
feeling on the part of a lot ofspeople that they want some real
change."
Iowa Sen. Tom Ilirkin won Idaho's tiny caucuses and led a sam
piing of Minnesota caucus 'precincts. That put him in the winner's
(Con('d on page 2)

Panel approves
bonds for MSU's
events center
FRANKFORT, Ky. — The
proposal to give Murray State
University an additional $8 million for a special events center
has cleared its first hurdle in the
General Assembly.
The House Budget Review
Subcommittee on Economic
Development, Natural Resources
and Tourism approved Gov.
Brereton Jones' recommendation Tuesday to fully fund the
project with economic development bonds.
The subcommittee recommendation goes to the _full Ilouse
Appropriates and Revenue Commrnittee, which is scheduled to
meet Friday.
The $8 million will be added
to a $10 million bond issue
approved two years ago. Those
bonds are expected to be sold in
June. If given final approval, the
additional $8 million bond issue
will be sold in early 1993.
The state money will be
added to $2'million raised by
MSU from private sources.
The special events center will
be built on Murray State University's campus and be used
for basketball, concerts, regional
meetings and conventions, and
other community and university
actions.

Bowling Green Man on the Street
approves seat What will you be doing when Spring Break starts Saturday?
belt ordinance
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. — The
Bowling Green City Commission
gave initial approval to a seat-belt
ordinance Tuesday nighi
Bowling Green Mayor Johnny
Webb and three commissioners had
sponsored the measure, and Tuesday night's vote was 4-1. Only
commissioner Carol Mcivor voted
against the proposed ordinance, as
she did in December.
At itliat time, the ordinance was
voted down by a 3-2 margin, but
since then several new commissioners have been sworn in.
Similar so-calted iecondaryenforcement ordinances are already
in effect in Lexington, Fayette
County, Louisville, Jefferson
County and Murray."
TAMMY GARLAND
TOM BROCKMAN
"I'm glad to see other cities have
gone and done what we did," Mur- I'll just be staying home 'here in There's about 10 of us going to
ray mayor Bill Cherry said. "Of Murray. I may study, go to Padu- Key West, Fla. with four others
cah one night and maybe work a meeting us down there later in the
week.
little bit.
,
(Coned on page 2)
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LESLIE ERWIN

SCOTT BOLSER

I'm going to be working. Nothing
too terribly exciting...I went to
Cancun, Mexico last year, but I'll
work this Spring Break.

I'm just going to stay here and
work, I wish I could go somewhere, but I've got to get caught
up on my bills.

Am.

'
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•••••
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Hubbard addresses women's conference...

LEGAL NOTICE
Kentucky Transportation Cabinet

(Cont'd from page I)
fathers anti...families "Sixty-eight
per cent of women are registered to
,vote as compared to 65 per cent of
men and 54 per cent of all voters
are women," Hubbard said.
"The gender gap is based on the
different reality of men's and
women's lives. These differences
in experiences lead to different perspectives on public policy," Hubbard said.
Hubbard quoted a survey con-

In accordance with KRS 176.051, Kentucky's noxious weed law, the Kentucky
Transportation Cabinet will destroy noxious weeds on state-owned right of way at
the request of the adjoining property owner.The noxious weeds named in the law
are Johnson Grass, Giant Foxtail, Canada Thistles, Nodding Thistles, Multiflora
Rose, Black Nightshade. Wild Cucumber and Kudzu
Persons who own property adjacent to state right of way, and who are involved in
eradication efforts on their property, can submit a written application to the
Highway District office in their area. Applications and addresses of each District
Office will be located at State Highway Maintenance Garages.

MIAMI INDIAN
BINGO

ducted immediately after tho 1988
presidential election which found
that the majority of women felt
their economic situation would
deteriorate, while men reported
feeling the future was bright
economically.
"1990 can be the decade of
women in politics. Since its inception, there have been 11,230 members of Congress but/only 134 have
been women. There are 100 members of the U.S. Senate and in 1971

WASHINGTON (AP) — Orders
to U.S. factories rose 0.4 percent in
January, the third increase in four
months, led by a big jump in usually expensive, long-lasting durable
goods, the government said today.
Both Federal Reserve Chairman
Alan Greenspan and a survey of
purchasing managers have said that
new orders continued to grow in

247-8537

Bush...

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

(Cont'd from page 1)
circle, but didn't give him the significant breakthrough his struggling
campaign needed.
Nebraska Sen. Bob Kerrey came
away winless.
Change was the theme sounded
by several of the candidates as they
made appearances on the morning
talk shows.
"Voters are clearly voting for
change," Clinton said. "They -are
voting for change in overwhelming
numbers in the Democratic Party
and a lot of Republicans are saying
we don't like the way things are
going either.'•

:0491Y wiggly
Beautiful home, wooded IM, 3 bedroom, 2 baths, large garage, quiet
ansa in nice subdivision in county A
must to see $93,300

0111113tAla 10.111 A DP UT NO IR /1141LOY
Ir $111 GIBIlittf

Tuesday's winning numbers:
Pick 3: 9-2-6 (nine, two, six);
Cash Five: 1-2-6-11-20 (one,
two, six, eleven, twenty)

Read the classified ads daily

February, a sign the manufacturing
economy continued to ease out of
the recession.
Factory orders are a barometer
of manufacturing industry plans.
Continued growth could mean
higher production and an increase
in jobs in a sector representing
about 20 percent of the nation's
economy.

Shell

Two Calloway County individuals have been charged with thefts as a result
of an investigation by the Calloway County Sheriff's Department. According
to reports, on Feb. 1 officials received information that two individuals might
have stolen some boat motors. After an investigation, Deputy Stan Scott
determined he had enough information to interview two suspects. Barry
Gene Dunn. 20. of Route 1, Almo was later charged with third degree burglary, two counts of theft by unlawful taking over $100 and unlawful transaction with a minor in the second deitee, all of aihich are felonies. A Calloway
County juvenile was charged with third degree burglary and two counts of
theft by unlawful .taking over $100. Scott said the two took a 1987 Mercury
outboard boat motor the week before Christmas 1991 from Happy Holiday
Travel in Murray. On Jan. 4, they broke into Lee Marine in Murray and took
a 1990 40 horsepower Mariner outboard motor. On Dec. 27, 1.991, the broke
into Blue and Gray Boat Marine Sales at Paris Landing in Henry County,
Tenn. and took a 25 horsepower Evinrude outboard motor. They went back
again to Blue and Gray Jan. 4 and took a four horsepower Johnson outboard. After an investigation, it was determined the individuals were
involved with another person in transporting the motors to Paducah. Scott
went to McCracken County Monday and obtained the assistance of Det.
Donny Woods of the Kentucky State Police. After interviews, they were able
to recover the 25 horsepower Evinrude motor taken from Blue and Gray and
the 40 horsepower motor taken from Lee Marine. The pair faces charges in
Calloway, Trigg and possibly McCracken County in Kentucky and Henry
County, Tenn. More warrants are expected to be issued by the Kentucky
State Police for others involved.

CALLOWAY MAN REPORTS THEFT
Bobby Jetton; Route 7, Lynn Grove reported a theft to the Calloway County
Sheriff's Department Feb. 29. According to reports, someone entered a
shed beside Jetton's residence and took a rachet and extension, a pair of
channel locks, a crescent wrench, a winch, a Harris torch, 50 feet of torch
hose, two regulators, one cutting tip, one cuttiNj tip extension and one as
welding tip. The theft is under investigation by the Calloway County Sheriff's
Department.

MURRAY POLICE ARREST SHOPLIFTERS

LISP INVESTIGATES INTERSTATE ROBBERY

Red, 4 Door, Loaded

The Kentucky StatWPolice*as called to a rest area on Interstate 24 in Lyon
County Tuesday at 11 p.m. to investigate a robbery. According to a report
issued by the Kentucky State Police, Robert E. Long, 42, of College Park,
Ga. stated he was robbed at gunpoint by a while male, approximately 20
years old, with blond hair. A total of $67 in cash was taken. Trooper Steve
Wright is continuing the. investigation.

PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
Did you know that becoming certified as a chiropractor
requires a minimum of six years of highly specialized
college training?

CHARGES PLACED AGAINST YOUTH
Mickey R. Powell, 18, of Route 1 Boaz was arrested and charged with first
degree wanton endangerment by the Kentucky State Police Tuesday at 7
p.m. three miles north of Folsomdale on Ky. 1241 in Graves County after he
allegedly aimed his shotgun at several local residences. According to
reports, after the incident complaint was made and statements taken from
the victims, Powell was arrested after a warrant was issued. Trooper Shannon West is continuing the investigation.

Today's Doctor ofChiropractic must complete 4,485 hours
of classroom instruction and pass a ngid chiropractic
board examination before earning a license. In most
states, continuing educational seminars must be completed for annual license renewal.
PERSONAL BACKGROUND
In addition, I have completed courses in Nutrition and
Physicalmodulities and Ad,junctive Care, and hold a
bachelor degree in Nutrition from Life Chiropractic
University in Georgia; and phold an Associate of Science
degree from W.C.C.C. in Michigan. Postgraduate studies
included Pediatric Adjusting and Sports Injury. While in
college, I received National Dean's List Award of Merit,
Achievement of Excellance Award, Who's Wbo Among
College Students Award, and in 1989 was nanfed Senior
Intern at Life University and graduated with honors. To
further my continuing education, I have received special
training since college in Pediatric Adjusting from Dr.
Larry Webster,Thompson Adjusting Technique from Dr.
J. Clay Thompson, Chiropractic Philosophy from Dr. Sid
Williams, President of Life University.
Additionally, I devote three days every month attending a
nation-wide seminar in Atlanta and Chicago.
This is the kind of training and professionalism I offer
you. If you have hesitated visiting a chiropractor, perhaps
you didn't know that chiropractors go to such great
lengths to continue their education and provide you with
the latest techniques and the most qualified service. So,
you see, what you don't know, can't help you. Call me
today and let me help you.
Did you know that the symptoms most commonly treated
by chiropractors are:
_1 Back Pain
J Headaches
J Painful Joints
• Neck Pain
J Arthritis
J Shoulder Pain
•Stiffness
_I Bursitis
j Arm/Leg Pain
"...1 Numbness
_1 Hip Pain
j Cold Hands/Feet

News of the World
HOLLINGS' JOKE BOMBS IN JAPAN

TOKYO — Japanese today described as indiscreet and in poor taste U.S.
Sen. Ernest Hollings' comment about the atomic bombing of Japan, but official reaction was subdued. Hollings, a South Carolina Democrat, told a
group of workers in his horns state on Monday that they "should draw a
mushroom cloud and put underneath it: 'Made in America by lazy and illiterate workers and tested in Japan.'"The senator said his point was to criticize recent comments by Japanese politicians that American workers are
lazy and lack a work ethic. In an apparent attempt to prevent the senator's
remarks from stoking the recent trans-Pacific war of words that has strained
U.S.-Japan relations, Foreign Ministry spokesman Sadaaki Numata said
Hollings' comment was not worthy of an official response.

When You Need
A Doctor On
Saturdays,
;01. Medical
0it ces Will
Answer The Call.
°If illness g* ets you down on
Saturday, you don't have to wait
until Monday to see a doctor.
That's because Hughes Medical
Offices is offering Saturday hours
from 9 ao. to noon during the
cold and flu season.
We're also pleased to announce
that as an added convenience to
our patients, Hughes Medical
Offices now accepts assignment
on all Medicare claims.

To introduce you to the healing world of chiropractic, please
accept in), special offer:
FREE SPINAL EXAMINATION
THIS MONTH ONLY

U.S. URGES SEIZURE OF IRAQI BILLIONS

UNITED NATIONS — Turning up the pressure on Traq to heed U.N. orders
and destroy its unconventional weapons stores, the United States is urging
the seizure of billions of dollars in frozen Iraqi assets, diplomats say. A frustrated Security Council is considering its next step in light of Iraq's refusal
last week to fully comply with terms of the cease-fire that ended the Persian
Gulf war last year and scrap its nuclear, chemical, biological and ballistics
weapons programs. Up to $5 billion in Iraqi funds frozen in foreign banks
since the war could help pay for Iraq's disarmament, humanitarian aid inside
Iraq and compensation for the war's victims, the diplomats said Tuesday.
One Western diplomat said no active measures would be taken until after
Iraqi officials meet with members of the Security Council next week.

Bowling Green...
0
,

FREE

This examination normally costs 830.00 or more. I will include
a chiropractic orthopedic test, chiropractic neurological test, a
blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check, an examination
for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a muscle strengthnest test, and a private consultation to discuss the results.
DISCLAIMER:Our office policy protects you:'The patient and
any other person responsible for payment has a tight to refuse
to pay, cancel payment or be reimbursed for payment for any
other services,examination or treatment which is performed as
a result of and within 72 hours of responding to the advertisement for the free service examination -or treatment".

•

DEPUTIES SOLVE AREA THEFTS

Wal-Mart security personnel turned over a Modifier to the Murray Police
Department Tuesday. According to reports, Christina M. Haman, 18, of Palmersville, Tenn., was turned over to police after she was observed concealing several items in her purse. She was charged with theft by unlawful taking under $100. Employees at Murray's K-mart also caught two shoplifters
Tuesday. According to reports, two juveniles were observed stealing a box
of NFL football cards by K-mart employees. When confronted, one of the
two left the store, but was taken into custody a short time later. One of the
juveniles was from Mayfield, the other from Murray, They were taken into
custody and charged with the theft.

1991 Oldsmobile
Cutlass Supreme

Hi, I'm
Dr.Dennis L.
Heskett,D.6.

your arches, your strength, your
patience, y9ur sense of humor, and
occasionally the understanding and
the support of the people you love
very much. In return I have nothing
to offer you but your pride in being
a women, all your dreams you've
ever had for your daughter and
nieces and granddaughters, your
future and a certain knowledge that
at the end of your days you can say
that once in your life you gave
everything you had for justice."

Local News Roundup

Factory orders up 0.4 percent

715 E. Broadway Mayfield
Every Thursday-Friday-Saturday It Monday
DOORS OPEN 5:30 P.M. GAME STARTS 700 P.M.
Early Birds At 6:30
* Call About Weekly Specials *

FREE

women held two seats and now, in
1992, we still only hold two seats,"
Hubbard said.
"In Kentucky we only have
seven women serving in the House
of Representatives there's only one
other state that is lower than us,"
Hubbard said.
Quoting a former president of
NOW, Hubbard told the crowd:
"I'm asking everything you have to
give — we will never give up. You
will lose your youth, your sleep,

Saturdays:9 a.m.-Noon
Monday-Friday: 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
(502) 759-9200 or 1-800-932-2122

(Cont'd from page 1)
course, we've always said that
we're the most progressive and
they follow." Cherry noted that,
Bowling Green's ordinance drive
began at the same time as
Murray's.
"They started about the same
time We did, and ran into opposition and pulled back," Cherry said.

Secondary enforcement means
police will issue a citation only if a
driver has been stopped for a separate offense. The Bowling Green
measure would carry a $25 fine.
The commission will vote again
on the seat-belt proposal on March
17. If it passes again, it will go into
effect immediately.

•

the

Murray Ledger & Times
To subscribe to the Murray Ledger & Times,
fill in the blank below and mail it with your
check to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Attn. Circulation Dept.

Dr. Robert Hughes-Family Practice
Dr. Joyce Hughes-Pediatrics
Dr. Rob Korolevich-Family Practice

D All How

I
I

Delivery in Murray and Calloway
and adjoining Counties $57.00 per year.

k. 8.11111111 L Mediae!
Chiropractor
Heskett Chiiboptactic Center
N. 12tir'St., University Square Suite H
Hours: 8 a.m.4 p.m. Monday-Friday
Saturday 8 a.m.-Noon
For Accidents or Personal Injury
After Hours or Weekends, Call 763-4304

rj All other subscribers $84.50 per year.
Name
Address
Medical Arts Bldg I 300 5 5th Street I Suite 2045 Murray KY 42071 eft,

State

City

Phone (

Zip
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House passes anti-abortion bills
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Rep. rights on women. Of the House's
Ray Overstreet found it ironic that 100 members, 93 are men and
the male-dominated Kentucky seven are women.
But abortion opponents said the
House passed three bills to restrict
bills would protect women by givabortions.
"I wonder how we'd feel if 95 ing them vital information and
percent of this body were female making sure abortion clinics meet
- and all of a sudden they were vot- health standards.
Two bills would make abortions
ing on surgical measures that apply
only to men," Overstreet asked less readily available. They are:
—House Bill 565, which would
during the debate Tuesday.
pregnant women to be
require
Mason,
Paul
Rep.
Overstreet and
D.Whitesburg noted sarcastically offered graphic details of the aborthat dozens of men were trying to tion process and wait at least 24
Impose their views of abortion hours before the procedure. It

SAVE•A•LOT

passed 62-37.
—HB479, which would require
permission from a parent or Judge
before a girl under age 18 obtains
an abortion. It passed 85-8.
The other bill, HB203, would
require the state to license any
office performing abortions. The
bill, which passed 69-22, would
order the Cabinet for Human
Resources to set up regulations for
abortion facilities.
The bills head to the Senate,
where they face an uncertain
future.

FOOD STORES

Open Mon.-Thurs. & Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m., Fri. 9 a.m.-8 p.m.. Sun, Noon-6 p.m.
We Accept Food Stomps & WIC Vouchers
12th St. at Storey Ave.

;0)41.4111

Billboard bill passes through House
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A advertising billboards along federbill critics said would allow bill- ally funded highways in Kentucky
boards to blossom across Kentucky 'has been debated for several years
passed the House. But Rep. Rex in the General Assembly. The verSmith said his bill would do no sion offered this year is the weaksuch thing.
est of the line and allows local
"This has probably been the governments to regulate and even
most misunderstood bill I• can forbid any billboards in their areas.
recall," Smith said. "This bill
Smith. D-Grand Rivers, acknowwould not proliferate billboards." ledged there have been longstandHouse Bill 161 would let the ing questions about whether the
state commissioner of highways to state could lose federal highway
set regulations on the erection of construction money if billboards
billboards and consider such mat- are allowed within sight of rights
ters as their spacing, preservation of way. Smith said the loss could
of scenic areas and numbers of be $1.5 million to $3 million per
billboards.
year.
The idea of allowing more
But he also said the state would

5 Lb. Chicken

Leg
Quarters

stand to gain tax money from higher sales from attractions, motels
and retailers - along federal roads
"
that attract more customers.
"I feel like it's going to be a net
gain," Smith said.
But other lawmakers said the
cost could not be measured in
dollars.
"I've been opposed to billboards
cluttering up out countryside," said
Rep. John Harper, RShepherdsville.
The bill would also impose a
$150 fee on all billboards.
'The bill, which passed 52-43
Tuesday, is expected to have greater opposition in the Senate.

29t
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Hubbard bill would allow D.C. death penalty
WASHINGTON (AP) — A Kentucky congressman introduced
legislation he believes will curb
homicides and firearm-related violence in the District of Columbia.
Democrat Carroll Hubbard's bill
allows for the imposition of the
death penalty, or life in prison
without parole, for people found
guilty of first-degree murder in the
nation's capital.
He introduced the measure Tuesday, two days after House of Representatives Sergeant at Arms.Jack
Russ was shot in his face during a
robbery attempt near the U.S.
Capitol.

"For a number of years, I have
been- deeply concerned over the
ever-rising murder rate in our
nation's capital," the congressman
said. "In my opinion, outright lawlessness can no longer be tolerated
in Washington, D.C. Any criminal
who attacks the rights and lives of
others is a danger to society itself
and must be severely dealt with."
The district's murder total has
risen in each of the past four years,
culminating with an all-time record
homicide total of 490 slayings in
1990.
Many of the killings were car-

ried out with handguns or semiautomatic weapons, which are illegal
in the nation's capital.
"It seems clear to me that one
really effective way to strike a hard
blow at the appalling growth in
crime and violence is to confront
the offender with sure and stringent
punishment," Hubbard said. "Just
what will it take here in the
nation's capital of Washington,
D.C., for those of us in Congress to
be convinced that we need to bring
about_ the death penalty or life
without parole for first degree murder committed in the District of
Columbia?"
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Washington Today

The voters are restive
By TOM RAUM
Associated Press MOMS Analysis

•

•

•

SHREVEPORT. La. — Restive voters of both parties are assuring that
the battle for the 1992 presidential nominations will be contentious and
cantankerous for some time to come.
After Tuesday's round of primaries, the Democratic race is still wide
open. And Republicans handed President Bush yet another election-day
message of unease.
Not only did Republican challenger Patrick Buchanan's second-place
finish in Georgia nearly match his strong New Hampshire showing, but
Buchanan picked up roughly 30 percent in each of the two states where he
did not campaign: Maryland and Colorado.
Meanwhile, the Democratic contests did little to suggest an emerging
-consensus.
Arkansas Gov. Bill Clinton won an important victory in Georgia, the
first Southern primary. But former Massachusetts Sen. Paul Tsongas won
primaries in Maryland and .Utah. And even former California Gov. Jerry
Brosvn scored an unexpected victory in Colorado.
The mixed results across regions. across party lines, reflected strong
voter discontent that appeaied to be related to the nation's economic
woes.
On the Republican side, the balloting showed e persisk,ent protest vote
against Bush that seemed independent of Buchanan's efforts. Tuesday's
contests followed a 3I-percent vote for an uncommitted slate in South
Dakota's primary the week before, in which Bush ..ran unopposed.
That should give Buchanan some pause, even as he found in Tuesday's
outcomes the justification for pressing his upstart candidacy further.
"We can win this nomination," he told supporters. But few, even
among- his strongest supporters. really expect that to happen.
Sens. Torn Harkin of Iowa and Bob Kerrey of Nebraska seemed to be
the casualties of Tuesday's races.
But other than that, Tuesday's set of primaries did little to meet hopes
of Democratic party leaders that Democrats would coalesce around a
prospective nominee early in the primary season.
For the third week in a row. Bush and his strategists found themselves
try .74 \..) explain why an incumbent president was doing so poorly in his
0 7. ',-;.arts.
-; primaries suggested Bush's weak performance in the New
Hampsnire and South Dakota primaries were not just flukes.
hear your concerns and understand your frustration," Bush said
TiiesCay night in a statement aimed at "those who have been with me in
the past bijt did not vote with me today." .
And Bush spokesman Marlin Fitzwater said Bush was "going to win
the :-Icrnination. He's going to win the election. It doesn't make sense for
them Buchanan supporters) to make it more difficult for him."
But.,anan said he was in the race to go all the way.
think King George is getting the message," Buchanan told cheering
Supporler.
Bush took more than 60 percent of the vote in Maryland. Colorado and
Georgia. Buchanan's best was 36 percent in Georgia. and his advisers ph'vately,conceded that his inability to better the 37-percent mark set in New
Hampshire could sap some of his momentum.
"We've got to in somewhere." said Buchanan's sister and campaign
manager. Angela Bay Buchanan.
But his team :s hard pressed to say where that win might come,
although they are currently looking for strong showing in the Super Tuesand Mississippi, and. later, in
day contests in Louisiana. Oklahoma
Th:ngs get more complicated on the Republican side in South Carolina
on S.,:..rday, when the president not only has Buchanan to contend with,
faces former Ku Klux Klan leader David Duke for the first time.
bul
• • • •
cavers national politics for The AssoRaum
Torn
—
NOTE
(EDITOR'S
ciated Press.)

It's a dirty lie. It is a damnable lie
an infernal lie.a lie that would bring a
blush to the cheeks of Ananians! Roll
Call, the newspaper of Capitol Hill,
said this of the House:"The House has
not accomplished a thing in months."
A bald-faced lie, sir! A slanderous,
libelous, pusillanimous lie! It is not
true. It is not true that the House "has
not accomplished a thing In'months. Why, sir, on the afternoon of
Wednesday, Feb. 5, the House
adopted House Joint Resolution 343;
designating March 12 as Girl Scouhs
of America 80th Anniversary Day.
There! And that is not all.
On the same day, the House also
adopted HJR 395, designatirig Feb. 6
as National Women and Girls in
Sports Day. There is more!
Immediately following adoption of
the foregoing resolutions, the House
adopted RJR 350, designating Much
1992 as Irish American Heritage
Month. The resolution, sponsored by
Rep. Thomas]. Manton of New York,
honors 40 million Americans who
claim Irish descent. Think of that!
Let us have no more talk that "the
House has not accomplished a thing in
months." The House adopted these
resolutions on Wednesday, Feb. 5. It
was hard work. It is therefore wholly
understandable that the House took
the day off on Thursday the 6th.
On Friday the 7th the House met for
one hour and 25 minutes. The entire

A Ut \SE!:V.\ I I

6 it met for 13 hours and 57 minutes.
Alas, the statistics are deceptive.
Presumably the Senate was debating
the education bill, the cable bill and
the energy bill, but "debating" is a bit
inexact. Most of the time only a
handful of senators were on the floor.
Like those famous hedgehogs in
the Wonderland game of croquet,
senators unrolled themselves from the
pending bills and wandered off. They
made speeches - some of them quite
long speeches - about ozone depletion, foreign aid, the new Soviet
Union, the Washington Redskins, the
anniversary of Roe v. Wade, the USS
Forrestal, the turmoil in Haiti and El
Salvador, the 50th birthday of Muhammad Ali, and the 250th anniversary of the founding of Cleveland,
Tenn.

\'I E '

James Kilpatrick
Syndicated agumnist

session was devoted to a speech by the measure, the Senate passed it 92-6
Rep. Byron L. Dorgan, Democrat of on the 28th.
The Senate then turned to the Cable
North Dakota, whose theme was that
our country faces "a future of despair Television Consumer Protection Act
and economic decline," largely own- and passed it on the 31st. Immediately
ing to the shottcomings of Ronald thereafter, Majority Leader George
Reagan and George Bush. Rep. Larry Mitchell applied whips and spurs, and
Smith. DefrIOCTat of Florida, heartily the Senate took up the Energy Security Act. It was too much. It was
concurred.
The House did not meet on Satur- more than senators could bear. On
day or Sunday. It did not meet on Friday, Feb. 7, they collapsed from
Monday,either. On Tuesday the 11th, overwork. They took the weekend
It must be acknowledged, in fairthe House met for 47 seconds. Worn off.
that most of the work of Conness,
In fact, they took Monday off, too.
out, the members took off Wednesday
is done in committee, and key
gress
met
for
senators
the
Ilth,
On
Tuesday
On
Friday
and Thursday to recover.
the House met for five minutes, and 38 seconds and gave up. They took off committees have been meeting right
then adjourned until the following Wednesday and Thursday. The Re- along. So much for fairness. The
cord shows that on Friday the 14th the appalling inefficiency of Congress in
Tuesday.
Meanwhile, what was the Senate up Satre convened at .11:00:32 and winter will have this certain consequto? The remarkable truth is that the adjourned at 11:01:10. Such devotion ence in the fall: The first week of
Senate was actually getting a few touches the heart, does it not? Pity the October will sec frantic sessions,
things done, however poorly, and poor senators. Thus they labor for us night and day, as dozens of bills are
passed in haste. No one will have read
deserves a hearty cheer. After fritter- all.
but no matter. Members must
them,
.
have
days
senatorial
Some
been
ing away thefirst three weeks of the
new year, the Senate abruptly went to long days. There is no denying that. go home and run like made for rework on Jan. 22 on the education bill. The Senate was in session on Jan. 23 election. They deserve it, or so they
After carefully removing the guts of for 11 hours and 34 mintues. On Feb. say. So they say.

KEPuBLICANS

— A TAX 1311. -

How much debt is too much?

All but the most fortunate few Kentuckians are in
FRANKFORT
debt. A mortgage on the house or farm: A loan to buy a car or business
machinery. The ubiquitous credit cards.
Few Kentuukians, however, realize they also have a debt that could
approach $1.410 for every man, woman and child in the commonwealth
Dear Editor:
by 1994. That's approximately the amount each of us will owe on the
On Jan. 16. 1992 the Murray Ledger & Times published a news release
state's debt .f the General Assembly approves the borrowing included in
issued by the Teachers' Retirement System of Kentucky (KTRS). The
Gov. Brereton Jones' two-year budget and adds it to the existing debt.
headline read "Medical fund for retired teachers almost empty." The artiOdd how state government could
cle reported that retired teachers would have to pay a percentage of their
Without the ability to
up a debt that would total
run
nation."%
the
insurance cost on ".. one of the most generous programs in
$3.86 billion in 1994 when the borrow large sums of
The KTRS news release also said the "... teachers and the state currently
constitution forbids a debt of more money by selling
split payments into the fund," and that a deficit of S18.1 million dollars is
than $500,000 without approval of
bonds, Kentuckians
expected in the current fiscal y6r.
the voters.
One important fact was omitted in the KTRS article. It is my underActually, it's odd only in the might still be driving on
standing that the state owes the KTRS more than SI billion in unfunded
sense that the constitution dirt roads and going to
same
liability. If the state had met its obligation in a timely manner the KTRS
top salary of government
the
sets
school in one -room
would have additional funds that could be used to provide the promised
officials at $12,000 a year, a prinmedical benefits by applying the provisions of .KRS 161.42(X6).
cely sum perhaps in 1891 but food- cabins.
It is disappointing to teachers who have given years of service to the
stamp time in 1992.
state and paid their fair share into the state teachers' retirement fund, to
Over the years, with a .Witik 'and a nod from the courts about that pesky
le sn that the state is defaulting on this important pension benefit. It was old constitution, Kentucky has borrowed to build everything from univeresen more disappointing to learn that the state has not been paying its sity dormitories, four-lane highways and parking garages to giant basketpromised share over the years.
ball arenas and tennis courts at state parks.'
It would be a betrayal of trust and anrinjustice to 19,000 retired teachWithout the ability to borrow large sums of money by selling bonds,
ers if a KTRS bill is approved that requires tremendous increases in Med- Kentuckians might still be driving on dirt wads and going to school in
ical Insurance costs for retirees and their spouses. The proposed KTRS ex
one-room cabins.
post facto changes will cost my spouse and me an additional $2,000 next
How much debt is too much debt is a question asked around dinner
year and an additional 17 percent the following year.
tables
throughout the state during an economic recession. It's also being
Yesterday (Feb. 27) in a bold and decisive action the Calloway County
in legislative hearing rooms here.
asked
Retired Teachers Association met and voted overwhelmingly to "reject
budget proposal for 1992-94 contains a total of $439 million in
Jones'
the proposed ex post facto changes to the state's promises to the retired
debt. It's hardly a budget-busting debt request. That hapbonded
new
teachers unless: 1) the state files bankruptcy, or. 2) all retired state
in 1990, when the Wilkinson administration and the General
pened
employees receive cuts in their pension benefits."
Assembly put together a whopper of a $114 billion debt package that
In theidigir sector someone would go to jail for this sort of thing. now is playing a part in the budget problems confronting Jones and the
Those colIVEring a career in teaching, and your readers, should be aware '92 legislature.
of this problem. In the interest of fairness I believe this matter is worthy
Of the total Jones debt proposal, the largest items are $100 million for
of investigation.
of the state parks and $150 million for road construction
refurbishment
John M. Bartholomy, retired professor
projects.
Rt. 1, P.O. Box 1385, Murray
No one argues the parks don't need a major facelift and the road proyou
artick
front-page
Mr Bartholomy - Thank you for your letter. The
are unnecessary. The concern is whether a stagnant state economy
jects
refer to, however, was not a news release by the KTRS but an Associated can afford to finance more debt from state General Fund revenues.
Press news report.
Some legislators are getting nervous. Rep. Joe Clarke, D-Danville.
T Parker
chairman of the House Appropriations and Revenue Committee, said last
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DEMOCRATS

S.C. Van Curon and Todd Duvall
Syndicated columnists
week, "Some of us have a concern that every governor doesn't have a
right to bond a half-billion dollars just because they're governor."
True enough-, but in the past, as General Fund revenues grew naturally
from one biennium to another, the $50 million or sO a year necessary to
pay a half-billion dollars in bonds wasn'i,any big deal. Governors understandably like to leave office with tanglble results and their -names on
them in bronze: a convention center here, a four-lane road there, a highrise dormitory yonder.
Obviously, the commonwealth won't dissolve into Tennessee and West
Virginia if the legislature puts a moratorium on new borrowing. On the
other hand, the road-building projects proposed by Jones are largely those
already begun by the 1990 borrowing and ought to he completed. The
state parks system. once one of the nation's best, has languished for too
many years without significant investment in improvements and new
facilities.
Over the years, Kentucky has had no problem making payments on its
overall debt, which explains the state's good bond rating and the lower
interest costs that result.
Jones's proposals don't seem overly burdensome, even in these economic times. They also can help improve the state's. economy, surely as
good a justification for borrowing as any these days.

Just drop us a line...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
wriup's address and telephone number included in case verification is
(telephone numbers will not be published.) The Murray Ledreserves the right to condense or reject any letter.
:Imes
:fres
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray. KY 42071.
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MURRAY TODAY
JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
Sue Ann Lax called Tuesday to report that two Purple Martin scouts
were seen on Monday. She and her husband, Kenneth, said their bird boxes for the Purple Martins are near the pond at their home on Butterworth
Road. This is just another sign of the spring season approaching with the
arrival of the birds in the area.

a

Sycamore Street off South Fourth Street, operated by The Humane
These four animals are availabk for adoption at Animal Shelter, East
male
male Basset; "Kaki," a femak Torti kitten: "Chance," a blonde
Society of Calloway County. They are, from left, "Homer," a neutered mix. Animals who do not find homes must be destroyed. Hours of the
Cocker/Lab mix, five months; and "Adiva," a spayed female Shep/Hound
Friday, 1 to 6:15 p.m. Tuesday, 1 to 4:30 p.m. Saturday, and closed
shelter, open to the public, are 1 to 4:45 p.m., Monday, Thursday and
Murray and Calloway County. For information call 759-4141.
Sunday. The Humane Society is a member of United Way of

National Quilting
Day is promoted
The National QuiltineAssociaLion, a non-profit organization
dedicated to promoting the art of
quiltmaking, has begun a national
petition campaign to have Congress
declare a National Quilting Day to
be held yearly on the third Saturday in March.
Special events are already being
planned for the first National Quilting Day on March 21, 1992.
Ruth Ann Thompson. NQA publicity chairman, said "the NQA
believes that since quiltmaking is
such an integral part of our American heritage, it should be recognized on a specially designated
day."
Thompson said for persons to
contact the quilt shop. quilt guild,
or fabric store in your area to find
out what events have been planned.
If no event has been planned, why
not think of a quilt making related
activity- th:It you ould like to

COMPLIMENTARY
FACIAL
Mar\ Ka‘; has a skin

Dancing will be held Thursday
A dance, featuring country music, will be held Thursday, March 5, from 7
to 10 p.m. at Ronny's Place, U.S. Highway 641 South, six miles from Murray. This is a family entertainment event, a spokesperson said.

A gospel singing featuring the group, Charity, from Union City, Tenn., will
be Sunday, March 8, at 6 p.m. at New Mt. Carmel Baptist Church, located
south of New Concord on Highway 121 South. The public is invited to attend
the singing.

Gospel singing at Palestine
The Finchers of Crockett County, Tenn., will be featured at a gospel singing on Sunday. March 8, at 1:30 p.m. at Palestine United Methodist Church.
The public is invited to attend the singing at the church, located off Highway
94 East on Palestine Church Road.

AIDS Training Session Monday

A "Founders Day 1910" skit, depicting the organizational meeting of the Murray Magazine Club in the
spring of 1910 as presented- at a luncheon meeting of the club on Thursday, Feb. 27, at Commonwealth
Room, Curris Center, Murray State University. Lula Belle Hodges, left, portrayed -Mrs. Riley (NIattie)
Miller, who was hostess for the meeting at her home across from the new Murray Middle School. Hazel
Tarry, second left, portrayed Mrs. Rainey (Tenniet Wells; Betty Lowry, third left, as Mrs. L.E.._(Merta)
Owen; Kathryn Carman, fourth left, as Miss Cappie Beale; and Edith Noffsinger, right, as Mrs. Jack
(Minnie) Beale. Special guests were Helen Ruth Jordan, Nashville, Tenn., and 1Villie Mercer, Bremen,
third and second right, who with their sister, Edith Noffsinger, performed a medley of songs popular in
that era. Other persons present at that organizational meeting, but not portrayed, included Mrs. O.J.
Jennibgs, Mrs. Tom Stokes, Miss Kirtland, Mrs. Tom Morris, Mrs. Melas Linn, Mrs. George Upchurch,
Mrs. George Gatlin, Mrs. Brent Houston and Mrs. J.D. Sexton. Dr. Alice Koenecke read a poem, "The
Friend Who Just Stands By," to open the meeting. Lois Sparks, vice president, introduced the program
w toMrs. Noffsinger, club president, for preparation of the program. Toni Hopson
and paid special tribute
in charge of arrangememts for the luncheon.
and Edith Garrison

are

program:Fsigned-tat_your
skin type. All 'basic skin care
--products ate- nOn-comedogenic and clinically tested
tor skin irritancy and allerg‘.
\lost are tragram e-tree and
sate tor sensitive skin
Call today to receive
sour complimentary fa(

pally 011 771111SCIC11/

SNAPtitt

Independent
Beauty Consultant
1711 Keenland • 759-1638

Benefit singing on Friday
A benefit gospel singing.foi:Doris Keel, cancer patient at Vanderbilt Hospital, Nashville, Tenn., will be Friday, March 6, at 7 p.m. at Dexter Pentecostal Church, located on Church Street in Dexter. Featured singers will include
The Deliverance of Camden, Tenn., The Palestine Singers and other local
singers. If unable to attend, persons may send donations to Radford Connor, Rt. 1, Hardin, Ky. 42048, or Nida Puckett, Dexter, Ky. 42036. The Rev.
Elijah Balentine, pastor, invites the public to attend.

Temple Hill Lodge to meet
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 Free and Accepted Masons will meet Saturday, March 7, at 7 p.m. at the lodge hall on Highway 464 east of Almo. All
Master Masons are invited to attend.

A dance, open to the public, is held each Saturday from 7 to 10:30 p.m. at
the Woodmen of the World Camp Lodge on U.S. Highway 641 North. No
drugs or alcohol are allowed. Interested persons are invited to attend.

1-800-432-9346
RENTUCir CASON- POP MAAR RESOURCES

Essay Contest by Kenlake
Kenlake State Park is sponsoring an Essay contest for fourth and fifth
grades classes in Marshall and Calloway County Schools. Each student's
essay should comply to the following rules: Subject, Kentucky BiCentennial; length, 300-600 words; criteria: content, spelling and neatness;
due date, May 1, 1992; cover page: student's name, name of school, home
telephone number and grade. One winner from each county (Matshall and
Calloway) will be a special guest of the park and receive a weekend vacation at Kenlake State Resort Park which will include two nights' lodging and
dinner for winner and immediate family (not to exceed four persons), with
lodging subject to availability. Willow will be notified May 15, 1992. Essays
should be mailed to Kenlake State Resort Park, ATTN: Ky Bicentennial, At.
1, Box 522, Hardin, Ky. 42048. For more information call Gloria PeckHargrove at 474-2211 or 1-800-325-0143.

fACE BEAC'' A)vKF-

Caron Sorrels

An AIDS Training Session will be Monday, March 9, at 7 p.m. in Room
152, Business Building South, Murray State University. This program will be
on the ITN Network and,is free of charge. Due to law, it is mandatory for all
emergency services to have AIDS training. For more information, call Calloway County DES Director Peggy Billington at 753-1421.

Dance held each Saturday

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

IA_ MARY KAy
FACE

The Singles Organizational Society will meet Thursday, March 5, at 7
p.m. at Circus Skating of Murray. Hostess will be Kathy. This is a nonprofit
support and social group for singlq adults. The purpose of the group is to
provide support and positive social interaction for singles of all ages. For
information call Pamela/753-7638, Jeanne/753-0224, Sharon/1-527-9748, or
Rebekah/1-247-5765.

Gospel singing on Sunday

hold.
Those interested in joining the
campaign or wanting more information may send a SASE to: NQA,

P.O. Box 393, Ellicott City, Maryland 21041-0393.

Special skit at Macazine meetin!;

Singles' skating Thursday

:4-flour Program Infonation
502't 753-3.71.:

Arts and Crafts Show planned
Plans for the Annual Benefit Luncheon and Card Party for Thursday,
March 5, were discussed at the February meeting of the Garden
Department of the Murray Woman's Club. Hostesses for the Februar7 meeting were pictured, from left, Mamie Patterson, Zula Sykes,
Mimi Jordan, Rosanna Miller and Kim McFarlen, and not pictured,
Robbie Uddberg and Annie Harrison.

SPRING BREAK
SPECIAL
Lose up to 20 lbs.
4 week program

Just $49.00
SALE
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Paula Vargo lost 18 lbs. ki
just 4 weeks!

-As Seen On T.V.One of the nation's fastest
growing weight lose clinics
-Medically Reviewed-
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Gardening seminar on March 17
A Flower Gardening Seminar, "Bursting-N-Bloom, for members of The
Leisure Life of Bank of Murray will be Tuesday, March 17, at 2 p.m. at the
University Branch of the Bank of Murray. Rob Stanfa from Rolling Hills
Nursery will be the speaker. Persons may call Martha Covey at 753-1893 to
reserve a spot at the seminar.

Special evening on March 19
A Research Evening will be Thursday, March 19, at 5:30 p.m. at Seven
Seas Restaurant, Murray. This will be sponsored by Sigma Theta Tau, Delta
Epsilon Chapter, Murray State University. Presenters will be Dr. Betty Powell on 'Maternal Identity: Satisfaction and Employment Among First Time
Mothers: and Or Nancey France on 'A Phenomenological inquiry of the
Child's Perception of the Human Energy Field Using Therapeutic Touch.'

Old Salem needs donations

Expirns 3792

51.99

Paducah Arts and Crafts Show will be March 19 to 22 at Kentucky Oaks
Mall. Handcrafted items of all types will be shown. Spaces are still available.
For more information call 1-443-4463 after 6 p.m. and on weekends.

-

Old Salem Cemetery is in need of funds to add to its perpetual fund for
the upkeep of the cemetery. Because of the vandalism to the tombstones at
the cemetery last year and the lower interest rate, more funds are needed.
Persons may mail their donations to Jack Dodd, At. 8, Box 910, Murray, or
Relmon Wilson, At. 3, Box 181, Murray.

SS Representative here Tuesday
A representative from Mayfield Social Security office will be at Calloway
County Public Library on Tuesday, March 10, from 1010 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
This is a special service of the office to give load persons an opportunity to
see the SS representative here. For more information call the Mayfield
Social Security office at 1-247-8095. 0

Special reunion planned
The second reunion of the 9th Root Tech Squadron, activated Oklahoma
City 1944-Served Guam 1946-46, will be April 3-5 in Nashville, Tenn. For
more details contact D.K.(Pete) Whitt, 19620 island Parkway East, Sumner,
Wash. 98390, phone 1-206-662-3041, or Evan Baugh, 319 E. South St
Linden, Ind., 47456, phone 1-317-3311-7959.
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Polo-Snyder wedding to be CALENDAR
March 14 at Good Shepherd

BAKER'S STEW
By Trudy Baker "

1

warm. Poach eggs, 4-6 minutes or
to desired firmness. To serve, layer
ham, tomato and egg on each muffin hall,. Top with wamIsauce and
garnish with parsley.
• • • •
Phoebe's Eggs
6 eggs
1 c. milk
2 tsp. sugar
1 tsp. salt
1 lb. Monterey Jack cheese,
•
cubed
1 - 3 oz. pkg. cream cheese,
cubed
1 - 8 oz. carton cottage cheese
6 Tbs. butter, cubed
1 tsp. baking powder
Preheat oven to 350 degrees.
Mix eggs, milk, sugar and salt.
Add remaining ingredients. Pour
into greased 9 x 13 inch dish. Bake
40'minutes.
• • • •
Mexican Strata
16 slices wliite bread, trimmed
and lightly buttered
4 lg. ripe tomatoes, peeled and
sliced
1 med. onion, sliced and separated into rings
1 - 4 oz. can chopped green
chilies
12 oz. cheddar cheese, grated
7 eggs
31/2 c. milk
1 tsp. salt
1/2 tsp. garlic salt
1/2 tsp. grd. cumin
1/2 tsp. chili powder
Place 8 slices bread in bottom of
buttered, 3 qt. rectangular casserole. Arrange tomato slices, onions,
and chilies over bread. Sprinkle 2/3
cheese over all. Top with remaining slices of bread. Beat eggs, milk
and seasonings, pour over bread.
Liquid should come to top of casserole. If More liquid is needed,
add mixture of one egg to 1/2 c.
milk. Sprinkle remaining cheese
over top. Cover with foil and chill
overnight. Remove from refrigerator one hour before baking. Bake in
a preheated oven for 1 to 11/2
hours, or until knife inserted in
center comes out clean. Allow to
stand 5 minutes before serving.

These days with everyone watching their cholesterol, the egg market must slimly be suffering.
Knowing that we don't eat nearly as many eggs as we used to, and
avoid recipes with too many eggs
involved, I can only assume that
most households are following the
same pattern.
Sometimes, though, we throw
out the book on current nutritional
trends and scramble up a batch of
eggs (and if my cholesterol loving
husband can talk me into it, fried
potatoes, too!).
I never was much of an egg
eater. Being one of the unlucky
millions who suffer from motion
sickness, and eggs being a favorite
breakfast food, and breakfast being
a meal we usually ate prior to disembarking upon' any lengthy road
trip, I usually lost my eggs somewhere within the first 20 miles or
so...after a couple trips like that,
eggs just lost their appeal for me.
Mom did her best to disguise
eggs, thinking that if I didn't know
they were eggs, I would eat them
and not get sick. HA! The stomach
always knows, and I soon was able
to pick out the smell of eggs, no
matter how they were fixed, from
miles away.
We ate alot of eggs, because we
bought them so cheaply from a farmer who lived next door to my
grandparents. We would drive over
and visit with the cows and pigs
while Mom negotiated the egg
deal, then Dad would load up the
trunk with a big box full of fresh
eggs.
We always saved the egg cartons, even if we had to buy eggs
between visits, and took them to
the farmer's wife, so I guess that.
helped Mom with her negotiations.
Unfortunately for me, this meant
that we had lots of eggs to eat, and
that usually ment that I either ate
lots of whatever else was served, or
gagged down the eggs. As I grew
older, I learned not to eat eggs if
we were about to go traveling and
so they became easier to swallow.
Good intentions notwithstanding,
Mom and Dad always thought that
I'd outgrow the carsickness thing,
or that (an echo reverberates in my
memory)"it's just in your head". I
repeatedly insisted that it wasn't in
my head, but in my tummy, or soon
to be elsewhere, but I've learned
that one has to suffer from motion
sickness a time or two to develop a
true understanding of the 'disease'.
When were were young, poor
and newly married, we ate Mot of
eggs. We would concoct elaborate
'leftover omelettes' with whatever
tidbits the refrigerator had to offer.
Now, unless we have a real
'weekend breakfast', or fix a traditional Spanish omelette for a light
supper, our egg consumption has
slowed to a halt.
A funny note about the current
egg eating trend; a year of so ago,
we had a party and served one of
my husband's favorite's, pickled
eggs.
',Tule did we know that he
wasn't the only one who liked
these boiled beuties. I had made
about three dozen, thinking there
would be plenty leftover and we
would have pickled eggs for weeks
to come.
The platter was attacked as soon
as I set them out and within an
hour or so, all three dozen of those
eggs had disappeared. Since then,
I've watched at various potlucks
and the deviled eggs are just about
always the first to go. I guess deep
down we all miss eating eggs,
whether we want to admit It or not.
If your family has a craving for
eggs, here are some recipes you
can try on them, and remember, if
Ou really are watching your
cholesterol, an egg substitute can
always fill in for the real thing.
••••
Eggs Basin Street
10 Tbs. butter, divided
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Haley accepted
at Harding
SEARCY, Ark. — Jason B.
Haley, son of Bob and Loretta
Haley, Rt. 1, Farmington, has been
accepted at Harding University for
the fall semester of 1992.
University administrators expect
enrollment to exceed last fall's
record registration of 3,386 when
students came from 48 states and
35 foreign countries.
Haley is a senior at Calloway
County High School, where he is
Mr. Calloway County High, voted
best all-around senior boy, a Just
Say No officer and a member of
the Chorus.
lie will be welcomed to the campus Aug. 21 for a special program
called "Student Impact." Classes
will begin Aug. 26.

Miss Tina M. Polo and Kerry L Snyda,,both of Murray, announce
their forthcoming marriage.
The vows will be said on Saturday, March 14, at 2 p.m. at Good Shepherd United Methodist Church. Highway 121 South, Murray.
A reception will follow the ceremony.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend.
Miss Polo is the daughter of Danny and Kathy Polo.of Inkster, Mich.,
and of Phillip and Sylvia York of Draffenville.
She is the granddaughter of Bud and Theresa Jewett of Harrison, Mich.,
Ed and Hulda Polo of Lose, Mick, and Jius and Katheline York of
Benton.
Mr. Snyder is the son of Chester and Joyce Snyder of Colusa, Ill.
He is the grandson of Glen and Dorothy Snyder of Bumshide, Ill., and
of Bob and Katherine Brookhiser of Burlington, Iowa.
The bride-elect is a 1990 graduate of Marshall County High School.
The groom-elect is a 1989 gradaute of Nauvoo/Colusa High School. Both
are employed at Fisher-Price, Murray.

Wednesday, March 4
National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Open Riding/5-10 p.m./West Kentucky Livestock-Show and Exposition Center. Admission free.
Bible Classes/7 p.m./Glendale
Road Church of Christ.'
Bible Classes/7 p.m./University
Church of Christ.
Murray Overeaters Anonymous/
beginners/5:1 5 p.m. and
regular/5:30 p.m./Ellis Community
Center.
Elm Grove Baptist Church events
include Family potluck/6 p.m. and
Midweek Bible Study, Acteens,
RAs, GAs and Mission Friends/7

1 loroscope
THURSDAY,MARCH S, 1992
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth.Call 1.900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 95cents
a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE possibilities and take care of distant
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: A interests. Diplomacy and patience
wide range of career and business will work wonders in romance.
VIRGO(Aug.23-Sept. 22): You
opportunities will test your good
judgment.The choices you make this can make,sizable financial gains by
spring will determine the level of moving quickly today. Sidestep
financial success you achieve. You anyone who tries to distract you.Edit
love a challenge and have what it your comments to preserve office
takes to win lasting prestige. Resist harmony. Meditation provides a sothe tenttuation to indulge in extended lution.
LIBitA (Sept. 23-Oct 22): Rotravel next summer; it is unlikely to
live up to yourex pectations.Romance mance is cida smoother course now.
looks golden in the fall. Temper your Be careful what you say about a
forcefulness with diplomacy when business associate. Mixed trends affect your financiaterbwm.Re cautious
attending family gatherings.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON about spending 'your; hard -earned
THIS DATE: football's Rocky dollars.
SCORPIO (Oct, 23-Nov: 21)
Bleier, actors Dean Stockwell and
Michael Warren, actress Samantha Showcase your tiriglindity. Clever
suggestions could lead tet a raise or
Eggar.
ARIES(March 21-April 19):The promotion. Invest in a new project
right contacts can help you make only after consulting experts. A teensubstantial financial gains now.Keep ager deserves the benefitofthe doubt.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
your calendar open so that you can
accept an important business invita- 21):Today's events will have a lasting
effect on your work environment.
tion.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Cheer up a friend who has personal
Look forward to an unusual but in- problems. Flamboyant behavior will
teresting day at work. Refuse to take irritate someone you wantto impress.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan. 19):
sides in an office dispute. Romance
enjoys highly favorable influences Business correspondence requires
tonight. Send any lingering doubts prompt handling. Learn to delegate
more responsibility. Working out a
on a permanent vacation.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20): Re- sensible budget will mean greater
organizing your schedule will make financial security in the years ahead.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
yeu more productive. Do not be deceived by someone who pretends to Romanceseeks you out.Be receptive.
support you while they actually work Special purchases may prove more
expensive than you anticipated. You
against you.
CANCER (June 21-July 22): can find what you need at resale
s the importance of developing shops. Your employment prospects
g habits. Punctuality is improve.
PISCES (Feb. 19-Maych 20): A
tial for success. A social event
a chance to make benefi- sudden rift in an alliance is cause for
concetn. Angry protests- will only
cial professional contacts.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Do not make things worse. Keep your cool
try to force an issue today. Answers and ask probing questions. Your arwill come naturally. Investigate =vet tistic talents receive new attention.

Westside Baptist Church prayer
service/7 p.m.
First Christian Church events
include Evangelism Committee/12
noon/Pagliai's; Christian Family
Fellowship/5:30 p.m.; Chancel
Choir/7 p.m.
(Cont'd on page 8A)

TODAY'S CHILDREN are tenderhearted,patient and optimistic. They
look to the future with great confidence. Known for their compassion and
tolerance, these Pisces are slow to criticize other people. They will go to
almostany lengths to help a friend. Their sympathetic nature makes them the
repositories of many secrets. Despite their being somewhat finicky eaters,
they usually enjoy excellent health.The idealjob will allow these contetnpla*five souls to work in quiet surroundings.
(To order a revised and updated copy of Jeane Dixon's best-selling book "Yesterday.Today and,Forever
How Astrology Can Help You Find Your Place in God's Plan," send $8.95 plus SI postage and hindlintto
Dixon, do Andrews and 64C-Meel, P.O. Box 419150, Kansas City, Mo. 64141. Make checks payable to
Andrews and McMeel.)
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BRIDAL
REGISTRY
We are pleased to
announce that Lee
Ann Wheeler, brideelect of Mike Kelso,
has made her domestic and household
selections through
our bridal registry.
Lee Ann and Mike
will be married
March 21, 1992.

\VAL-MART
Hwy. 641 North
Murray
Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-6

MURRAY
TODAY

Nails by
Tina
Inside Shear Creations Salon
604 Broad Ext., Murray, Ky.

/MARCH SPECIAL
5a set _}
Overlays
Tip
$2
Call 753-4083 for an appointment

2302 KENTUCKY AVE.
PADUCAH, KY

NEW SPRING
FASHIONS

Jacket 45500

50% Polyester
50% Cotton

4 green onions, minced
3 canned tomatoes, seeded and
chopped
2-3 drops hot pepper sauce
1 c. grated cheddar
8 - 1/4 inch thick slices cooked
ham
2 fresh tomatoes, sliced
4 English muffins, split
8 eggs
Minced parsley
Saute green onions in 4 Tbs. butter for 10 minutes. Add canned
tomatoes and pepper sauce. Cook
2-3 minutes. While sauce is hot,
mix in an electric blender at high
speed. Add cheese: blend sauce
until smooth, keep warm. Cut ham
slices in half to fit muff*. Saute
ham and tomato slices in 4 Tbs.
butter when cooketl, place tomatoes
on top of ham slices and keep
warm. Toast muffins, spread with
remaining two Tbs butter and keep

Top $440°
Colors In
Blue Denim
With Pink
Flowers

Now IT COSTS ITSS To WE'JO

Pant $32x

YOUR BRO11-1ET LAUGH.
Tops- 1X-3X
Bottoms - 30-40

We've got good news for South Central Bell customers.
Wve reduced our long distapce rates to neat* communities
an average of 30%.So :o ahead, make your'pincher laugh
in. Can him I, distance today foriess.

USE OUR FREE
LAYAWAY PLAN

ig South Central Bel'
i941 Some%
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CALEND
(Cont'd from par 74)

MURRAY TODAY
Nad.

Wednesday, March 4
First Presbyterian Church
Women/7:15 p.m./with Anna Miller, hostess, and Frances Matarazzo,
program.

•
••----••••••---••••••••••

filEOPENING

First Baptist -Church events
include Bible Study/9:45 a.m.; Fellowship supper/5:30 p.m.; Teacher
Training/6 p.m.; Library open/6:30
p.m.; Klayrnata and Children's
Choirs/6:30 p.m.; Prayer meeting/
6:45 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir/7:45
p.m.

Thursday, March 5th
Our Hours Will Be
Thursday, Friday & Saturday
11 a.m.-8 p.m.

Grace Baptist Church events
include Youth Choir/6:15 p.m.;
business meeting/7 p.m.; and
Weekly Workers/8 p.m.

Bar-B-0 Ribs
Served Every Day
Catering Services Available
For All Occasions

Memorial Baptist Church events
include supper/6 p.m.; Sunday
School Workers/6:15 p.m.;Prayer
meeting/7 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir/8
p.m.

•

KNOTII'S
BAR-B41

First United Methodist Church
events include Covenant Prayer
Group/10 a.m.; Bell Choir/4 p.m.;
Youth Club/5 p.m.; Chancel
-"Choir/7:30 p.m.

Hwy. 641 North

SUCCESS
GUARANTEED

"

W F'

"For The Health of it!"
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fabulous Fresh Frozen Food
Personal Exercise Schedule
Flexible & Easy Program
Individualized Program
Body Fat Analysis
No Hidden Costs
No Contract

Success Guaranteed! or your
Money Back! Period7
One on one Counseling. Call for an appointment today!
Kathy Perkins • Martha Duncan
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Liturgy for Ash Wednesday
service/6 p.m./St. John Episcopal
Church.

AA and Al-Anon closed
meetings/8 p.m./Senior Citizens'
Center, Benton. Info/759-4059 or
753-7663.

Thursday, March 5
Food Coop meeting/6:30
p.m./Calloway County Public
Library.
Chorus of Music Department of
Murray Woman's Club/7 p.m./club
house.
Murray Art Guild/open 6-9 p.m.

Murray Civitan Club/6:45
p.m./Homeplace Restaurant.
Murray Kiwan.is Club/6
p.m./Sirloin Stockade.

Temfic Selection
45° Wide 100% Acetate
Basics, Bright', Pastels

•
•
•
••

and II/concert/8
p.m./Curris Center ballroom, Murray State University. Admission
free.
Rifle Match/8 a.m./Rooms 228 and
230 of Roy Stewart Stadium, Murray State University. Admission
free.
Murray Rotary Club/12 noon/
SCRS Restaurant.

Seven

West View

)-011

Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital/Dees
Bank of Hazel/8:30 a.m.-12 noon
and New Providence Church of
Christ/1-3 p.m.
Young N Hearts/10 a.m./Glendale
Road Church of Christ.
St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Legion of Mary/9:45 a.m.;
RCIA/7 p.m.; Knights of Columbus
meetingf7:30 p.m. at K/C building.
First United Methodist Church
cu.*. include Senior Adult
Exercise/9 a.m. and Adult
Exercise/5 p.m.

The Youth Department and Prayer Band of St. 'John Baptist Church
presented a program of songs at West View Nursing Home. Pictured
are Mrs. Lula Mae Cooper, 80, center, West View resident, with Victoria Kendall, left, and Jamille Hudspeth, right.

4f3

I • Quality Fashions
eltuo
•Friendly Service
•Affordable Prices

Sine, nedda,

35.00 &45.00
Reg. 59.99
To 79.99

For Prom Night

Sequins
37 Wide 8 Colors

29.95 yd.

•
yd.

Kentucky Forum on "A Look at
Kentucky School Councils"/7
p.m./Kentucky Educational Television. Info/753-9776.

Hunter Safety Course/6
p.m./National Guard Armory.

4
lin ''

••• 4,

Taffeta

National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m2-4:30 p.m.

JIM Bands I

• fir•

$

Upholstery
Fabrics

Open meeting of Narcotics
Anonymous/7 p.m./Parish Center!
St. Leo Catholic Church.

4f1•

4

II•
7fr
I•
.
•

Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

Thursday, March 5
First Baptist Church events
include Mothers' Day Out and
Week of Prayer program/both at
9:30 a.m.

•

£0441, FABRIC SALE
Ob:

Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
for senior citizens' activities.

County-wide Ash Wednesday
service/7 p.m./Kirksey United
Methodist Church.

After
Street
Main
School/3:30-4:30 p.m./Main Street
Youth Center. Info/753-1820,
759-4410 or 753-1292.

es enIngs

MURRAY SEWING CENTER

di• 1.;

Public demonstration of Nathan
B. Stubblefield's place in radio
history/2 p.m./soccer field next to
Curris Center, Murray State
University.

Thursday, March 5
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m.
for senior chizens' activities.

Singles Friendship of, Paris,
Tenn./7:30 .m./Farm Bureau
Building, Info/Kennith Broach,
753-3580.

We're committed to your success

301 N. 12th St. (University Square) • 753-9932
P

Wednesday, March 4
Spelling Bee by Murray Education
Association/3:30 p.m./Murray
Middle School Library.

Compare & Savo

•

A NEW WAY To SAVE...e'ven more
BY THE YARD OR BUY THE BOLT

SHOP AND COMPARE OUR EVERYDAY LOW PRICE!
14:‘,114:1141(11,AV IAINN

Interfacing

Quilt
Batt
100

Viz it'i.,

Shoulder
Pads

1

4 Yds Sew -In
On
3 Yds Ir on

1•

6

Poly( ,d(•

3.98 '1.00 '1.44
on' orget.

St. Patricks Day
Is Tues , March 17th!

Quitters Special

Calicos

I

—
Thread
serger

0,1

4

WONDER-UNDER
EVERYDAY

Oft Wht

fir

I sLU

Beautiful assortment of Spring Dresses
in florals, prints,solids & more.
Career,casual & dressy styles.
Junior, Misses & Halfsizes.

Salem Ilte toed IS ad egfienditie
BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER
753-5323

woo•Amato

4

97C yd
SPECIAL • SPECIAL
• sPEciaL •

11 IS
‘
8

s4

SINGER

TRAMPER ROWS Ma
Fsteic
Pew a••••••••• Turns
Fabric

10

250 yds

spoolY°$1
4;1. $1 898 re. ' 3cm
w5

. NOTION ,°.`, WEEK

Quilting Thread siedt

PRICE
•

9-6
1-5
Mon -Fri. sun.

Great looking nylon Jogging Suits in beautiful, bright Spring colors. Junior & Misses Sizes.
Central Shopping Center - Murray

Mon.-Sat. 10-8, Sun. 1-5

753-7991

1
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Psychologist to give parenting
lecture, workshop April 17-18

11••••IP-
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A nationally recognized psychologist, Dr.Thomas Gordon, will present
a lecture and workshop on parenting
at Murray State University April 1718.
Dr. Gordon,founder and president
of Effectiveness Training, in:. of
Solana Beach, Calif., will present a
free lecture on Parent Effectiveness
Training Friday,April 17,at 7:30 p.m.
in the Murray State University Curris
Center Theater. A reception in the
theater lobby will follow the lecture.
He will also hold a free miniworkshop for parents from 9 a.m. to
noon Saturday, April 18, in the Barkley Room of the MSU Curris Center.
The workshop is limited to the first 30
people on a first-come, first served
basis. For reservations, call the MSU DR. THOMAS GORDON
Department of Speech Communication and Theater at (502) 762-4483.
served on the faculty
Designed in 1962 by Dr. Gordon, cago, where he
years.
five
for
Parent Effectiveness Training (PET)
From 1942-1946, he served as a
is a preventive program that teaches
Air Force, reaching
parents essential interpersonal skills pilot in the Army
captain.
of
rank
the
and helps resolve family conflicts so
He has served as a consultant to
no one loser:The program stresses the
business and educational
.numerous
of
kinds
all
and
ineffectiveness of any
punishment and teaches parents effec- organizations. His leadership course
tive alternatives tO punishment. He titled "Leader Effectiveness Trainpromotes the concepts of active lis- ing," has been utilized by several
tening, communication roadblocks hundred corporations including IBM,
Honeywell, Chrysler, General Dyand no-lose conflict resolution.
Coca-Cola, Blue Cross-Blue
namics,
one
is
Inc.,
Effectiveness Training,
of the largest human relations training Shield, Exxon and Federal Express.
A past president of the California
organizations in the world. Courses
Psychological Association, he
State
managers,
for parents, teachers,
supervisors, school administrators, was a consultant to the White House
sales representatives and women have Conference on Children and an inbeen taught to nearly a million per- vited speaker to the White House
Fellows. He has served on the advissons in 26 countries.
A licensed psychologist, Dr. Gor- ory board of the National Committee
don earned a bachelor's degree from for the Prevention of Child Abuse and
DePaul University, a mastees degree been a guest on the "Today Show" and
from Ohio State University and a the "Phil. Donahue Show.
Two of Dr. Gordon's books, "Disdoctorate from the University of Chicipline That Works" and "P.E.T,:
Parent Effectiveness Training," will
be on sale at both the lecture and the
workshop.
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"Where the price and service
makes the pill easier to swallow.'

Charlie's Sale-T
Discount Pharmacy
753-4175
Glendale et Whitns51
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30
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(From left) Carrie Ford, Melissa Towe, Terri Files and Jennifer Bean,
members of the Delta Omega chapter of Alpha Omicron Pi sorority,
recently donated more than 200 articles of clothing to charity. The
clothing was gathered from local AOPI alumnae and donated to the
Glendale Church of Christ clothing department as the sorority's
--January service project.

Re-Opening
Thursday March 5

Featuring:
4
4 ( Chicken • Steak
4
Harper's Country Ham
Open:
4-9 p.m:.
Saturday
Monday
Sunday 11:30 a.m.-8:30 p.m.
AND

Girl Scouts to celebrate
80th birthday March 12
Girl Scouts in Kentuckiana and
Former Girl Scouts, friends, comthroughout the rest of the world will munity supporters and parents are
celebrate Girl Scout Week,March 7- • encouraged to join the over three
14, 1992. This week of special recogmillion members of Girl Scouts of the
.aitions,including local troop-environ- U.S.A. in a salute to 80 years of
mental service projects and com- helping girls to become the very best
munity and girl events, will begin they can be.
with Girl Scout Sabbath on Saturday,
March 7th. Girl Scouts in the United
States will be 80 years old on March
12th. This year's service projects and
educationli programs focus on the
fact that "Girl Scouts Care for the
Earth." Throughout the year, many of
the 26,000 registered girls and adult
leaders vAll be learning more about
protecting and preserving resources,
helping promote community awareness, and pledging to become better
caretakers or our environment.
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Hidden Asset
South dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.
NORTH
+J 108 7 2
V K 9 76 3
•—
4 10 5 4
EAST
•WEST
+4
+5
v A J 82
V Q 10 5 4
•108 7 5 4
•A K J 3
4876
4 Q 93 2
SOUTH
•A K Q 96 3
V—
•Q 96 2
4bAKJ
The bidding:'
South West North East
4+
Pass
1+
Dble
5•
Pass
5+
Pass
7
Opening lead — king of diamonds.
Potential tricks come in all
shapes and sizes, and in a variety of
disguises. The secret of succesp is to
recognize their potential before it is
too late to use them.
Consider this deal where NorthSouth did well to reach seven spades
missing nearly halfthe high cards in
the deck. After South's opening one
spade bid and West'stakeout double,
North's jump to four spades indicated a relatively weak hand with
five or more trumps and distributional values. South showed slam
interest by cuebidding clubs, and
when North cuebid diamonds,guaranteeing first-round control of that
suit, South leaped optimistically to
the grand slam.
Declarer ruffed West's diamond
lead in dummy and immediately
embarked on a crorisruff, hoping
West had started with the A-K-x of
diamonds,or thatone opponent held
A-x or A-x-x of hearth (a 1-1 trump
split Oiould also be needed in most
cases). If so, a club could be discarded from dummy or his own hand
on whichever red honor became established. Failing that, he could fall
back on a club finesse.
So at trick two,declarer ruffed a
heart in his hand, then ruffed a
diamond, a heart, a diamond, and
another heart with the nine. When
neither red ace appeared after these
machinations, he cashed the ace of
spades and ace of clubs, ruffed his
last diamond and then led a club to
the jack. West produced the queen,
and South was down one.
South's hope for a favorable lie in
one ofthe red suite didn't go quite far
enough. He should also have made
allowance for„the strong possibility
that the opposing hearts were divided 4-4. To do so, he had to play a
bit more carefully.
To be in position to take advantage of a 4-4 heart division, declarer
must ruff the third round of hearth
- high. The nine of spades is then led
to the ten and a fourth rcund of
hearts is ruffed. When both opponents follow suit, declarer ruffs his
last diamond with dummy'sjack and
discards the jack of clubs on the
heart king. Note that if the hearts
fail to dividefavorablyorthetrumps.
break 2-0, South still has the club
lineage in reserve.
Talmerrow:Trick.* that melt sway.
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Order Dates
April 6, 13, 20,
27 & May 4

Meet Speedling's Plug
and Transfer System
Speedling Economics for the busy tobacco grower
f you are managing a busy, diversified operation,
growing tobacco transplants can be as simple as plug
and transfer. Plug and transfer lets you ELIMINATE plant bed labor. And, Speedling's Plug and
Transfer System allows you to manage your time effectively.
.
You can make more profit!
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498-8142 ,
Hazel

Pittsburgh' Paints. The Colors You Love For The People You Love.*
Interior
Eggshell Latex
Wall & Trim
•The finest interior paint
Pittsburgh Paints makes

• .

Lo-Lustre Interior
Latex Enamel
Wall and Trim
•For use on hard wear areas
•Long-lasting finish
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•,
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Latex
Ceiling Paint
•llse on ceilings
•Faster map*

Now IT COSTS LESS To MAICE

YOUR SIS 1 ER

Flat Latex

Wall and Ceiling Paint
•For use on most interior
surfaces
•Excellent scrubbability
•Easy to apply

$14
.
911

We've got good news lor South Central Bell acstomers.
We've reduced our long distance rates to nearby communities
an average of 30%. So go ahead. put a smile on your sister's
Lace Call her long distarke today, for-less
South CentralBer
753-3321

C 102 Swill Central RA
RI 1 I

••

i'• I 4 . -

437-4102
Hardin

Okay, even welladmit it. There are a lot of prat reasons to wish for wanner
weather, but painting isn't one of them. That's why we're featuring the
lowest prices of the year on quality interior Pittsburgh Paints - right now.
le)
%
5o get it over with now while you can get it on sale. Unless this summer.
Mit Spimor
you'd prefer rolling on paint to reeling in fish.
learn
1992 I! s. Olympia
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With These Valuable Coaponsl

0000 ONLY AT PHAR-MOR

I Hungry Jacks Mashed Potatoes
la

,„.,

Lirrrt 4 cans

36

SAVE 1

Chase
Sanborn
Coffee
••••

3 1 or ou.

tBUY ONE FR
EE
'GET ONE
one coupon per tarn.ty Redeemable at
Phar I.only T he coupon may rod 04
Good only
rePrOdu0s0 in any re,,,

With Coupon

$

ail To value
Uturnmu
pa;ein
d396°
F2
7
TATIL92Er7
1 8
lo.
RE9.9
c
O
im
Polisbar 1100 Mendetesoon Aye •
SAN 55427
t4.19M:Pillsbury Company

1 59

REDEEM NOW
Good thru 3/8;92

.PH)

)Ft

0020 ONLY AT PHAR-MOR

o

Pillsbury Gravy Mix
S 6 or Do. Cructten Brown or riomesty

BUY THREE
GET ONE
Limit one coupon per lama),
Redeemable at Phar MCA only
This Coupon may not be
reproduced in any fOrm Coupon
May not be doubled Good Only
041 the product shown

GRAVY- - J D

FREE

TO

GRAVY::

With Coupon

REDEEM NOW
Good thru 3892

43

L

1

rG000 ONLY AT PHAR-MOR

Green Giant Corn

ttss sra.1

/50

With Coupon
CONSUMER Itmit one coupon per purchase of specified doductis
ay not be
,
no other coupon may be used wth this coupon Coupon'
clouded Yowl A sold exchanged or transferred RETAILER You are
aurOnred 10 ad as Our agent and redeem this coupon at tace value
Plus 81 handling if enso:OrOanOe yeah Our rodernphon policy copes
avadade upon request Send coupons to
THE ell...Lwow COMPANY
P0 Box 600250, El Paso, TX 811560 0250
REDEEM NOW
Void A coped Void where prontwted
licensed Or regulated Good only in USA
Good thru 18,92
and APO FPO post OPhOe addresses
Cash value 0011
.80458
tsoury Company 99, coot
'^e P,

Ile

it;
Crt
.
n
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cts""b\o''''

1:1-1.0F?

L

t

rGOOD ONLY AT PHAR-MOR

Green Giant Peas
6S oz car

Pink Beauty
Pink Salmon

Cheerios
15 oz Reg or
Apple Cinnamon

14

3/50C

With COupon

CONSUMER Lwit one coupon per purchase of spouted
productisl no oMer coupon may be used will this coupon Coupon
may root be clouded Void if sold exchanged or transferred
RETAILER You we autnonzed to act as our agent and redeem tNs
coupon at lace value plus Sc handling In aCCOrdanCe *en our
redemption policy .copes avalable upon request Send coupons to
THE PILLSBURY COMPANY
PO Box 600250 El Paso TX 88560-0250
REDEEM NOW
Void 1copied Void where prohbeed. licensed
wGood thru 3/8/92
Good Only in USA and APO.
once addresses Coe value 001e
the Pillsbury Comerty 1991 code miss
=0.a
awn.

75 oz

=

148DAY
•EVERY

stemr

I Green Giant Green Beans

a

8501
1 car3/500

Nobility
Mandarin
Oranges
oz

2!!=25

4;:tigai
i e1
r

CONSUMER Urrw one coupon per purchase of spect6ed
productosl no other capon may be used wen thes coupon Coupon
mai not be doubted Void if mad exchanged or transferred
RETAILER You we authorized to eel as our agent and redeem this
coupon at lace value plus de handimg 11,1 accordance rim our
Send coupons to
'ederrIPtIon Redo/ Cod's available upon request
THE PILLSBURY COMPANY
REDEEM NOW
PC Box 600250 El Paso TX 865600250
—
if copied *ea wit"t"
'.Good thru 3/8/92
1,eed 'cense,
"
,P`0
I"
a regulated Good only in USA and
F PO post °thee wqresses Cash value 001e
AftMOR
APOPH
60458
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With Coupon

Sun Valley
Ripe Colossal
Black Olives

JeAraii

rG00D ONLY AT PHAR-MOR

rG000 ONLY AT PHAR-MOR

a.

I

Green Giant Baked Style Beans

Green

2/300

With Coupon

11111111111111111111
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Keebler
Elfkins

Eagle Snacks
Tortilla Chips

L

13 oz ,Butter.
Vanilla
or Double Fudge

6 5 oz Ranch or
Nacho Cheese

C,ONSUMEP ,rnit one ookoon per pixshase specified products
no cow coupon may be used win the cdupon V04115010 e.charced
Or earblenect
RETAILER You are authorized ID aC1 al Our Kent and redeem thrS
O:r4On at MCP raw Pus Be fencing 41,accordance +Nth OS
coupons to
redenVIOn poky copes raesble upon request Send
'HE PILLSBURY COMPANY
11D0 MenOtessohn Aye • MInneepOle MN 5642, REDEEM NOW
Vag of coped WOO when prohbled
3/8/92
Named or rsculated Good only is USA and APO G001:I thru
cf.° post dere addresses Cash value 001c
The Pesbury Company 1992 code 90614

rGOOD ONLY AT PHATMOR

Joan of Arc Kidney Beans
30 oz car

9AY
2/16EVERYD

L

Happy Cat
Cat Food

rG00D ONLY AT PHAR-MOR

Purina Hi Pro Dog Food
bag

36 oz

96 oz

4.99

197DAY

With Coupon
R Required purchase necessary Coupon mop not be
to purchase the
used
be
may
coupon
No
other
translened
cocoa or
lame plaaWil
RETAILER Ramon Punna Company PO Boa 171 75 Maud:Ian
IL 42224 •41 Worm this coupon per our Coupon Redemption Policy
volatile upon request In case of free goods she pncei
Consumer must pay soles tax
REDEEM NOW
Good only In USA
APO s FPO s Yowl When pronextecl
Good theu 3 892
Cash value 1 201
71991 Renton Purina Company
one 036'21

I EVERY

.)
NMI

•••
,• 4..."
. • •••

_

Moist8 Meaty Dog Food
21 oz

.larnV
'••;•• ,

44

II

iJ 'P4
•••••1,

1/2 Pricewhcx.upon

coctsumER hecooso purchase necessary Coupon may ntll be
coped or veneered PIO ore,COWIN,may be used to p•cese• the
same pad.
At IM..1We)IE• Raft•oe Purr.. Company PO Bo. 1 71 7S MascOulah IL
62224 se moor" tie couper per out Coupon RedeMpeOn Policy
wadable upon newest on Pe case of Nee doock shell pricer
tar .
pay
Consumer
sI
REDEEM NOW
salescon
s FPO s
Good oncy on USA APO
Vold we're prOntAted
Good thri, -I 8 92
Caer, value 1201
C1071 FleieSse Nees Carrosev
od. 038721

3/c00

99

4tr

rGOOD ONLY AT PHAR-MOR

2 pk 5 oz each bar

14 lb box

PHi_aL_40F_t

L

Dove or
Caress
Bar Soap

Surf Laundry
Detergent
eri4

300witt,

no oftw Pagan may be used wet tie coupon
or transferred
RETAILER You so authorized to act as our agent and redeem are
coupon if lace value plus Se honing 41, accordance ralh Our
redempeOn policy, copses available upon request Send coupons to
THE PILLSBURY COMPANY
1 100 Mendelesolm Ave • lir
ne4d6 MN 55427 REDEEM NOW
'
Vciel A coped Voql *here pronbeed
licensed or regulated Good only r USA and APO Good thru 3/8/92
FP° post Odd addresses Cash value 0014
The Pillsbury Company 1992 code 80503
PHAftMOR

EVERY DAY
99
2

'•

,
of ARC

Coupon
spoofed productis•
cortsumER use one coupon per purchase ofVoid
it sold whinged

Snuggle
Concentrated
Fabric Softener
•

JOAN

Fojii_5•_1045_71:t

L

f4
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103ITUCKY
SHOP
=
MAIM • WNW
Knoll Galleria
In
,
the Ceder

• MINN*
Next to
Kentucky Oaks Mail

• 2 KRUM'1.1111111NRIS:

• Clarksville

TENNESSII
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•amilmoisee
Defend Hstalllorf Place Mali

Bpnir•d East Towne Mall
KingstOR Towne ShoOPI?lq Center
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Governor s Square Mat

WEST VIRGINIA
•Partersharg
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BUYS
YOU ALWAYS GET A GREAT DEAL AT PHAR-MOR, BECAUSE PHAR-MOR ONLY
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`All creatures great and small'

Frankfort visitors

Carl B. Durham (second from left) and wife Dardanella Durham visited the Senate Chambers during a session of the Kentucky State
Senate recently. Shown with the Durhams are (left) Li Governor
Paul Patton and (right) Sen. Jeff Green.

MSU financial aid
papers due April 1

Johnny McDougal, director of student financial aid at Murray State,
said filing the financial aid application by April 1 is an advantage for
students because of the number of
requests for available funds.
He noted that the Kentucky Financial Aid Form (KFAF) must also be
filed by both in-state and out-of-state
students requesting aid for 1992-93.
Both the KFAF and Murray State
financial aid application are in the
1992-93 financial aid packets which
are available in the Student Financial
Aid Office, located in the basement of
Sparks Hall on campus.
McI5ougal emphasized that previous year applicants currently enrolled
or planning to return to school will
have to file the 1992-93 forms to be
considered for assistance.
Generally, tie level of funding for
Murray State is expected to remain
about the same as for the current
academic year and 1991-92 has been a
record year, according to McDougal.
Student financial aid includes
grants, loans and student employment. Programs planned to provide
assistance to students at Murray State
for the next year are:
—Pell Grants, non-repayable federal grants based on the student's
calculated financial need. Amounts
are expected to range from $200 to
$2,400 for the 1992-93 school year.
—Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants(SEOG),non-repayable federal grants based on significant financial need. Amounts are ex-

pected to range up to $1,000 for
1992-93.
—KHENA(Kentucky Higher Education Assistance Authority) CAP
grants, non-repayable state grants for
Kentucky residents. Based on demonstrated financial need, these awards
will be $700 for 1992-93.
—Perkins Loans, repayable longterm,low-interest(5 percent) loans of
up to $1,250 to students whose family
incomes and total assets place limitations upon resources for educational
purposes. The loans have some provisions for cancellation and/or deferment of repayment, however, the
majority are repaid over a 10-year
period, with payments made quarterly, beginning six months after the
student leaves school.
—Nursing Student Loans, repayable long-term, low-interest (5 percent) loans to eligible students enrolled in the nursing program. Based
on the financial need of the nursing
student, these loans are repaid on an
annual basis over a 10-year period
after the student leaves the nursing
program.
—Federal Work-Study Employment,on-campus employment opportunities of up to 13 hours of work per
week. Qualified students with appropriate financial needs, skills, interests
and aptitudes are considered for these
jobs. The rate of pay is $4.25 per hour.
—University Student Employment, on-campus employment for
students who do not qualify for the
Federal Work-Study Program or who
do not have other maximum federal
aid. The rate of pay is $4.25 per hour.
Additional information about student financial aid and application
forms are available in the Student
Financial Aid Office, Basement,
Sparks Hall, Murray State University,
Murray, Ky., 42071, telephone
(502)762-2546.

"All things bright and beautiful,
All creatures great and small,
All things wise and wonderful,
"And the Lord God made them all."
Cecil Francis Alexander, 1848
Increasingly we are hearing and
reading of the mental and. physical
benefits of sharing our lives with
animals. Most states allow pets LO be
brought into nursing homes where
they brighten dull lives. The lives of
physically and emotionally impaired
children are enhanced by play with
dolphins or horses. Living with any
number of animals and sharing affection with them lowers blood pressure
and reduces stress. The list ofnefits
from pet therapy grows steadily with
further research of this phenomenon.
As writer of this column I should
like to share with you all a very
personal experience. In 1964 our 11
year old son was diagnosed with
osteogenic sarcoma,at the time a 95%
fatal bone cancer. Within three
months of the amputation of his leg,
the sarcoma had metastasized to his
lungs, and from there it continued its
relentless ravages of the rest of his
body. Since chemotherapy was just in
testing stages, all the doctors could
offer us was pain control.
Paul managed to finish another
year of school, but eventually the pain
medications made study impossible,
and he ftnally.had to give in to defeat
by his merciless disease.
We had always had pets, even
before children, and at this time we
had two dogs and a cat. Their gentle
presence in our home was therapeutic
to us all. We were grateful to Maedi,
the German wirehair, to Rudy, the
free to a good home beagle, and to
Barny the cat who had simply appeared one day, but we decided that
Paul needed a constant soothing companion, at which point little Charmin
entered our lives. Charmin was a

our time of trial, but she allowed us to
love and appreciate her, which is what
animals do best. With their intuitive
understanding of human needs and

Humanely
Speaking

latest ACLS course graduates at
MCCH,where Dr. Christopher serves
as ACLS course director:
Mary Linn, R. N.; Susan Page, R.
N.; Pamela Kelly, R. N.; Darryl Neal,
paramedic; Tim Fleming, paramedic;
Marguerita Townsend, R. N.; Shirley
Lamb, R. N.; Lyn Frey, R. N.; Jerri

Mjos, R. N.; Dana Billington, R. N.;
Teresa Nixon, R. N.; Dr. Mary Bolton, president.
In mid-February, Dr. Houston
served as medical director for an
ACLS course at thd University of
Tennessee's Critical Care program in
Nashville, TN.

beautiful amber and white guinea pig,
so named by Paul because she was so
"gentle". During the last few months
of our ordeal Charmin proved herself
to be a faithful diversion and a catalyst
for the morphine which had become a
daily necessity. Although Charmin
had an ample cage, she spent hours
with her young friend under the
oxygen tent being fondled and talked
to, and occasionally responding with
her cheerful whistles.
Two days before Paul died, Charmin became ill. In normal times we
would have taken her to our vet, but
this was not a normal time. During his
last conscious hours Paul's concern
was not for himself, but for his little
friend. Charmin died an hour after
Paul lapsed into a final coma from
which he did not awaken.
In my opinion, this lowly little
guinea pig earned a place in a human
heaven, and it has always been cornfoiling to believe that perhaps she was
a familiar sight to our son on the other
side. Pet therapy was not a commonly
used term 27 years ago, but most
assuredly Charmin was the ultimate

CASH DISCOUNTS
24 HOUR EMERGENCY SERVICE
SAME DAY DELIVERY
NO WAITING FOR CALL BACK

LAKE REGION PROPANE GAS
Hwy. 80 East, Hardin, KY
(1) 354-8011

3 Bedroom, Living Room and Hall
WHOLE
HOUSE

therapist.

SALE!

Of course we can't say that Charmin was aware of her value to us in

Date: Now thru March 21, 1992

DO IT ALL
FOR...

INCLUDED

(Nest to Deunplle's)

CI-CCE OF SCULPTURED OR PLUSH
N SIX COLORS UP TO 7090.YDS OF
CARPET AND Vie REBONO PAD

I
I

38 OZ.
Commercial

damage to timber. Losses to wildlife,
recreation and watershed values also
occurred as a result of these fires.
"Every forest fire last year was
caused by man and could have been
prevented," said Donald Hamm, director of the Division of Forestry.
Arson-type fires accounted for more
than half of last year's fires. Burning
trash, brush piles, and other debris
was the second-leading cause of fires,
and carelessness with smoking materials was the third-leading cause.
Campfires, equipment use, and railroads also caused fires.
Forest fires can be prevented by
obeying these laws:
*burn only after 4:30 p.m. and only
when wind is calm,
*clear site down to bare soil where
fire will be set,
*have tools and water on hand to
control fire,
*don't leave fire unattended until

HEAVY

1:3Sculptured en.

C.Sc.

3.99 sq. Yd.

.99 sq. yd.

"WE HAVE WHAT WE ADVERTISE"
12
12
10 BR I

39

Q00
vs. PAD
INCLUDED

BR
3X10 HALL

12 BR

LR

12

12

15

No Coupons Or
Other Prornottons
Can Be Accepted

BOAT/AUTO CARPET FROM .990 SQ. YD.
BEST
QUALITY
TRACK LESS

i

HIGH TRAFFIC AREAS?-Then this extra dense ?Annuli° Locked in stain
Mocker stain resistant carpet it what you need in "23
vibrant co/ors

WITN WAR WARRANTY I(Add 1 00 sq yd
if under 100 yds
Compare al
SQ. yd. needed)
11 s
TWICE the PRICE'

99

OVER 1500 ROLLS ARE IN STOCK
8 MI. S. of Murray
-Sat.
T1115:00
Mon.
or 14Mil. N. of Paris
—t
e
Master Card rcv"
on Hwy. 641
Or
Puryear, TN.
Visa Accepted
1-800-264-4941
Local 498-8161 I

it's Out.

The next ACLS class in Murray is
scheduled to be offered sometime in
April in the third floor classroom at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
For specific dates and more information, contact Dr. Christopher at
(502) 753-2062 or Jerry Gorrell at
(502) 762-1152.

Yellow Tagged at Cost & Below
Current Styles in
Inside, Outside
ad Post Lights

Now IT COSTS I T_SS
TO SURPRISE AN OLD FRIEND
We've got good news for South Central Bell customers.
We've reduced our long distance rates to nearby communities
an average of 30%. So go ahead,svrprise your friends.
Call them long distance today for less.

LECTRIC

HOLESALE

RgAY
rilLI
SUPPLY COMPANY
305-A S. 12th St.

399o,2

Light Up Your Life... For Less
Come...
Served.

1
•

SUPPLY

Inc.

C !arisoutItCentrai Sell

206 E. MaiiiA 753-8194

208 E. Main 753-3361

753-0959

...

. '

•

n Aint

Calloway Co.
Humane Society

Spring forest fire season
March 1 through May 15
FRANKFORT - March 1 marked
the
beginning of Kentucky's
official spring forest fire season.
Traditionally, twice as many forest
fires occur in Kentucky during the
spring than in the fall."That means we
need the help and cooperation of all
Kentuckians to prevent this continued
loss to Kentucky's forest resources,"
said Phillip Shepherd, secretary of the
Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet.
From March 1 through May 15 it is
illegal to set fire to any flammable
material capable of spreading fire,
which is located in or within 150 feet
of any woodland or brushland except
between 4:30 p.m. and midnight.
Air pollution regulations or local
ordinances in some locations in the
Commonwealth make ALL outdoor
fires illegal.
Last year recorded 68,904 acres
damaged by 1,514 fires. These fires
caused more than $5.9 million in

their willingness to serve they can
give to us as much or as little as we
wigfito receive. We need but to open
the channel.

VIE Will BEAT ANYBODYS PRICE

Cardiac support classes available
Helping healthcare personnel be
prepared to handle emergency situations related to heart problems is the
goal of "ACLS." ACLS stands for
Advanced Cardiac Life Support
ACLS classes are designed by the
American Heart Association and involve two full days (16 hours) of
intensive training. Participants learn
about how to react to cardiac
emergencies and what medications
and procedures to use in certain
situations.
Locally, ACLS classes are taught
by Dr. Hal. E. Houston, general and
vascular surgeon of Murray, and
internal medicine specialist Dr. Cathryn Christopher.
"Nurses, emergency medical technicians and physicians who complete
this demanding course have solid
qualifications to handle cardiac
emergencies," Drs. Houston and
Christopher note.
This type of training helps such
personnel increase their cardiac education and sharpen their skills in
handling life and death situations.
Certification in ACLS is now being
required of most skilled personnel
who deal with acute care patients in
hospitals, including paramedics
working with ambulance services.
The following list includes the
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Any prospective or currently enrolled student who plans to attend
Murray State University for the
1992-93 school year and who will
need financial aid should fill out an
application and submit it to the Student Financial Aid Office on the
campus by April 1.
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Registration For
Calloway County's
1992-93 Kindergarten
Program
Children who will be five (5) years of age on or
before October 1, 1992 are eligible to attend
Calloway County's Full Dax or Half-Day
Kindergarten Program

REGISTER
f Dionuay,4 narch 99:00-10:30 a.m.
or
Tuesday, March 10
5:00-7:00 p.m.
North Calloway
Elementary School

Tuesday, March 10
9:00-10:30 a.m.
or
5:00-7:00 p.m.
Southwest .Calloway
Elementary School

Tuesday, March 10
5:00-7:00 p.m.
or
Wednesday, March 11
9:00-10:30 a.m.
East Calloway
Elementary School
Parents of four (4) year old children currently enrolled in the Calloway
County Preschool/Head Start Program do not need to register.
Parents should bring the following items if available:
A copy ofthe birth certificate,a Kentucky Certificate ofImmunization,a
social security number, and a TB Skin Test Certificate.

ea.
•
.41•1
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SECTION B

Country concert
CANDY MATNERS/Ledger & Times photos

Country music artists Alan Jackson and Diamond Rio played in Murray
on Sunday to an ecstatic crowd. Pictured on top and center are members
of Diamond Rio. Alan Jackson is pictured on far right and center wearing a white cowboy hat.

WAREHOUSE
FOODS

We Reserve The
Right To Limit
Quantities

623 South 4th

759-1144

7 p.m.
We Accept Food Stamps and WIC. - Open Monday Thru Saturday 8 a.m. to

Angel Soft

Star Kist

Bathroom Tissue

Tuna

.ANGEL
FT.
6,12 oz.
Can
Omit 4
Additional 480

Ultra Tide Reg. or With Bleach

Folgers

Washin Detergent
Coffee
87
67 inigers

Ii

6 oz.
Can

13 oz.
Can

Roses Ration or Chunk
20 Lb.
Dog Food
Sunlight

Field

Lipton
Tea Bags

Field Pro-Leaguer

Wieners

Washington Stale Red or Yellow Del.

Apples

S...',
e
•
• ,.•
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...2 Liter Bottle
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Fourth District Tournament

•

Sports Writer

Lakers seek perfection at MCHS
Greene, who is in his first year at
Calloway. "It's going to be a real
challenge."
What makes Marshall so good,
Greene' said, is their ability to
produce points from a wide range
of sources.
"They're not onedimensional...they're very explosive. They can beat:you from the
outside and also have the power
game inside. We're going to have
to stop their 3-point plays, as
they've got that ready, aim, fire
approach. It's going to be a real
chore."
Leading Marshall (17-11 and
5-1 in the district) is junior guard
Darren Boatright. One of the top
free throw shooters in the region,

By MICHAEL BANKS
mune', Ledger & Times Stiff Writer
•

41.

Calloway County Head Coach
Ron Greene is one of the first to
admit his Ulcers face an uphill
struggle when district basketball
play opens tonight.
Facing Marshall County., one
of the top teams in the district
and a team which has handily
beaten Calloway twice this season, Greene and his Lakers will
be heavy underdogs. It doesn't
get any easier as the Marshals
will be playing on their home
floor in the 8 p.m. first-round
game.
"We'll have to play perfect and
they'll have to play sub-par," said

Boatright has sunk the Lakers in
their meetings this year as he's
connected for a combined 37
points in the two games. Forward
Jimmy Fraley, who scored 25 in
the earlier meetings, comes in
averaging over 6 rebounds a
game.
Point guard Dusty Pagel (averaging 4.4 assists per game), forward Todd Northcott and center
Bobby Langhi round out the
Marshals' starting unit. Reserve
guard Trevor Parker stung Calloway for 15 in their first meeting
of the year as Langhi comes in
averaging 8 rebounds a game and
shooting 53 percent from the
field.
(Cont'd on page 3B)

Murray to face press, tradition
By STEVE PARKER
Murray Ledger & Times Spode Editor

Jimmy Harrell's been around
the Fourth District long enough to
know all about the tradition, even
mystique, of the Marshall County
girls' basketball program.
The problem is, most of his
young players also know all about
the Lady Marshal legacy.
The last few times the Murray
High Lady Tigers have gone up
against Marshall County, they had
the look of an intimidated team that
was waiting to be beaten: a few

possessions against the MCHS
press and the game was over.
"We're going to go over there
relaxed and play loose," the Lady
Tiger coach said. "They're the
tea, that has to win. We want to
go over and play well.
"How many times have they won
the region?" Harrell said of the
Lady Marshal First Region dominance. (And, it's 11 straight years.)
"The pressure is all on them."
Harrell said he won't have any
drastic changes, other than taking
his 10-12 Lady Tigers over to
Draffenville early to work out

some pre-game jitters.
"We've played them twice this
season. They're not new to us," he
,commented after Tuesday's practice. "We've played over there, in
front of their big crowds, and I'm
sure they'll have a big crowd
tomorrow. It's not something we
haven't experienced before."
Murray has spent a lot of time
this week working against the fullcourt press, Marshall County's
bread-and-butter, and Harrell hopes
his troops execute better than they
did last Friday night against Fulton
(Cont'd on page 3B)

Ohio State strikes quickly in
beating young Michigan squad

A

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) — It to a 77-.66 Big Ten victory on game."
After Michigan pulled to 64-61
took 31 seconds for Michigan to Tuesday night.
"I'll tell you, you'd better beat with 3:57 left, Chris lent added the
show that the Wolverines can still
look like just a bunch of 19-year- Michigan right now because finishing touch with a 3-pointer
they're going to be a great team," that put the Buckeyes out of reach.
olds.
"The turning points were the
The 18th-ranked Wolverines .Ohio State coach Randy Ayers
steals and Chris' 3-pointer,"
scary
part
is
they
had
three
said.
"The
played fast and loose with the ball
Jackson, who had 25
Jim
three
or
four
freshmen
on
the
floor
said
consecutive
times
in
the
secthree
ond half. Fifth-ranked Ohio State the whole night and still competed points, 13 rebounds and six assists.
"Those plays came from our
converted the turnovers into three hard."
For all but those 31 seconds, defense."
baskets during a 10-0 run, leading
Michigan stayed right with the
The victory moved Ohio State
more-experienced Buckeyes. No (20-5, 12-3) within a half-game of
one in the capacity crowd at St. first-place Indiana, which visits
John Arena would have guessed the Iowa tonight.
Wolverines were first-year players
Stephen Baker added 18 points,
after they forged a 36-32 lead at lent had 15 and Lawrence Funderthe half and were up 57-52 with burke had 10 rebounds to go with 9
6:50
to play.
points.
Rentals
•Daily & Weekly
That's when things got nightmarChris Webber led Michigan
•Clcan. Dependable Cars
ish for Steve Fisher's team.
(17-8, 8-7) with 17 points and 12
•Call Us For Rates
"We were holding our own until rebounds, while Jalen Rose, Jimmy
we had those three straight turnov- King and Ray Jackson each scored
ers," the Michigan coach, said. 10 points.
_v East Main St.
"That was the critical point of the (Cont'd on page 38)
753-4461

A&A
Auto Rental
Holland Motor Sales

GOLD, DIAMONDS,

Turquoise, Sterling Silver, Black Hills' Gold,

HATS, TACK, WESTERN WEAR, BOOTS,
Belts, Billfolds, Dusters, Handbags, Prints & other gifts.
Over 500 Buckles to choose from
13el-Air shopping Center (Behind &Anti" Sloc kick)
So. 12th St. • 759-1616 • Mon.-Fri. 10-6 • Sat. 10-5

1992 RV

SAN ANTONIO (AP)—Top
picks make top plays. Just look at
David Robinson and Danny
Manning.
Robinson, the first pickarin the
1987 NBA draft, made a layup
with 1.4 seconds remaining Tuesday night, lifting the San Antonio
Spurs over the Minnesota Timberwolves 103-102.
Manning, whom the Los Angeles
Clippers selected first overall in
1988, found Ken Norman with a
pinpoint pass to set up the winning
basket in a 117-116 victory at

Until now, the most politically sensitive question baseball's current crop of owners
have had to consider is when
to cut off beer sales at their
respective parks. But that is
about to change.
Today in Chicago, a political timebomb of sorts is going
to be dumped in their laps,
though gingerly, of course.
Having failed to defuse the
controversy last math, and
with Japan-bashing approaching
the status of a national pasttime, those same owners are
scheduled to begin discussing
whether a group of investors
with a wealthy Japanese
businessman at its head should
be allowed to purchase the
Seattle Mariners.
"It's hard to predict what
will happen," deputy commissioner Stephen Greenberg said
Tuesday. 'We have not had a
STEVE PARKER/Lodger & Times photo
single substantive discussion
yet."
'Breds coach Johnny Reagan, in his 35th season, watches froga the
dugout as his 1992 team opens with a 9-1 win over UT-Mirtin.
What the owners will mean
— and won't sty — is that
they are going to wait (and
hope and pray) that someone
(anyone) else comes along to
take the lead on the underlying political question; namely,
Rader, who was 2-for-3 with 3
Staff Report
whether foreigners should be
RBI, homered in the fourth to put
Murray Lodger & Jima*
allowed to continue gobbling
the 'Breds up 5-0. Rader was right
up our most prized civic
A four-run second inning was all in the middle of the 'Breds gametreasures.
busting
second.
the padding Kent Wallace needed
As presently structured,
Centerfielder Mark Schrand
to get the 'Breds' off on the right
Yamauchi
has agreed to put
foot in the baseball season opener. reached base on a one-out single.
million,
or 60 percent,
up
$75
Rader
then
doubled to right to
'Beds right fielder Jamie Rader
total
$125
million to
of
the
bring
home
Schrand
and
Jim
Lis,
doubled home two runs, followed
and
operate
the
purchase
by RBI doubles from Jason Sam- who walked ahead of Rader.
after
which
he will
Mariners,
Leftfielder
Jason
Sammons,
mons and Pat Vize, in the home
step aside and hand majority
half of the second to tift Murray - going 2-for-4 with an RBI, doubled
voting rights to his son-in-law,
State to a 9-1 win over UT-Martin, home Rader to put the 'Brcds up
Minoru Arakawa, who also
3-0.
Catcher
Pat
Vize
closed
the
Tuesday at Reagan Field.
happens to be president of
rally with a double which plated
Nintendo of America Inc.
Wallace picked up the win, Sammons, a Murray High product.
Arakawa, in turn, would
pitching six scoreless innings of
Vize led the 'Breds offensive
then designate John Ellis, the
three-hit ball. The senior right- attack by going 3-for-4 with a run
chairman and CEO of Puget
hander from Paducah struckout 10 driven in. Jimmy Carey scored the
Sound Power & Light Co., a
and walked none. He was relieved Pacers' only run on his solo homer
minority partner who has put
in the seventh by sophomore Ber- to left-center in the ninth.
very little of his own money
nie Yusura, who gave up a home
James Skinner took the loss for
into the mix, to run the team.
run in the ninth for the Pacers' the 5-3 Pacers, giving up six runs
As flow charts go, this one is
only run.
in four and two-thirds innings.
a
disaster waiting to happen.
Murray State picked up 12 hits,
Murray State will travel to MemThe owners first addressed
including five for extra bases, phis State today to take on the
the issue of foreign ownership
while 'Breds pitching limited UT- Tigers before returning home to
last December, when another
Martin to just four hits in nine
host Bradley University and EastJapanese businessman inquired
innings.
ern Illinois on Saturday.
about buying the stock of two
of the New York Yankees'
limited partners. A proposal to
allow foreign investors to
purchase as much as 37 perMiami.
Thanks to a pass from Paul cent of a club was put forth
Robinson's basket saved San
Pressey, Robinson got the ball with and rejected.
Antonio a major embarrassment. enough room to beat Thurl Bailey
There was little discussion
The two points were the Spurs' for the decisive basket.
and virtually no follow-up on
only points in the final 3:25 as they
"Paul made sure I got the ball in the matter, because at the
blew a 17-point lead before winthat situation," Robinson said. time, few owners anticipated
ning. The All-Star center had 25 "Both he and Sean (Elliott) made this day would come along so
points and 11 rebounds.
good passes to get the ball into me, guickly. Or so loudly.
"I'm disappointed in that
and I just laid it in."
But it arrived once, and
because we were trying to get
The win was the fourth straight unless the owners take a defithings rolling for the playoffs,"
for the Spurs, who are 14-7 since nitive stance over the next
Robinson said. "We wanted to
Bob Bass took over as coach for two days, it is going to arrive
play well, and we did tonight until
Larry Brown. They held Minneso- again and too soon for anyone
the last five minutes or so, then
ta's Tony Campbell, who played else to bail them out. Which
everything seemed to fall apart."
only 14 minutes, without a point. makes it likely that sooner,
He is afieraging 18.4.
rather than later, they may be
Like Robinson, Manning made forced to do something even
the clutch play. But his was an fewer of them anticipated hav.
U
inbounds pass to Norman for the ing to do — make up their
.
U
big basket.
minds on their own.
(Cont'd on page 3B)

Wallace shuts down UTM;
'Breds open with 9-1 win
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SHOW 8 SELL

r

Beginning
Saturday, March 7
We Will Be Open
3 - 9 p.m.
on Saturdays!

LOCATION:

Paducah Off-Price Mall
3200 S. Beltline Hwy., Paducah, KY

WHEN:
Fri., March 6 - 10 a.m.-9 p.m.
Sat., March 7 - 10 a.m.-9 p.m.
Sun., March 8 - 1 p.m.-5 p.m.

Japanese
baseball fans
still waiting

Robinson, Manning pick up wins

WARD'S LEATHER & JEWELRY
4qr
•

By JIM LITKE
Associated Press

.
U

.
at

"Let me analyze your
insurance needs with a free
Family Insurance Checkup.99

* Friday Night Specials
Fish All Day - 11 a.m.-9 p.m.
* Saturday Night - Same Menu Plus
NEW Prime Rib Dinner - 8 oz.
Baked Potato & Salad

Over $1 Million of RVs Displayed!
Free Admission

Featuring:
Travel Trailers
5th Wheels
Class A Motor Homes
Class C Mini Homes
Pop-up Campers

$10$6
U.

* Plate Lunches Served Daily

•P

$3.25 * Carry Out Orders Anytime

Jane Rogers
305 N. 12th St.'

Llisplayetly West Ky, RV Dealers Including;

(Next to Citatory 21)

RUDY'S

Arrowhead Camper Sales
Camp-A-Rama Sales
Murphy's Camper Sales
Wilson Camper Sales
Youngblood's RV Super Center

Murray
753-9627

Court *guar. • Murray • 753-1832
Moa.-Thurs. 6:30 a.m.-2 p.m. & Frt. 6:90 a.m.4 p.m

CALL ME.
j good
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Slate Farm
InstirAncc (:onsrxmles
Homy Offiixs Blnomingion. Illinois

nvighhor, Stair Farm is there
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Rose hoping to make Tribe

Actions & Reactions
TENNIS

MO

NEW YORK (AP) — Petr Korda, Karel Novacek, Marian Vajda and Cyril
Suk will represent Czechoslovakia in its Davis Cup quarterfinal against the
United States at Fort Myers, Fla., on March 27-29. John McEnroe, Andre
Agassi. Pete Sarnpras and Rick Leach will represent the United States.

GENERAL
G.?

SMITHFIELD, R.I. (AP) — Four basketball players from Bryant College
have been suspended and another dismissed fbllowing allegations they
were involved in a gambling ring, college president William E. Trueheart
said. State police said last week that four current players and the dismissed player had bet on college sports, and some players allegedly collected debts for the ring. State police Capt. Brian Andrews said the five
had combined to wager as much as $54,000.

FOOTBALL
PITTSBURGH (AP) — Pittsburgh Steelers running back Tim Worley
faces a minumum one-year suspension without pay for missing at least
two mandatory NFL drug tests in the past month. Worley, suspended for
six weeks last season after a second positive test for cocaine, failed to
show up for tests Feb. 7 and Feb. 10, his agent, Jerry Albano, said.

BASKETBALL
NEW YORK (AP) — George Karl of the Seattle SuperSonics was
named NBA coach of the month for February and Detlef Schrempf of the
Indiana Pacers was named player of the month. Karl, who took over as
coach on Jan. 23, led the Sonics to a 9-3 record in February. Schrempf
averaged 20.1 points and 11.6 rebounds in 14 games.

e,

Upcoming Schedule
WEDNESDAY
MURRAY HIGH: Fourth District Tournament: Lady Tigers play
•

Marshall County at Benton, 6 p.m.
CALLOWAY HIGH: Lakers play Marshall County at Benton, 8
p.m.

THURSDAY
CALLOWAY HIGH: Fourth District Tournament: Lady Lakers play

Mayfield at Benton 6 p.m.

thing." -The 22-year-old Rose is beginning his first year in the Indians'
system, his third organization in his
quest to make it in his father's old
world.
"I'm like Pops: I'm a workaholic. I'm going to get there someday," Rose said. "I think I can be
up there in a year and a half or two
years. But if it means it takes me
20 years, I'll stay down here that
long."
The Indians chose him in the
minor league draft.

TUCSON, Ariz. (AP) — Physically, he looks a lot like his dad.
Kidding around, he can do a
picture-perfect imitation of the
crouch his father used while collecting 4,256 career hits.
"You'd swear it was my dad.
But f don't use the crouch myself,
because I'm comfortable with my
own stance," Pete Rose Jr. said in
an interview at the Cleveland
Indians' minor league camp this
week. "And I don't walk to first
base on a walk, but I don't sprint
there like my dad did. That was his

Lakers seek...
(Cont'd from page 2B)
trict. "The experience will make us
While Marshall has an abun- better, we just hope someone will
dance of scorers, Greene and his surface on the ball club and reach
coaching staff have been struggling their full potential."
to produce points. In their last
game, a loss to Hickman County, - In their earlier two meetings, a
Calloway had just four in the scor- 79-53 Marshall win in Murray and
a 75-54 Calloway loss in Benton,
ing column.
Forward Jason. Greer leads the the Marshals jumped on the young
Lakers with a 16.6 average as for- Calloway squad, forcing turnovers
ward Craig Carraway and guard and getting out to the early lead.
Wes Cogdell follow in scoring The Lakers will have to control the
averages. Center Trent Gibson and tempo, Greene said.
"We want our guys to be loose
guard Thomas Hornbuckle round
and respect them, but don't fear
out the Calloway starters.
"They've come out, with very them," Greene said of the Marsfew exceptions, and proved them- hals. "We're going to have to have
selves to be competitive. It's been 'high-percentage shots and keep
a learning experience, but you feel them from popping us rea; hard.
good in that we're making prog- They're a team that wants to grab
ress," said Greene of his squad, you by the throat and get you
which is 2-23 and 1-5 in the dis- down."

MURRAY HIGH: Fourth District Tournament: Tigers play Mayfield

at Benton 8 p.m.
FOURTH DISTRICT: Girls championship at Benton 6 p.m.; Boys
championship at Benton 8 p.m.
•
•••

Ohio State...
(Cont'd from page 2B)
No. 6 UNLV 65
Utah St. 53
Jerry Tarkanian left the court a
winner again at UNLV in what
apparently was his last game.
The Runnin' Rebels (26-2, 18-0
Big West) got 15 points from J.R.
Rider as they finished 1991-92
with 21 consecutive victories. The
win over Utah State (15-11, 9-8)
was their 47th in a raw at home.
Both streaks represent current
national bests.
"Going in I felt all right," Tarkanian said at a post-game news
conference -after an emotional
farewell ceremony. "Afterward, it
was real emotional. ... I was just
trying to get through the game. The
emoticir started after the game."
The season ended Tuesday for
the Runnin' Rebels because of
NCAA sanctions against the program, which will keep it out of any
postseason play. The probation was
a settlement over a battle between
Tarkanian and the NCAA which
began in 1977 and reached the
Supreme Court, which decided
against the coach.
The current players are expected

to file a suit later this week for the
right to play in the Big West and
NCAA tournaments. Tarkanian,
who resigned prior to the season,
has said he wants to rescind the
resignation, but school officials
have refused.
No. 7 Arkansas 106
No. 23 LSU 92
Lee Mayberry made a schoolrecord nine 3-pointers and scored a
career-high 35 points as Arkansas
rallied from a 15-point halftime
deficit to win a key Southeastern
Conference game.
Mayberry scored 23 points in the
second half, including a 3-pointer
that tied it at 87 with 1:19 remaining and sent the game into
overtime.
His two straight baskets in overtime got Arkansas (23-6, 12-3) off
to a 93-87 lead. Todd Day added
27 points, including 19 in the sec-.
ond half, as the Razorbacks took a
one-game lead over LSU in the
SEC West.
Shaquille O'Neal, who had 11
points and seven rebounds in the
first half for LSU (18-8, 11-4), finished with 21 points and 14
rebounds. But he didn't score in
the final 161/2 minutes, including
the 5-minute overtime.

Robinson, Manning..

0

(Cont'd from page 28)
"They just had an open Spot and
I was able to get him the pass,"
Manning said.
It was not all Manning contributed. He had 30 points, 12 in the
fourth quarter.
The Heat led 116-115 when
Miami's Rony Seikaly blocked a
shot by Charles Smith. Seikaly
came down with the ball but was
called for traveling as he stepped
out of bounds.
Glen Rice had 30 points for the
Heat, but he was taken to the locker room during the final seconds
with a sprained left ankle. X-rays

wair

(Cont'd from page 2B)
of Hornbuckle, who pulled down
13 rebounds in an earlier game.
County's pressure.
"We have to remember what "She's got to have a big game. We
we're supposed to do," Harrell can't let them have second
said, recalling the 31 turnovers in chances."
Hornbuckle, as well as forward
the 57-81 loss at Fulton. "At Fulton
Veronica Lamb and reserves Bonwe had too many breakdowns. We
got frustrated and forgot what we nie Payne and Poppy Hogsed will
have to control Marshall's Jennifer
were supposed to do."
In the last meeting with Marshall Burkeen.
Burkeen, a 5-10 junior, is the
County, an 82-45 winner, the Lady
Lady
Marshals' leading scorer at
Tigers struggled against the pressure and were taken out of the 19.4 points per game and the host
game early. Marshall, now 19-5, team's key player. However, Harwrapped up the district's No. 1 rell said he needs everyone of his
seed that evening at Murray High. players to play up to their poten"The last time we didn't shoot tial, and possibly, above.
"Somebody has got to step up
the ball well in the first quarter,"
Harrell remembered of the 3-29 and contribute that they're (Lady
score at the end of the first in the Marshals) not expecting."
Harrell knows that asking his
Lady Marshal win. "We were one
,girls
to go into Marshall County
for 10 and they shot 70 percent."
and
pull
off the upset may be-askAs they have all season, Murray
will look for big point production ing too much. He just wants his
from Mary Catherine Wooldrige. team to hang as close as possible
Wooldrige, averaging 18 points per and disrupt the Marshall County
game, will have to hit the outside tradition.
"If
them
we
get
out of their
shots, but Murray will count on
junior center Rena Hornbuckle to ryhttun and make them uncomforthold down the inside.
able and can keep the score in the
"We have to- have her in there 40s and 50s, then we'll have a
hitting the boards," the coach said chance," Harrell said.

You Can Be A Member
For Only s28/month.

"See me for all your family in.surunce needs
305 N. 12th
(Next to Century 21)
State Farm Insurance companies
Horn* Office: Bloominflion, Illinois

Like a good neighbor, Stale Farm Is There.

Jane Rogers 753-9627
Oho Si 77, lAchrgan 66
SOUTHWEST
Arkansas 106. LSU 92. 01
Houston 50. Texas Chnegan
FAR WE ST
Brigham Young 100, CS Northildge 68
S Utah BS, Idaho 70
UNLV 65 Utah St 53
Wyoming 86. Air Force 60

HIGH SCHOOL SCORES
BOYS
2nd District — Paducah Tilghman /16. %Wand 53
3rd District — Gravse COUnly 51, Paducah St Mary
46
5th District — Lyon Co 81 Crittenden Co 58
fith District — Union Co 76. Providence 29
71h Distnct — Madisonville-North Hopkins it South
Hopkins 57
BM District — Hopkinsvilla 73, Fort Campbell 58
9th Dram, — Owensboro 78, Owensboro Apollo 74
10th District — lArhlenberg South 59. Butes Co 44
1161 District — Breckinndge Co SO, Whilesvike Trinity 45
12th District — Otto Co 60, Grayson Co 73
14th District — Greenviciod 76. Bowling Green 70
GIRLS
2nd ()strict — Rsidland 57 Paducah Tilghman 37
3rS District — Graves Co 68, Paduath St Mary 44
5th District — Caldwell Co 72,- TAgg Co 31
Eari District — Henderson Co 61. Webster Co 46
7th District — West Hopkins 52. Madisonville-North
Hopkins 45
661 )rstnct — HopitinswIlle 59, Fort Campbell 40
9t0 Distnct — Owensboro 6$. Owensboro Apollo 63
10tli0.stnc1 — Muhlentarg South 41, Butler Co 26
11tienc1 — Hancock County 51, Whkeaville Trinity
37
12th Owner — Ohio Co 61, McLean Co 41

COLLEGE SCORES
•EAST
Fairfield 76. lona 52
Manhattan 65, St Peters 52
Pmsburgh 90 Boston College 66
•Villenova 75. Providence 65
SOUTH
Arkansas St 76 /Addis Ten_n 60
Virginia 74, N. Carolina St 68'
MIDWEST
Evansvike 80 Lords, IP 57
Notre Darns 87 Xavier, Ono 86

NBA SCORES
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Qtvision
W I Pct
York
New
36 23 610
Boston
32 26 .$52
New Jersey
27 31 466
Philadelphia
27 31 466
Mans
27 32 456
WasNrigton
19 40 322
14 15 237
Orlando
Central Division
48 12 800
2:Vancl
37 19 661
Deficit
34 25 576
Atlanta
29 28 509
lillwaukee
26 31 456
Indiana
27 33 450
21 36 368
Charlotte
WESTERN CVERENCE
liA dwest
Won
W L Pct
Utah
39 21 650
San Ammo
35 23 603
31 28 525
Houston
Denver
20 38 345
17 41 293
Dales
11 46 193
lAnnesota
Pacific Orvieon
40 18 690
Portland
Golden State
39 18 684
Phoenix
38 22 633
Seattle
33 26 559
30 26 517
LA Cows
LA Lakers
10 28 517
SiCfSMOMO
20 38, 345

GB
—
37.
VA
WA
9
17
22
-13Vii
17'1.
207.
21
25'.4
GB
—
3
T/i
18
21
264
—
3
TA
10
10
20

Jane Rogers Insurance

753-4563

Installation

and Service

YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICES
"We Also Do Window Tinting."

D&W Auto Glass Shop
512 S. 12th St., Murray

Tax Consultation
By Appointment Only

Page Bookkeeping
and Tax Service
Call Tony Page at 753-8107

Pout=
PRO
Buy Any New Poulan Pro® Riding
Tractors before April 30 & receive

FREE

Premiere

Come by and see
what our club is all
about. We guarantee
you'll like it.

•
•••

305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9627

Murray to...

FRIDAY

SCOREBOARD

a Gas Powered String Trimmer

Health and Fitness Club
University Square • 759-9999

were negative.
Seikaly finished with 20 points
and 20 rebounds.
"There's no doubt in my mind
that we can beat this team," Seikaly said. "When we played in Los
Angeles, they just flat beat us, but
tonight it was a very, very unlucky
night."
Also on Tuesday, it was Utah
123, Golden State 101; Portland
105, the Los Angeles Lakers 101;
Indiana 103, Chicago 101; Seattle
111, Denver 92; Phoenix 112,
Houston 107 in overtime; Washington 106, Orlando 93; and New
York 102, Dallas 83.

Retail Value $ 129.95 - $ 229.95

SEE YOUR PARTICIPATING
DEALER TODAY!

BUY A

TRACTOR
GET A

FREE
TRIMMER
Prices starting at $ 1199.00.

•
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BURGERS

• 5 HP Briggs 8, Stratton Eng.
• 17' Tilling Path
• Counter-rotabng rew tines
throw dirt forward to be
retitled for maximum efficiency
• 7 position depth stake
• Forward & reverse transmission
wThandie mounted controls

1993 Jeep Grand Cherokee
HERE! NOW!

THIS WEEK'S
SPECIAL
Large BBO
& Files

2.49
Try Our Friday 11
Saturday Night Buffet
los Chestnut It. Murray
53-009
i

Placa Abet Fancy Out She le Good

Murray Home &r Auto

FOOd

Chestnut St.
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FOOD SPECTACULAR

e That Counts!!!

It's The Total On TeT
rTyer
Thighs og
Drimisticks

Clifty Farms Whole

COUNTRY
HAM

10 Lb.
Bag

79%.

FRYER
BREAST
Family Pack

Lb.

Partin $

$1.59
Mountain Cabin Boneless Fully Cookedik
Lb. Avg. Lb. *Lou
Ham
Fresh Lean
Lb. $1.79
Pork Steak

Sausage

Red Ripe
BOLOGNA

SLICED
BOLOGNA

49

_int

BERRIES
2% or Homogenized

16 Oz.
Pkg.
is oz. pkg. 51.79
le oz. pkg. $1.19
Lb. $1.29

Field Sliced

Bacon
Field Dinner

Franks
Boston Butt

Pork Roast

Red 48 Size

Grapefruit
Ilinneolas

39°
3 Lb: Bag $1.99

ISA 2 Liter
Nabisco

/

clink

CRACKERS

Puree Liquid

Bleach
Callan

Pure

DRINKS

VEG2TATLE OIL
48 oz.

Mora
Tea Bags
me Ct. Cartes
Why Pay

lit

BATHROOM
TISSUE
4 Moll Pkg.

EFFECTIVE DATES:
Mar. 4-Mu. 10

HomE

Rosedale Sliced

Peaches
89 oz. Can

99'

18A
COOS
Grads A Large

We reserve the right to
limit quantities aid correct
printing errors

•

•
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Obituaries
Oscar H. Becker

Dr. Clifton Sigsbee-Lowry
The funeral for Dr. Clifton Sigsbee Lowry will be Thursday at
1:30 p.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev.
Bogard Dunn will officiate.
Burial will follow in the Old
Pleasant Hill Cemetery near
Marion in Caldwell County.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 11 asn. Thursday.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy be made to the
Dr. C.S. Lowry Scholarship Fund
at Murray State University.
Dr. Lowry, 93, died Monday at
10 p.m. at a hospital at Houston,
Texas.
He received his B.A. from Westem Kentucky University, Bowling
Green, his M.A. from Harvard University, Cambridge, Md., and his
Ph.D from University of Kentucky,
Lexington. Dr. Lowry never graduated from high school because
he was already teaching and was
the principal of his small rural
school by the time he had reached
the age to have been eligi,ble for
graduation.
Lowry started his teaching career

in the Social Sciences Department
at Murray State in 1925, and
retired in 1968, after more than 43
years of service.
He was the first faculty member
honored by the MSU Alumni Association as Distinguished Professor
of the Year in 1964. The Lowry
Library Annex at MSU was named
for him in 1967. The Dr. C.S.
Lowry Distinguished Lecture in the
Humanities was started in his honor after his retirement.
His wife, Mrs. Lillian Jones
Lowry, also a retired teacher from
Murray Training School and Paducah Community College, preceded
him in death.
Born March 10, 1898, he was the
son of the late David Allan Lowry
and Martha Ann Clift Lowry.
Survivors include one daughter,
Mrs. Anne Graves and husband,
Richard, Houston, Texas; one sister, Mrs. Alfred (Marie) Vahlkamp,
Paducah; three grandsons, David
Hardin Graves and John Christopher Graves, Houston, and Paul
Clifton Graves, New York City;
four great-grandchildren; several
nieces and nephews.

Mrs.,,Lillie Mae George'Wheeler
Graveside rites for Mrs. Lillie
Mae George Wheeler were today at
10 a.m. at Resthaen Memorial
Park, Louisville.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
of Murray was in charge of
arrangements.
Mrs. Wheeler, 91, of 1406 Johnson Blvd., Murray, died Monday at
11 a.m. at Murray-Calloway Coun-

ty Hospital.
Her husband, R.F. Wheeler, died
in February 1954. She was a member of Scotts Grove Baptist
Church.
She is survived by a sister-inlaw, Mrs. Rosebud George, Murray; several pieces and nephews
including Ms. Jennifer Crouse,
Murray.

Coy W. Cleaver
Funeral and burial rites for Coy
W. Cleaver will be Thursday at
Bellflower, Calif.
Mr. Cleaver, 80, Bellflower,
Calif., formerly of Calloway County, died Monday at a hospital there.
Born Oct. 1, 1912, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the late
Arthur Cleaver and Altie Burkeen
Cleaver.

Oscar H. Becker, 86, died Tuesday at 12:30 p.m. at the home of
his daughter, Mrs. Dorothy Helmich, 1502 Sycamore St., Murray.
He was I-former-resident of Matteson, Ill.
He had retired from Hartford
Insurance Co. He was a member of
Zion Lutherian Church.
Born Jan. 7, 1906, in Matteson,
Ill., he was the son of the late Rev.
Christopher Becker and Elizabeth
Bergen Becker. Six sisters and
three brothers also preceded him in
death.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Renata Treskow Becker, to whom
he was married.. on May 28, 1932;
two daughters, Mrs. Miriam Spitz
and husband, Robert, Agoura Hills,
Calif., and Mrs. Dorothy Helmich
and husband, the Rev. Clarence
Helmich, Murray; one son, Kenneth Beck and wife, Catherine,
Hillside, Ill.; two brothers.
Also surviving are 10 grandchildren, Mrs. Lynn Vidal and husband, Erick, Oceanside, Calif.,
Christopher Spitz, Agoura Hills,
Calif., Russell Spitz, Boulder,
Colo., Keith Becker, Kevin Becker,
Christopher Becker and Carrie
Becker, Hillside, Ill., and Gregg
Helmich and wife, Twita, Douglas
Helmich and Lori Helmich, all of
Murray.
Memorial services will be
tonight (Wednesday) at 7 p.m. at
Immanuel Lutheran Church, Murray. The Rev. Clarence Helmich
will officiate.
Burial will be in Zion Lutheran
Cemetery, Matteson, Ill.
The body will be transferred to
Hursen Funeral Home, Hillside, Ill.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray is
in charge of local arrangements.

George E.
Phillips

Survivors include one daughter,
Tessa Sorensen, and three sons,
Wesley, Carer and Gary Cleaver,
all of California; one sister, Mrs.
Louise Jackson and husband, Hayden, Murray; two nieces, Mrs.
Geneva Cooper and Mrs. Sue Carraway, and one nephew, Ronnie
Jackson, all of Murray.

Offensive marker removed
public well that some said recorded
institutionalized racism has been
removed.
The sign had been in place for
more than 20 years but recently
Investments Since 1854
became the center of controversy.
"If it's down, I'm happy," said
the Rev. W.G. Harvey, pastor of
Greater Love Missionary Baptist
Church. "I hope it won't offend
Pnces as of 9 AM
anyone because it's down.
"Now it's gone and we can go
Chg
Price
Company
on with our work."
According to the marker, a city
ordinance was enacted in an effort
to stop people from misusing the
well, which was built in 1834. A
Dow Jones In& Avg.._.--.--3.80
or free Negro in violation of
slave
DJIA Previous Close.,....3290.25
received "on the
ordinance
the
Air Products..............86
rower back ten stripes well laid,"
A.T.C. Class A.-........573411 SSA
but a white pirson faced only a $4
371/s sac
A T&
fine.
unc
Bell South
Some said the marker simply
Briggs & Stratton...-. 513/s - 14
• Vs
represented a part of history.
- 1/4
Dean
State highway workers removed
Exxon.-.__._._.__._.—._ 553/s 14
the sign Tuesday.
Fisher Price .........36'/3. 14
John Puryear, chief district engiFord Motor..--.-.--.-37 - 34
with the state highway departneer
General Electsic....--.2101 + 14
in Reidland, said historical
ment
General Motors--.....37'/s + 1/4
officials directed him to
society
GoodrIch...._._.--._._.-._47 +
the sign Tuesday
down
take
Vs
+
1
......._.—..6.31/
......
Goodyear.
morning.
"The historical society, they're
Ingersoll Rand........-...... 64 + Vs
+ Vs
the ones who decide when (signs)
go up and they're the ones who
K U Energy................... 25V. unc
+ 14
Kroger
decide when they come down,"
• 1/4
L G &
Puryear said. "They just told us to
+ 1/s
McDonalds
take it down and store it."
+ 3/s
J.C.
Harvey. wrote James Klotter,
Peoples F1rst**...._.........26B 27A •
of the State Historical Socdirector
Quaker (ats...--.-.--.-631/1 • '4
that the marker be
iety
asking
Schering-Plough_._...-593/s + 14
it represented
,because
removed
..451/.
__._.___._.__
Sears .....
history."
5$3/
"negative
+ 14
Texaco............................

PADUCAH, Ky.(AP) — A historical marker documenting punishments for misuse of Paducah's first

Stock Market
Report

Services for George E. Phillips
were today at 10 a.m. in the chapel
of Highland Funeral Home,
Louisville.
Mr. Phillips, 67, Louisville, died
there Sunday.
He is survived by two daughters,
Mrs. Peggy English, Windemere,
Fla., and Mrs. Patty Nally, Louisville; one son, Eddie Phillips, Oshkosh, Wis.; two sisters, Mrs. Sue
Miller, Hazel, and Mrs. Mine
Milliner, Louisville.

Mrs. Dorothy
Pauline Phillips
Graveside rites for Mrs. Dorothy
Pauline Phillips will be Friday at
11 a.m. at Murray City Cemetery.
The Rev. Kendrick Lewis will
officiate.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is
in charge of arrangements, but no
local visitation will be scheduled.
Mrs. Phillips, 80,Tort St. Lucie,
Fla., formerly of Murray, died
there Monday.
Her husband, James Dill Phillips, died Jan. 19, 1987. She was of
Methodist faith.
Survivors include one son, James
D. Phillips, Conifer, Cola, and two
grandchildren.
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Winter may be warmest

Kindergarten
registration for
Calloway schools

ASHEVILLE, N.C. (AP) — The
winter of 1991-92 may be the warmest on record in the United
States.
The National Climatic Data Center reported on Tuesday that the
season's average temperature for
the 48 contiguous states was 36.87
degrees. The old record was the
winter of 1953-54, at 36 degrees.
The records go back 97 years.

Parents of children who will
be 5 years old by Oct. 1 should
attend registration at the appropriate elementary school-in-lhe school cafeteria at 9 a.m. on the
following dates: North/Monday,
March 9; Southwest/Tuesday,
March 10; East/Wednesday,
March 11.
Parents should register their
child during the day if possible.
For those parents who are unable to attend the scheduled day
registrations, a night registrationo will be provided on Tuesday, March 40, from 5-7 p.m. at
each elementary school.
Parents are encouraged to
bring their children and tour the
kindger*arten facilities when
they register their child. At this
time the' parents and children
will also have the opportunity to
. meet and talk with the kindergarten teachers. Parents should
bring the following items if
available: a copy of the child's
original birth certificate, the
child's Social Security card, a
Kentucky certificate of immunization, and a TB skin test
certificate.
Parents of any age child who
is not presently attending the
Calloway County School District but who would like their
child enrolled for the 1992-93
school year should contact the
appropriate school for registration information.

Meteorologist Richard Heim of
the data center said the warm
weather doesn't validate theories
about global warming.
A major reason temperatures
were higher than usual was that the
polar jet stream stayed far north
along the Canadian border,-meteorologist William Brown said. A second, subtropical jet pulled in warm, •
moist air from the Pacific.

NOW OPEN
CORN-AUSTIN'S®
BARGAIN BASEMENT
Nlomlay-Saturday 9:30-5
1)(m vrowN • MUIR 11

FREE DELIVERY
L.

e

Have your dog or cat food delivered
to your door.

ynEg

We carry the following Top Brands:
Purina • Pro Plan • lams • ANF Nutro •• Eagle • Dealers Pride
Natural Choice • Nature's Recipe • VPF • Hy Ration
Slight Delivery Charge For Over 8 Miles

Minimum Order 20 Lbs.

Hours: Mon.-Frl. 8-5
Sat. 3-5 p.m.

*Grooming by Susan Adams
'Modern Boarding Facilities

I

South Central Bell's
new rate schedule
lowers prices

I

OFF

$1.00
(With This Coupon)

The purchase of 40 lbs. of •
dog food or 20 lbs. of cat food.'

Kennels
I ParadiseMurray
• 753-4106

•
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
South Central Bell Telephone Co.
adopted a new rate schedule Tues- _
day that is expected to reduce by
more than half the cost of some instate toll calls.
Ordered by the Kentucky Public
Service Commission in January,
the rates apply to calls made within
Kentucky's three local calling
zones.
A five-minute daytime call from
Louisville to Frankfort dropped
from $1.88 to 99 cents. A similar
call between Paintsville and Danville costs $1.08 instead of $2.41.
The commission ordered the utility to use the $43 million from
other sources, including about $11
million in higher profits, to cover
•
the rate reductions.
step
first
the
are
reductions
The
toward more competition, and possibly even lower charges, in the instate toll-call market.
A committee appointed by the
PSC is studying how to provide
equal access for all carriers and its
report is expected later this year.

it
Jft

Hwy. 94 East •

I

"Drs. Clark, Hayden
& Rankin PSC
proudly
announce the
delivering of
infants at
Lourdes Hospital
as well as
Western Baptist
Hospital.

HOG MARKET
Federal-State Marks( News Unice Mardi 4, 1142
Kentucky Purchase Area Hos Market Report Includes 3
Bights Radom Reedville Act- 412,Rai. 154 Barrows
GUIs sleady SO.1 ftrm41.44 bisloar
$33.5134.114
US 1-3 131234 lbs.
133.511-3544
US 1-2 211134 lbs.
1.35.14-35.34
1.15 13 238-314 lbs.
$31.11113544
US 34 3411-274 Roe
Sews
US 1-3 275.361 lbs.
Ull 1-3 34114/14 lbs.
US 1-3 141523 lbs.
US 1-3 523 sod op
IS 13 3411.5441 lbs.
Doors 1123-5123.1111

15% Cash Discount
on all prescriptions
'Computerized Records
*Medical Claims Service
*PCS • Medimet
*BC-BS • Paid State Aid
*Health & Beauty Iterns

Jl

Er, •E yi• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Er- .- ••- ••

...

•

2226 Broadway • Paducah Hy • 442-9414

Computer

Error

- Order Was Duplicated

**SPECIAL**
1992 Full Size Pick-Up
nr-3CRIPT7Ori
Deuverry..)

HOLLAND DRUGS
Bob Dunn
R.Ph.

109 S. 4th St.

753-1462
12 More
Slightty Nigher

Time Warner.._.............. 106
- V2
Wal-Mart...-.-.--.--.-523/1 - Vs

Overdrive transmission, air conditioning, flit steering, cruise
control, delay wipers, power steering, power brakes, rear step
bumper, Scottsdale trim ind many more features

1-14arel Lyons is traehnp awn! for MI* docli
•'Hilliard Lyons Is nerhot maker In this soit

Red, Sandstone and Black

40-4
HIWARD
LYONS

Addy on al
upon Request

Our Hest Int eslmerd Is
111 Mist

lvre.

#165514, #165506, #166784, #168087, #167639, #168875

Come by our club, with this ad, and we'll give you
one -week free with absolutely no obligation.

Cowl Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
Inform at•on
Avaslablo

*Certified Trainers and Aerobic Instructors*

Private Showers • 20 Piece Exercise Circuit • Aerobics
"I promise you'll •
like our club.
or you'll

NOTICE
WE HAUL WHITE COLDWATER
GRAVEL AND DIRT
Mechanicelly Removed
-,
21" Deep Free Estirr..1,

Treated Cross Ties

$236

Sauna • Changing Area
StairMasters • Lifecycle Stationery Bikes •

er4

K&K STUMP REMOVAL

General Motors List Price
GM/Group Savings
Dwain Taylor Discount
Factory Rebate

(Expires March 17, 1992)

)111).

atiesb•

:rt

pay nothing."

.
.,
..,,,

Jim Vester
Manager

4-ral

435-4343 Bob Kemp

$11,986*

A
Month-

Tax and Tag, 110 Months 10 5 APR
'Noir Reililne $400 Rebate -WrOgproved CierlA $1000 Down PIA

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet Geo, Inc.

Premiere
Health and Fitness Club

"The Fitness Professionals"
University Square • 502-759-9999

Hwy. 641

753-2617

South

Of

Bob Kemp Jr.

•
•• ••

•

s•••••••••'•irc,

-,-.•••••-, •• • •

•
•
S.

$15,983
-1,980
-1,617
-400

4
•
• •,

• t•

.

•

11..6
•

1•••
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Classified

DEADLINES

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

Deadlines are 2 days in advance and art- as follows:
Friday 3 p.m.
Monday Edition
Saturday 10 a.m.
Tuesday Edition
Mc-nday - 3 p.m.
Wednesday Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition

•

111111133111131131=111
010 .
0r20
u25
030
040 .
450
060
090
1UU
110

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Card of Thanks
In Memory
Lost & Found
EMPIA/I'NIIEN
' Help Wanted
Situation Wanted
Business Opportunity
Instruction

FARMERS MARKE 1
Farm Equipment
190
& Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
Produce
Feed & Seed

753-1916

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the lint insertion of their ads for any error. The
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion Any error
should be reported immediately so corrections can be made

Classified Ad Rates

OFFICE HOURS: Mom-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-I2 p.m.
It KAI. ES'

MEItI‘NI/ISE

I

For Sale Or Trade
Want To Buy
150
Articles For Sale
Appliances
155
. Horne Furnishings
160 .
Antiques
4-65.
170 .........Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Machines
Sports Equipment
200
Firewood
21.0
Musical
220
T.V. & Radio
260
Pets & Supplies
380
NlISCEI.I.XNEot s
Public Sale
410
540
. For Trade
.. Free Column
560
Wanted
570
240.
Miscellaneous
130
140

25
300

310
320
340

V

I*F:

Days

J

Insurance
Exterminating
. .Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

120
230
250
290
530

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
. Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats 8c Motors

470
480
4S5
490
495 .

AN ORDINANCE PURSUANT TO KRS
81A.412 ANNEXING CERTAIN PROPERTY LOCATED ON 641 NORTH
ACROSS FROM THE INDUSTRIAL
PARK INTO THE CITY OF MURRAY.
WHEREAS,all of the property owners of
certain property located on Highway 641
North across from the Industrial Park have
petitioned the City Council pursuant to KRS
81A.412 for annexation to the City of Murray of the property described on Exhibit A
attached hereto, and
•

WHEREAS, said property meets the requirements of KRS 81k410(2), and
WHEREAS, the City Council believes
that with the extension of city services and
the addition of additional tax revenue to be
derived from the annexation that this annexation is desirable and such petition should
be granted.
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED
BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF
MURRAY, KENTUCKY:
Section L The property which is more
particularly described in Exhibit A attached
hereto is hereby annexed to the City of
Murray, Kentucky.

•

500 •

7.10

William N. Che-rry, Mayor

ORDLNANCE 92-970
AN ORDINANCE FURTHER AMENDING ZONING ORDINANCE NUMBER
794 OF THE CITY OF MURRAY,
KENTUCKY.
WHEREAS, the Murray Planning Commission recommended that certain changes
be made eto the Zoning Ordinance, and
WHEREAS, the City Council agrees that
said changes should be made to the Zoning
Ordinance, and
NOW THEREFORE BE IT ORDAINED
BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF
MURRAY AS FOLLOWS, TO-WIT:
Section L §156.004 of the City of Murray
Code of Ordinances -FAMILY is hereby
amended to read as follows:
-FAMILY": One or more persons related
by blood, marriage, or adoption occupying the premises and livingas a single
non-profit housekeeping unit as distinguished from a group occupying a boarding or lodging house, hotel, club, fraternity, sorority, or similar dwelling for
group use. A family shall be deemed to
include domestic servants employed by
said family and foster or boarded children whose room and board is paid by a
recognized child care agency.
Section 2: 1156.035(D) of the City of
Murray Code of' Ordinances is hereby
amended by adding the following paragraph:
(3) A group of not to exceed four (4)
persons not all related by blood or
marriage, occupying the premises and
living as a single, non-profit housekeeping unit.
Section 3: Any portion of Ordinance
Number 794(Codified as 11156 of the City of
Murray Code of Ordinance) as amended
which may be in conflict with this ordinance
is hereby repealed to the extent of such
conflict and to such extent only. In all other
respects Ordinance Number 794 as
amended is hereby reaffirmed.
•

ADOPTED ON THE FIRST READING
ON THE 13 DAY OF FEBRUARY, 1992.
ADOPTED ON THE SECOND READING
ON THE 27 DAY OF FEBRUARY, 1992. William
Attest:

Jo Crass, City Clark

4•`:
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N. Cherry, Mayor

_ WHEREAS, the Murray Planning Commission recommended that certain changes
be made to the Zoning Ordinance and

515 S. 12th St. 753-2255

WHEREAS,the City Council agrees that
said changes should be made to the Zoning
Ordinance, and

COUNTRY Music Dance.
Woodmen of the World
Bldg, 3rd and Maple, Mur-

Rent-A-Car

ray Starting March 6,every
Friday night. For more information, call 527-8452 or
527-1084.

Section L §156.050(GX4) of the City of
Murray Code of Ordinances is hereby
amended to read as follows:

430c
Fish Day
Its Time For

Political campaign signs provided they
are kept on pnvate property, not erected
more than forty-five(45)days prior to the
election and removed within fourteen
(14) days after the election. Signs must
be limited to eight(8)square feet and one
(1)sign per lot with the bottom ofthe sign
no higher than two(2)feet from ground
level. Placement of campaign signs on
public property such as traffic signs,
utility light poles or buildings is prohibited and iffound, will be removed at the
cost of the candidate.

CHANNEL CATFISH, HY.
BRIO BLUE GILL. Fathead
minnows. Large sour

Sto:1,17q

Bs suss craw* ans.
Nobs, Gress Catp (ior
Pond Weed Contra') Tho
1.4yono Blue alg w41 reacb a
wart or 2 to 21/2 pounds
Delivery VAS De:
Fraley, lawcar 13
At The Foaming
Location:
Southern Illetwe Coop
laarrey, KY
1502) 753-1423
Tina: 320-410 p.m.
,on local slam to
Call'
place your order or cat
roe Free 1-•30-043-11430

Fish Wagon. Inc.
Route 3 Boa 317.0
Harnsburg Arkansas 72.232
1536

Mr. Is-Lady's
Tanning Special
10 (30 lin ) Vises 720
or
10e Per minute
753-1303
U.S 94
Sun. 1-5

ADOPTED ON THE FIRST READING
ON THE 13 DAT'OF FEBRUARY, 1992.
ADOPTED ON THE SECOND READING
ON THE 27 DAY OF FEBRUARY, 1992

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
INSURANCE

William N. Cherry, Mayor
Attest:
Jo Crass, City Clerk

Niles
AURORA Pizza Pelagic.
Open all year at Sprn
Closed Mon and Tues
4 7 4 - 8 1 1 9
14100-4140-3604.

VCR Service
\
Ward-Elkirm
753-1713

LOOKING FOR COLLEGE
MONEY? The problem
The rising cost of college
education The solution
Over 4,000.000,000 (4 bilran) dollars in financial aid
available to students who
quafify For more information call or write AM
Academic Services, PC
Box 630.- Murray, KY
42071. 759-9966

40.00 48.00 56.00 64.00 72.00 80.00

3

8.00 16.00 24.00 32.00
•
10.00 20.00 30.00 40.00

4

15.00 30.00 45.00 60.00

75.00 90.00 105.00 120.00 135.00 150.00

5

18.00 36.00 54.00 72.00 90.00 108.00 126.00 144.90 162.00 180.00

6

20.00 40.00 60.00 80.00 100.00 120.00 140.00 160.00 180.00 200.00

50.00 60.00 70.00 80.00 .90.00 100.00

No age limit
to apply.
Our most popular
plan pays up to
100% of Medicare
Approved charges
(many policies pay
only 20%) We even
pay on office calls
and Other out of hospital expenses For
free information

(360

060
Help
Wanted

moo
Woad

Help
Wanted

NOTICE OF APPREN-

WAITRESS and kitchen
help wanted for Cypress
Springs Resort. Call for interview, 436-5496

CLEANING liousekceperl
cam to 3550/wk. All shifts,
parr-time, full-time.

year's class. All applicants
must fully meet the follow-

ing minimum qualifications
to qualify for an interview:
AGE: Must be at least 18
years of age. EDUCATION:
High school graduate with
information on rates an
one year's passing grades
booking, call John at Illu- in Algebra. Transcript reUnlimited, quired DIRECTLY FROM
sions
901-642-8669
high school within 30 days
of application. APTITUDE
TEST: S72R-77 taken at
any State Employment Office. Test results will be
Oak & Poplar
reviewed by the Commit1 x6x8 ft. S1 20 ea
tee. PHYSICAL CONDITION: All selected applic1x6x10 ft... S1.50 ea
ants will be required to take
1x6x12 ft... S1.80 ea
a physical examination. A
Alfred Craig
drug-screen test may also
be required as part of this
Sawmill Co.
physical exam. Each appl(901)498-8141
icant who meets all basic
requirements will be interviewed by the Committee
The interviewers will consider. reliability, interest,
attitude, judgement.
cooperativeness,as well as
other personal traits. All
applicants will be received
without regard to race,
color, religion, national origin or sex. Each applicant
Marrs
Ts. Seal
must meet all basic requireOr Toe Nig
nazi 433-2313
ments to be eligible for an
interview. Apprentices will
be selected in order of their
050
ranking resulting from ratLost
ing by interviewers.
And Found
LOST. Black, male Lab, 6 JOB Announcement Nummonths old, bright orange ber: 92-17(A). Date:
collar In vicinity of Butter- 2/19/92. Position: Park
worth Road in Lynn Grove. Worker. Location: Kenlake
State Resort Park, Hardin,
435-4481 after 6pm.
KY. Grade and salary:
LOST Diamond ring in hos- Grade 4, Salary $4.765 per
pital or parking lot. hour. Minimum Require753-7947
ments: Ability to read and
write. Apply by submitting a
state application (which
can be obtained at the local
Department for Employother
BABYSITTER- ment Services or anyoffice)
State Government
Housekeeper Monday- to: Kentucky Department of
Friday. 4am-8am
Personnel, Room 377, Ca753-5211
pitol Annex, Frankfort, KY
EXPERIENCED clean-up 40601. Attention: Job Anman and experienced nouncernent No. 92-17(A).
bodyrnan. Apply in person, Job Announcement NumOakley Used Cars, N. 4th, ber should also be placed in
Murray. 8am-5pm, Sat. the upper right-hand corner
8am-noon.
of the application in the
EXPERIENCED backhoe 'Special Announcement
operator or helper for septic No.' blank. Deadline for
tank installation 759-1515. applying: You must qualify,
test,' and be placed on the
HIRING Dancers Flexible register by March 19, 1992
hours (full-time and part- 'Test not required. Filling
time), excellent tips Must this position is subject to
be 18. Call 502-527-2353 any State Government hirfor more information.
ing restrictions AN EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY EMHIRING Entertainers FlexPLOYER M/F/H.
ible hours (full-time and
parfiline), excellent tips. NEEDED, dependable
Must be 21. Call babysitter, day-shift Penny
502-527-2353 for more Hwy, Kirksey-Stella area
information.
437-4255

ilop
Smicirg
Grats 6

Notice

Section 2: Any portion of Ordinance
Number 794(Codified as *156 of the City of
Murray Code of Ordinance) as amended
which may be in conflict with this ordinance
is hereby repealed to the extent of such
conflict and to such extent only. In all other
respects Ordinance Number 794 as
amended is hereby reaffirmed.

10"

2

I Intel
Cii31rdf
FikA Co.
Noling
i‘Seruly fk, LW

1-800-221-9207.

CAREER OPPORTU.NITY
Progressive company has a position available for a
responsible, career oriented individual who works
well with detailed information. We have a long
history of growth and offer competitive salary with
excellent benefits. The successful candidate
should have a college degree with a background in
either information processing or accounting and
three years work experience. Knowledge of the
IBM AS400 will be a plus while experience with
System 36 or 38 will also be considered
Send resume to:
Personnel - Dept. F
P. 0. Box 1305
Murray, KY 42071

LUMBER

020

NOW THEREFORE BE IT ORDAINED
BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF
MURRAY AS FOLLOWS, TO-WIT:

9"

8"

5.00 10.00 11.00 20.00 25.00 30.00 35.00 40.00 45.00 60.00

TICESHIP OPPORTUNITY. The Joint Apprenticeship and.Training Committee for the Electrical
Industry will accept applications for apprenticeship beginning March 16, 1992
through March 27, 1992
from 8:00 a.m. until 4-00
p.m., Monday-Friday, at the
I.B.E.W. Local 816 Union
Hall, 4515 Clarks River
: Road, Paducah, KY. These
applications must be completed by April 27, 1992 to
be considered for this

PROFESSIONAL Magician now available for birthday parties, children's
shows, banquets, etc.
Make your next event a
magical success. For inor§,

AN ORDINANCE FURTHER AMENDING ZONING ORDINANCE NUMBER
794 OF THE CITY OF MURRAY,
KENTUCKY.

Attest:
Jo Crass, City Clerk

•

LEARN TO DRI.,1
TRACTOR • TRAILERS

PFC Bank, Inc.
Murray, Kentucky

ORDINANCE 92-971

7'

1

060

NOTICE OF PROPOSED BANK MERGER
Notice is hereby given that the Bank of Murray,
Murray, Kentucky,has made application to the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation, Washington, D.C.
20429,for its written consent to merge with PFC Bank,
Inc., Murray, Kentucky. It is contemplated that all of
the offices ofthe above-namecl banks will continue to be
operated after the merger.
This notice is published pursuant to Section 18(c)of
the Federal Deposit Insurance Act.
Any person wishing-to comment on this application
may file his/her comments in writing with the Regional
Director of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
at its Regional Office, 5100 Poplar Avenue,Suite 1900,
Memphis, Tennessee 38137. If any person desires to
protest the granting of this application,such person has
a right to do so if the protest is filed with the Regional
DI rector by March 4, 1992.The nonconfidential portions
of the application are on file in the Regional Office as
part of the public file maintained by the Corporation.
This file is available for public inspection during regular
business hours.
Bank of Murray
February 3, 1992
Murray, Kentucky

APPROVED ON THE SECOND READING ON THE 27 DAY OF FEBRUARY,
1992.

6"

5"

25s per word 15.00 minimum let day.
5s per word per day for each additional consecutive day.
81.75 mitre for shopper (Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide.),
$2.00 mitre for blind box ads.

010

APPROVED ON THE FIRST READING
ON THE 13 DAY OF FEBRUARY, 1992.

4"

3"

Yard Sale $7.50 Per Day Prepaid
Reader Ads:

Nodes

ORDINANCE 92-969

2"

I"

TRANSPORTATION

Sales
Mob;le I lollies For Sale
Fur Sale (Jr Lease
Home LOar.s.
.... Real Estate
Lots For Sale
Farms For Sale
Hona,s Fur salt,

110

2, 1991:

40% Discount 2nd Run, 60% Discount 3rd Run.
(An 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period.) '
$1.75 per column inch mitre for Tuesday.

SERVICES

Rental
. Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Want To Rent
Apartments For Rent
ROOMS For Rent
Houses For Rent
...For Rent or Lease

411,
150
460

Effective Jan

Display Ads

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
(Doors open at 6 001

Knights of Columbus Hall

KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Roes.
south to Sq. Hale Road, right on Sq HINI1 Road
L

mole

PHOCEEDS GO 10 CHAV111Y
/Si 0466

Morro

P0 Buil 1033

Business Manager for
Finance and Insurance Dept.
TOYOTA OF MURRAY is now accepting aggressive applicants to fill a
Business Manager position. We offer an
excellent benefit package and a stable
future with a fast growing company. All
serious applicants should apply in person, Monday through Friday, 10 a.m -4
p.m. No phone calls please.

PROFESSIONAL SALES
CAREER OPPORTUNITY
.Guaranteed Weekly Salary plus Commission
4/ionthly Bonus Program
full Time Scheduled Hours
.Sell the Number One Import • Toyota
•Prior Automotive Sales Experience Nat Necessary
.Extensrie h-House Training Program
Wedical and Life Insurance Benefits.
TOYOTA OF MURRAY is looking for a
highly motivated woman or man to join
their professional sales staff. This unique
sales career opportunity otters unlimited
earnings potential! If you are seriously
interested in making more money while
enjoying a rewarding career in professional sales, please apply in person,
Monday through Friday, 10:00 a.m. to 4
No tone calls, please.
mmimr
.m.

ja

NURSING HOME COSTS
WHO PAYS?
"YOU" pay for most nursing home cost
• Medicare pays less than 2%
'Medicare supplement policies pay even
less
• An estimated one in four Americans over
65 will spend time in a nursing home.
• In-our area, costs average over $18,000
per year.
• Medicaid, the government program for

the "poor" only provides help after you
literally impoverish yourself.

The Tim* Has Never Been Better
To Join Our Family
Sonic Is The Fastest Growing Drive In
Restaurant Chain In America

If you are concerned, glve us a call for a
free copy of "The Consumer Guide To
Long Term Care Insurance."

Sonic is now looking for a iew good people for
positions as follows

McConnell
Insurance Agency

Assistant Manager • Manager in Training

Call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4t99
"free meal

The Opportunities Are Endless!

Hopkinsville Fed. Savings. Building

Cell Lewis For An Appointment

753-4199

759-9885

claim swift."
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CLASSIFIEDS
090

Mobile
Horne. For Sale

Hans
Punishing*

LAWN Care, mowing, and WANTED Alterations to do FULL-size bed, $70
Spat
498-8528 at
landscape workers wanted
my_home 753-1379
Good positions for the right
people Forever Green HOUSECLEANING, referLawn Servide, 753 3362 for ences 753-7910
appointment
Inn
1109 Pogue Avenue
13 IMMEDIATE OPENBusiness
(Around the Corner From
INGS NEED a job? A
Opportunity
Toyota of Murray)
GED7 Hope for the future?
Hrs.: Mon.-Sat. 10-5
You may quality if 'You do LOCAL family business for
759-9940
not have your GED or high sale Basic inventory and
13 Color TV w/Reschool diploma; You are customer base list Retiring
mote $125, Chitferobe
between the ages of 16 & and moving from this area
$60, 5 Ft Display
21 We are an E 0.E This For more details, call
Case $175, Sleeper
project is funded by the 753-8161 after 5pm or
Sofa & Chair $175,
Western Kentucky Private leave message at
492-8349.
Bassett Bedroom Set
Industry Council- JTPA
$210, Table/6 Chairs,
Call J T.P.A Out Of School MURRAY Taxi Cab busiHutch, China Cabinet
- 9 3 7 8 , ness for sale Established
7 5
$375,
Nintendo
8a nv -11 .30a m.
customers. Call 753-8787,
Games $15-$20, NinMark_
for
ask
ONE experienced cook,
tendo Deck $55, Wrinfull-time One experienced
ger Washers $45,
110
waitress, full-time Also,
Lots, Lots More Come
Want
waitand
cook
part-time
in and browse Use our
Buy
To
ress 474 8095 or come by
lay-away plan
Kentucky Lake Lodge Re- 2 OR 3br house, well mainstaurant, Hwy 68, Aurora, tained, in vicinity of Olive
KY
St , for our mother
PARK RANGERS, Game 753-8351_
Warden, Security, Mainte- ANTIQUES by the piece or
nance, etc. No exp. necessary. collections Call 753-9433 SWEET Nellie's at Draffenville. .Solid cherry Willett
For information, call after 5pm.
dining room suite. Walnut,
219-769-6649, ext. 7159
CASH for mobile home Victorian bed and butlers
9ani-9pm, 7 days.
tires $7-$12 each
desk. Berkley Gay dressing
POSITION available for full
527-2932
table. Oak jelly cubbard.
time cook, experience rePrimative pie safe. Bronquired awl part-time TOP dollar for junk cars and zes,
Haviland, more.
or
counter clerk Apply in per- trucks. 759-4836
Winter Hours, Thursdayson Mardi 4,5 & 6, between 436-5322
Saturday, 10-5; Sunday,
9am & 5pm Pioneer Conand antique furni- 1-5. 527-1018.
venience Mart in Lynn USED
ture, glass, tools, quilts.
Grove
901-642-6290.
SUMMER jobs High
150
school or college students
Articles
or anyone wanting to work
For Sale
1980 ALLIS Chalrner 5020
759-9622
call,
with children
diesel with
or send resume to 605 Pop- EMBER Hearth fireplace tractor, 25hp,
lar, Box 106, Murray, Ky. *risen w/blower. Reason- added equipment. Good
condition. 753-5094 after
42071
able offer 436-2638
5pm
TELEPIMNE COMPANY KENMORE washer and
1990 KUBOTA L2250 tracJOBS Stan 57.80-S15.75/hr. dryer, 753-9274
tor, 24hp, 167 hours, like
your area, Men and women
MILLIONAIRES MIL. new. $6900. 753-8673.
needed. No experience necesLIONAIRES, PANG.
sary. For information, call
IS BACK 35 MASSEY Ferguson Ex1-900-740-4561. ext. 3482. BURN'S CANDY
Charlie's cellent condition. 753-5463
MVRRAY.
IN
6arn-8pm„7 days, 512.95 fee.
or 753-0144.
Safe-T Pharmacy.

THELMA'S
BASSES BIN

BABYSITTER, in the Kirksey area, willing to babystt
at any time. Please call
489-2976. .References
"
available.
CAREGIVER needs work.
For sick or elderly person.
References Call Debbie,
901-247-5516
EXPERIENCED mother
will babysit in my home
753-4459

or

Now Is The Time For Stocking

Lynn Grove Feed & Seed, Inc.
Ky.

Murray,

435-4415

Thursday March 26th 10:30-11:30 a.m.
cmck OLR PRICES AND ORDER NOW
Containers will be provided • Call: 1-800-264-6371

THE FISH TRUCK, INC.
Jonesboro, Arkansas

RJR HOME REPAIRS
General Repairs, Painting and Papering ,
Vinyl Siding and Replacement Windows
Decks, Patios and Storage Buildings
Rooting and Welding

Robert J.
Rutherford

0,2'1
1
156.4
-

(502) 753-0468

APPLIANCE REPAIR
Service on all brands: window air conditioners
refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers
microwaves - dishwashers - $es 8ic electric ranges

Factvy Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown

home electric services 200
amp $375 100 amp $325
435-4027

SteelernAllbritten, Inc.

SOUNDDESIGNS. James
C. Gallim ore Electric. ProLogic Theater systems and
Whole House stereo systems 759-1835

Call and place your ad today!
the

MURRAY
LEDGER & TIMES

•

5021 753-1918

280
Mobile
Homes For Rent
2BR with central H/A in
Pirates Cove Recreauona
Development near Aurora,
KY Recreational facilities
available to renters or owners For information, call
753-2962, 354-9309

TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1, 2 & 3 bedrooms Apply Hilldale Apts.
Hardin, Ky or call
502-437-4113 EHO

SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
electric or gas. Walking distance to college. 753-5209.

3411

Houses
For Rent

12x43 TRAILER in New
Concord, furnished
$85/mo. 436-2427

2BR oft Hwy 121 South on
Locust Grove Road
753-2934

285

4BR home, 1005 Olive.
$450/mo. 753-2225; After
6pm, 759-1509

Home Lots For Rent
LOT for rent in Mobile
Home Village, water furnished, $70/mo. Coleman
RE, 753-9898.

LARGE 2-3 br house with
central gas heat and air
conditioning Stove and refrigerator furnished. 1004
Main St. $360 plus deposit.
Available immediately.
759-1265.

Business
Rentals
•

For Rent
Or Lease

FOR LEASE

3BR, 2 bath condo in Murray for sale or lease
753-3293

Excellent retail &
office space In
Bel-Air Center
Call 753-4751

CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
520-$40/mo 759-4081

20x30' COMMERCIAL
space on U.S. 641 North
near Shoney's. Call John
Downs at M.T.G.,
753-4000.

370
Livestock
& Supplies
35 LARGE rolls of hay
timothy and orchard grass
436-5681 after 6pm
HUDSON Company. Saddles, Bridles & Horse supplies 753-4545, 759-1823,
753-6763

Want
To Rent
kascslatiecus

BEAUTIFUL White Pines.
2' to 6' tall, you dig, easy
digging soil $1 50 per ft.
753-5421.
COINS and stamps make
wonderful presents, investments and hobbies. We
also feature proof sets,
silver dollars, coin and
stamp supplies, foreign
coins and paper money.
See our fine selection today
in Murray at Book Rack
(Dixieland Shopping Center) and Treasure House
(Southside Manor), also at
Toonerville Trolly Antique
Store, (in Hazel, formerly
the 0x - Yoke), Mercantile
(Aurora) and Cissy's Gifts
and Antiques (Fulton) We
buy coins and stamps and
appraise estates CHRISTOPHER'S COINS,
753-4161.

LOCAL Murray couple
looking for 2 or 3br house to
rent with yard Preferably in
county. Call after 5pm,
753-7244.

REGISTERED yearling
simmental bulls All bulls
from A-1 sires. Call
489-2998, 8am-5pm
489-2704 after 5pm

IV=
55 GAL. fish aquarium with
everything needed. Great
price at $150. Call
753-4667 after 5pm

1BR, furnished and utilities
paid. Lease and deposit
required No pets Now
available, near downtown.
436-2755 after 5pm

AKC Cocker Spaniel puppies black female
436-5447

1BR, furnished, some utilities paid, near university.
753-4012 or 753-8756

DAISY Grooming Saturday, by appointment
753-7819

1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray 753-4109
2BR, 2 bath deluxe duplex,
garage, gas heat, appliances; Nichelle Dr Coleman RE, 753-9898

HAVE an obedient, safe
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for OVEN
12yrs 436-2858

2s0

PRIVATE Investigato
D B A Confidenual4Iniaasb
gations, Southsidd Shop
ping Center, Suite *102
Murray, 753-2641

Mobile
Homes For Sale
10)(52 REFRIGERATOR,
stove, a/c, kitchen table,
couch, chair, front porch,
and steps $3500 OBO
436-2285 after 5pm
14x70 MONTEGO, 2br, 2
baths, large livingroom,
Large kitchen w/center island. lots of cabinet space,
gas heat Extra nice Must
see to appreciate
759-1466 after 5pm
14x 70, with or without property. 474-2702
1981, 14x70 TOWN
House, 2br, excellent condition Must see to appreciate Pm:* reduced. $9.995
4313 5814 evenings

.4,41.11•••••10.44,

AUCTION
REGARDLESS OF WEATHER
LOCATION: 2 Miles West From Intersection of US
HWY 121 Bypass and HWY 641 Just outside of
Murray, KY (formerly John's Saving Center)
CALLOWAY COUNTY SCHOOLS
will offer for sale to the highest bidder all surplus
property listed Vow
AMOUNT
AtvroLJNT ITEM
ITEM
2
60 Vacuum Cleaners
Student Desks
8
25 Lockers
Teacher Desks
2
40 Movie Projectors
Chairs
12 2-Door Filing Cabinets 4
Bookcases
2
12 Drafting Tables
Typewriters
Plus Other AAscellarlisems Items ofSurplus Proper,y,
Every item will sell id the highest bidder - regardless
buy one or all in each grouping_
of amount
100% of Auction Proceeds Go To Calloway County
Schools
TERMS Cash or Check Day of Sale
Sale Conducted By

FARRIS AUCTION CO.
W. Dan Ferris • Auctioneer
P.O. Box 149 Hazel, KY 42049
(502)4924796
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1990 Johnson motos
boat, fishing equipment,
household items, baby
furniture, clothing & lots
of misc

CAR Stereo IngallatIon
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
Music, Murray's Alpine Car
Audio Specialist, Dixieland
Center, 1 block from MSU
dorms

2 owner Must see and
drive to appreciate $2500
437-4939
1982 BUICK Riviera
Brown, loaded, runs good
91xxx miles $2000
753-3939

430
Reif
Estate
KOPPERUD REALTY of
ers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices.
753-1222, toll free
1 -800-251 -HOME Ext
711L.
RE/MAX Properties Ltd
Bob Pernn, Paul Dailey,
Bob Haley. Bel-Air Center.
1 -502-753-SOLD,
1-800-369-5780
440
Lots
For SOS
TRAILER Lots. 75x120.
Sewer, water and electric
hook-ups Located in Calloway County, 6 miles from
Kenlake State Park,3 miles
from lake. Starting price,
$4,000 527-0144.
WATERFRONT lake lot,
$7500. Partial owner financing possible
753-9586 before 5pm,
753-0292 after 5pm

Farms

For Sala
53 ACRES near Aurora on
Hwy 1346, 3 miles from
lake. Asking $60,000.
House, barn and stable.
502-247-3836.
WANT to buy. Good farm
land up to 100 acres.
759-9439.

-1o0

Rows
Vet Sale
2BR or 24 acres, upper
$20's. See by appointment.
753-8394

7-ROOM stone-vinyl near
downtown. Small down and
monthly payments Immediate possession. Ideal rental or large family residence 753-3690.
RECOMHIGHLY
MENDED, 8 room ranch
with a floor plan you wit
love. Large MBR with
dressing room, bath, and
walk-in closet. 2 additional
bedrooms and bath in other
wing. Great kitchen with
extra cabinets and all the
builtins Sun room and 2
car garage $79,500. Call
Kopperud Realty for details, 753-1222. MLSI
3960

NEW home in Woodgate
3br, 2 baths, kitchen and
diningroom, den w/
cathedral ceiling, gunroom
and utility room, built in
book shelves, 2 car garage,
wood fence. $110,000.
753-4449

470
kiatorcycles
1982 HONDA 030 Super
Sport Chrome exhaust,
runs excellent, very quick
$11000 OBO 753-8270
ALL Yamaha's, all excellent condition 1987,, 80
4 wheeler 1986, 200 Big
Wheel, 1984, 225 DX
3-wheeler 437-4723 '

MUST Sell 1988- S-10
Blazer, 52,000 miles
$5600 080. 759-9816 al
ter 5pm

510
Campers
28' TERRY Taurus , self
contained Full awning
plus extras Excellent
shape 436-2959

1990 PONTIAC Sunbird
LE 4 door grey, ps/pb, air,
am/fin stereo extra sharp
$5850 753-5216
1990 RED Escort 2dr LX,
automatic with air & new
tires See at Shoney's
$4250 Call 753-2079

14' POLAR Craft boat,
20hp Mercury trailer, trolling motor and batteries
753-7252 alter 4pm
16' HYDRA Sport, 1151'tp
Johnson, trailer Mint condition $6000 436-5830
1988 R C PONTOON, 24'
Deluxe, 1989 Johnson-88,
T&T,full turn , alum top, 12
gal tanks, stereo, guages,
LCR, 12-24 TM, bought
new 5/89 $9750 neg
753-3648
BOATS Have several plus
several outboards Buy and
sell used outboards, good
and bad condition and do
Call Jack
repairs
759-2543

1982 CUTLASS Supreme
Brougham, V-6, all power, CADILLAC Seville, 1982
tilt, cruise. Reduced,$1795 58xxx actual miles loaded,
negotiable. Must Sell. extra nice $3900
759-9337753-5335

1988 CHEVY Cavalier,
Vans
2-door, automatic, air, arn/
1988 CHEVY Astro Confm cassette, sharp
quest Conversion Pvini-van
436-5571
47xxx miles, loaded Must
sell Must see to appreciate $9995 753-4814

CARS
II Pio loim__$15,911
TaftO Caoh_$7,111
Cari LE ___311,117
1102 Cary —MX
Puit Can LE1V
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IPtotkrtird if__ 47
V bra T DL_ $,491
V Tore& GIS —$10,937
$5,411
V Ism!di
Tort hitt—NV
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V Foi WI—SW
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V Rita Codi 5.411/
lagni Cock LE —037
$5317
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TritO Cary ___$3,4V
Int Doili_I3AV
V MC Egi____4487
V NO Cook_037
ar. IcOn_tIN
V Tw. Co*_07
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Toph 40—$10,41
V kit,DEO L SEXIV
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V Id MI 4/2__$1,N7
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torn Thurman
Ctlad Cochran Crn Mir

TOYOTA

Services
Offered

WEST
LAWN SERVICE

1985 CAMARO, good condition. 753-6816

ICVOT;iS COST IBS
1,!ORRAV

530

Residential
Commercial
.Free
Estimatvps
'No Job To
Small

500
Used
Trucks

753-6331

1976 CHEVY 4x4, $1550
489-2697 or 492-8836 after
6pm
1981 DATSUN pick-up
Good, reliable transportation 489-2894 after 5pm
1987 MAZDA twin cab,
$3800 OBO 489-2303
1988, RED, Silvered°,
sports side, all options
753-6546
1989 RANGER
753-0531

XLT

1991 MAZDA King Cab.
8400 miles, loaded, grey,
tinted windows. Real sharp.
$11,000 OBO. 753-0385
before 3 30prn Of leave
message.
1991 S-10, 20,000 miles, 4
cyl , air 753-0531

Al TREE Service. Stump
removal and spraying. Free
estimates 753-0906 after
5pm, 759-9816, 753-0495
AAA Additions. Decks,
vinyl siding, carpentry
work, house and floor leveling, drive-ways 40+ years
experience. Free estimates. Call collect
901-247-5173.
ALPHA Builders - Carpentry, remodeling, porches,
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting, maintenance, etc. Free estimates.
489-2303
AL'S hauling, yard work,
tree removal, mowing Free
estimates 759-1683

OS
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
C USTOhl WOODWOR Kl NG

All

Types Of:
.7•

Custom Woodworking
/Fall‘r
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
-Drop by & see our showroom
409

Bun,,y Elfead
on
5 (Bincl
753."o
SUNBURY AfURRAY

/011.11

1
.
-.41

DAVID SMITH
Construction
New Homes
Residential - Commercial
Additions - Metal Pole Barns
15 Yrs Experience • Free Estimates
PHONE:
Route 1, Box 139D
502-437-3026
Benton, Ky. 42025

Mathis Transmission
Service
624 N. 4th St.. Murray

753-6374
Specializing in front wheel drive.
overdrive, automatic & standard
transmissions.
We Service What We Sell
* FREE ESTIMATES *
12,000 Mile Warranty
Month
12

-

Smith Masonry &
Honk Improvement

complete foundation,
& patios covered
sidewalks
concrete work,
with brick. Remodeling, decks, additions,
garages. Fireplaces a specialty.
15 yrs. Exp. Free Estimates
Call 527-8275 or 1-800-339-4312
Block, brick, stgrie,

For a Job Done Right Because We
Guarantee Our Work

-aa

•s. •

11 miles @est on 94 at
Knights Uss4 Cars.

KENTUCKY Lake Waterfront, 4br, 2 bath central
H/A, 2 car garage, covered
boat dock, year around water $139,900 354-6006

Thursday, March 5, 1992
4 P.M.

••••••........./40•••••••••;..

Rain or Shine
Fri., Sat
March 6 & 7th

Trucks

NEW bug shields for pickups and vans, foreign and 1982 IROC New paint,
domestic, clear and smoke new engine, new interior
tint $19 50/ea Pick-up bed 437-4432
mats, $34 50/ea Key Auto MUST Sell 1988 Grand
Parts Hwy 121S 753-5500 Am 58,000 miles $6000
OBO 759-9816 after 5pm
490
Used
1989 BERETTA GT 32,xxx
Cars
mikas, loaded, red Sell or
over payments
1968 DATSUN Good work take
753-0385 before 3 30pm or
car $500 436-2135
leave message
1971 TOYOTA Land 1989 CHEVY Z-24 All excruiser, good mechanical
tras, nice 753-8132 after
condition new tires, runs
great $1500 OBO 5 30pm
474-0115
1989 MAZDA 323 Auto,
burgundy 1987 Chevy
1978 MUSTANG, 4cyl en- air,
S-10, 4x4, 4-speed. red
gine. Runs good, new tires
435-4041
$800. 759-1331, ask for
Steve Of nights 436-5363 1990 CHRYSLER LeBaron
19,000 miles
1980 CAMARO, 305 auto- convertible
753-4023
matic, 79,000 actual miles,

4BR home, 1005 Olive
$49,000 753-2225, After
6pm, 759-1509

320

Business
Services

10 Party
Yard Sale

GROWERS Mini Warehouses. Space available,
753-3808.

COMMERCIAL property,
917 Coldwater Rd Formerly Juanita's Florist. Deposit and references re
quired Terms and lease
negotiable. 753-6069

240

•

•••••

NEW 2br duplex located on
Northwood Drive Call
753-1266 between
8 00am-5 00pm, ask for
Paulette

110

270

Make a
clean
( sweep
with
classified

HAZEL Apartments, Hazel,
KY, is now renting. You
must be 62, handicapped,
or disabled New 1 and 2br
units. 502-527-8574 for
more information, Equal
Housing Opportunity

SAVE $1000's Almost new
mobile home 2br, central
H/A $2500 down and take
over payments 759-9450

PIANO tuning and repair
759-9661.

*A11 Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-1270

3BR 2 bath duplex located
north side of town Call
John Downs at M T G ,
753-4000

1992 FLEETWOOD 16x80
Furnished, 3br, 2 bath with EXTRA nice, lbr, newly
FARRIS Auction Company
central H/A, underpinning decorated. Large kitchenW. Dan Farris, Auctioneer
and deck Bought new in breakfast room, large
P0 Box 149, Hazel, KY
at
seen
be
May
1991
Sept
groom, full bath, and patio (502) 492-8796/8795 We
219 Riviena Courts, Mur- Water, sewer, garbage
appraise and sell it all
ray, KY 437-4914, pick-up, and heat furn6pm-8pm
ished Deposit required,
$275/mo 753-4012 or
CUMMINGS Meter Poles
Specializing in mobile 753-8756

SUNTAN Beds (Wolff) OAK and hickory. $27.50
Sundash, Montego Bay, delivered or $22 50 pickSCA. Commercial and up. 436-2778.
home units We buy, sell or OAK, no bark. $20 pickedtrade Also, we have all up $25 delivered Murray.
tanning supplies. 436-5560.
753-9274.

Channel Catfish, Hybrid Bluegill, Large Mouth
Bass, Black Crappie, Fathead Minnows.

ONE female pup 6 wks old
Half Silver Wolf and half
German Shepard. $300
345-2263

2BR Duplex on 1300 Valleywood Dr $300/mo
759-4406

1990, 14x70, 2br, 2 full
baths Like new, partially
furnished Take over payments 753-8132 after
5 30pm

EXPERT repair on factory
stereos, 1 -day service on
most Installaton 4 price
Bear's Audio and World of
Sound, 753-1107,
753-5865

Used

Used
Cars

Auto
Services

Pets
"
SuPPle

2BR brick duplex Quiet CHOCOLATE Labrador
street. Westwood Dr W/D Retnevers AKC male and
hook-up drshwasher new female puppies DOB
wallpaper, central electric 12/16/91.5175/ea Also. 22
751 8859, 759 4979
month old female, $350
2BR Duplex, nice, central OBO All up-to-date on
H/A, deck, appliances Col- shots and wormed
753-0815
eman RE, 753-9898

1990, 14x56, 2br mobile
home w/central H/A service pole, steps, underpinning, partially furnished
437-4956 or 527-8047

NEW 12x14 storage build210
ing or consession stand.
Insulated, paneled, alumiFirewood
num siding. Can be seen at
Murray Vocational School A FIREWOOD for sate
437-4667
$2100. 759-1354
SEAR bite tiller, used 1 FIREWOOD,green or seasoned 753-5476
year, $550 753-9302

POND STOCKING
„dr
FISH SALE

.

A90

.180

arin

Apartments
For Rent

1903, ONE owner, 14x70
mobile home 2br, 2 bath,
partly furnished 75-3-1736
after 6pm

220
41°14

320

270

laO

Situation
Wanted
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THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

CLASSIFIEDS

I

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 map,
manufacturers Moat parte
in stock, on my truck Al
work and parts warranted
Ask tor Andy at The Appliance Works, 753-2455
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30* years experience Bobby Hopper
436-5848
A TO 2 Services General
contracting, etectricat,
plumbing, roofing, carpentry, yard and house maintenance Free estimates All
work guaranteed Call
759-9047 after 3pm

•—

BACKHOE Service and
Hauling Driveways. foundations,and septic systems
new or repair Best prices
and results Call 759-1039
BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL Septic system. driveways. hauling, foundations,
etc 75(-4664
BLOCK,brick, concrete finishing Basements footings, garages. drives
was 30yrs experience
13yrs in Murray area
753-5476 Charles Barnett.
BUDS Concrete Sidewalks. driveways, patios
Free estimates 759-1853

•

CHIM Chloe Chlwomey
Sweeps has 10% scoot eau= discounts We sell chimney caps and screens
435-4191
CLEAN-Up and light hauling Free estimates
436-2102 Closed on
Saturdays
CONSTRUCTION
Housed additions, framing
Tricip Williams 753-0563
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete installation and serCall Gary at
vice
759-4754
DAVIDSON Roofing and
Construction Special
winter rates 30 years ex
penence Written guarantee Local references
753-5812

SWIMS

Sonia.

011erad

Offered

FENCE sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free esbmale tor yak
needs.

BRYON'S LAWN SERVICE. Free estimates.
489-213111 Mar Om.

FREE estimates, cleaning
yards and mowing
753-9939
FREE SPRING CLEANING ESTIMATES Gutters
bush and tree removals,
hauling, planing. pruning,
mulching. mowing, ac Cal
Jerry at 753-0611
GALLOWAY Roofing Specializing in new roots, reroofs, and tear -offs
Guaranteed work
502-753-7941

The Writer's Group, an association of Paducah Community College and west Kentucky area writers of short stories, prose and
poetry, is publishing a literary

journal

LAWN MOWING. If you
want someone who is &paidable, reasonably piped. led
will do the pb right, please
call David ai 753-6986. Wesawes available.
LAWN mowing and trimming 753-7041.'
LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
For all your carpet and upholstery cleaning, call
753-5827 Free *samba
DUPONT CERTIFIED kw

Susan Like(by computer), a classified ad clerk at The Murray Ledger
& Times, demonstrates her job responsibilities to a group touripg the
newspaper offices Feb. 27 as part of the JTPA Senior Employment
Program. From left: Mary M. White (holding granddaughter Tallia
Adams), Marie Deal, instructor; Virginia E. Starks and Alice Rouse,
business office manager at The Murray Ledger and Times.

Stainmassar

GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing, tree work
436-2642

LITWILLER Building Farm
and residential set-up for
large protects Ow business is built on quality
382-2214

GERALD WALTERS
Roofing, vinyl siding, painting Free estimates 18
years experience Local references 489-2267

MOWING, Yard Work Affordable, reliable, efficient.
Free estimates 753-9100

GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications Call Sears 753-2310
for tree estimate

PAINTING interior and exterior Duality work Over
20 years experience Ralph
Worley 436-5625

Johnson honored by council

NEED your gutters cleaned
or repaired? Call 753-0834

PLUMBING Repairs We
work on mobile homeS.
24-hour emergency, sameday service '489-2525,

HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling, painting. wallpaper, carpentry,
hoof covering No yob too
small 436-2052

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255

HANDYMAN wdl do plumbing. electric and carpentry
Reasonable rates
753-0596

PLUMBING - Free estimates Affordable rate
Same- day service AN work
guaranteed 492-8816

HOME Repairs Will do carpentry painting plumbing
and electrical 436-2575 at
ter 5pm

PROFESSIONAL SIDING
Specializing in vinyl siding
and custom trim 12yrs experience 753-9481

INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for tree estimate

REFINISHING stripping,
custom woodworking
753-8056

JAMES C Gallimore
Electric Fast, efficient
courteous service
759-1835

RENOVATING? I instal Alcoa Siding and Certainteed
Replacement Windows. Bill
Speed, 492-8103

KITCHEN CABINET RECOVERY existing doors 8
frames with woodgrain formica, all colors Free estimates Wulff's Recovery
Murray 436-5560

REPAIR and refinishing Al
types of furniture, and al
kinds of material and supplies for chairs Chair canning 492-8714

DO you own a business or
manage your company's SUREWAY Tree 8 Stump
advertising? West Ken- Removal Insured with full
tucky Direct mail offers line of equipment Free estimates Day or night,
THE COUPON BOOK
753-5484
Consider these benefits
No competing ads less T C Dinh Repaw and Mainthan 2t per delivery guar- tenance Electrical - Cleananteed delivery 100% sa- ing Sewer 1210/1212 Main
turation coverage. measur- Street 753-6111 office
able results For more infor- 753-0606 after 5prn
mabon Calloway County,
call 753-3040 West Ken- TENNESSEE River Insulatucky, call 1-800-696-9982 Don Decrease your utility
Some categories are bills with adequate insulation Al types of insulation,
reserved
old and new hornet Free
DRYWALL, finishing re- estimates. 901-642-9174
pairs additions and blowTHE Gutter Co Seamless
ing ceilings 753-4761
aluminum gutters, variety
LICENSED for electric of colors Licenced ingas refrigeration Installa- sured Estimate available
tion and repair Free esti- 759-4690
mates 753-7203
THERMALINE ReplaceYARD mowing, trimming, ment Windows -Customodd ribs Hauling mulch built easy-dean Senior cigravel dirt, sealing drive- tizens discounts 759-4433
ways Free estimates after 3pm 436-5501
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center. ciearungservicing $15, most repairs
$35, all brands 3rd Street.
Almo. Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon -Fn , 753-0530

‘1 ill Do
liouseelea nin2
759-1599

Writer's Group
publishes journal

Newspaper tour

WILL do mowing and light
hewing 753-4355
STORAGE Buildings.
8x10, as low as $500
Decks and al types building and remodeling
759-1039 or 474-2318, ask
tor Matt.

ROGER Hudson rock hailing, gravel,said, dirt, driveway rock 753-4545,
753-6763
SAM'S Yard Service Mowing, trimming, hauling
753-1598. Free estimates.
SEPTIC TANK SERVICE.
Repair, replacernenL new
instaiation, pumping, sewers, footings, basemente.
Backhoe-loader service.
BRENT ALLEN, 759-1515.
SEWING machine repair.
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674.
SHEETROCK finishing,
textured ceilings. Larry
Chnsman 492-8742
STEAM Cleaning $8 00
per room,3 room nwiimum
436-2734 From 10-8 leave
rnessa2e, ask for Jeff
WILL do plumbing, installation and repairs All guaranteed 753-4355 753-1134
YARD landscaping w/20
years expenence Breaking
and disking gardens. bushhogging No pbs too big or
Po small 436-5430
YARDS Mowed Large or
small, in town or county
Dependable and reasonable Call 492-8568

OLE' TIME VALUES
WITH OUR...

Kentucky Education Commissioner
Thomas Boysen.
In addition to several published
articles, he has conducted numerous
workshops for school systems in
Kentucky on mathematics education
assessment.
Johnson is on the board of KCTM
and is a co-editor of the KCTM
journal.
He serves as chairman of the state
task force to establish school performance standards in mathematics and
is a regisial team leader of the K.-- 4
Mathematics Specialist Project.
His activities also include board
member of the Kentucky Mathematics Coalition and member of the
Kentucky Association of College
Mathematics Educators.
Johnson earned the B.S., M.S. and
Ed.D. degrees at Temple University.
He formerly taught at the University
of Houston and in the Phildelphia
public schools.

Dr. Willis N. Johnson of Murray
State University was honored by the
Kentucky Council of Teachers of
Mathematic(KCTM) Feb. 28 for his
outstanding contributions to mathematics education.
Johnson, an associate professor in
the Department of Elementary and
Secondary Education in the College
of Education, will receive an award at
the banquet of the spring KCTM
conference in Frankfort.
A faculty member at Murray State
since 1977, Johnson has become
particularly WC11 known over the past
two years for the work he has done in
developing strategies, tools and procedures , for effectively assessing
mathematics education.
He was invited to a National Summit on Mathematics Assessment at the
National Academy of Sciences in
Washington, D.C., in April 1991 and
in October attended a state mathematics summit in Lexington called by

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete Free estimates. Call
474-2307

The journal, callesl '1,en Door,"
will give an audience IN encouragement to many of the area's
aspiring, amateur writers from
Paducah Community College, local
high schools and participants
throughout the community.
The non-profit organization is
selling subscriptions to underwrite
publishing costs of the bi-annual
journal. Subscriptions to the first
issue due in March is $3 per copy
or $5 for both the spring and fall

Tech's Mickey Brown named
President
student SEATA interest
around the nation."

WE'LL TRADE FOR ANYTHING
OF VALUE!!

•

•

r ••

Members of the Murray Family
YMCA will be welcomed at more
than 1,000 YMCAs nationwide. As
part of a national YMCA program
called AWAY,"Always Welcome at
YMCAs," the Y will offer members a
chance to stay in shape and keep in
touch with the Y when they travel.
Full-privilege Y members will receive an AWAY sticker for their
membership cards for a notninal fee of
SI0.00. Presenting the card at puticipatirtg Ys will give them access to all
facilities free, or at no more than half
the guest rate. Members can also
participate in a Y's program or classes
at the same reduced rate it charges its
own members.
A directFiry of AWAY Ys will be
available at YMCA's office so members can check up on Ys in other cities
before they travel. Members must be
at least (70) miles from the Murray
Family YMCA to take advantage 'of
the program.

-Mobile Homes -Cars -Trucks -Boats
-Campers -Just About Anything

Cr

KEITH BAKER HOMES
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#1 Dealer In State of Tennessee
"Fleetwood 'Franklin •North River

Compare:
See Our 14 Wide, 16 Wide
-Price -Quality -Service -Selection
Doublewides & Triplewides
Toll Free - 1-800-533-3568

KEITH BAKER
HOMES

COOKEVILLE, Tenn. — Mickey
SEATA is comprised of schools in
Brown (Murray, Ky.), a junior health
Georgia, Florida, KenAlabama,
Tenat
and physical education major
nessee Tech, has been elected pres- tucky, Louisiana, Mississippi and
ident of the student organization of Tennessee.
the seven-state Southeastern Athletic
Trainers Association (SEATA).
Brown was chosen from a field of
three candidates at the sixth-annual
Student Athletic Trainers Clinical
Symposium held in Gatlinburg,
Tenn., February 8-9.
"Mickey has done an excellent job
in his three years at Tennessee Tech
and has high aspirations to continue in
the field of athletic training," Tech
trainer David Green said. "He has
worked with a wide variety of teams
— football, volleyball and both men's
sa,
and women's basketball.
"He is very deserving of this honor,
being elected by his peersin SEATA,"
1991 Cidillac Fleetwood Acadamy
Green added.
Grey with Grey Leather, 11,000 miles, local 1
Brown, who took office February
owner
12, served as Tennessee's representative to SEATA this past year, a factor
lac
1991.-Cadil Sedan Deyille
in his running for the presidency.
13,000 Miles, Leather Interior, Carmine Red Ex"After serving as state rep, the
terior
presidency appealed to me," he stated.
"It looked like a challenge, and I lose
1991 Oldsmobile Cutlass Cierra
to accept challenges."
V-6, 15,000 miles, Full Power, Maple Red MeBrown's duties as president will
tallic
include promotion of student athletic
1991 Oldsmobile Cutlass Cierra
training within SEATA, overseeing
Automatic, Power Door Locks, 9,600 miles
V-6
clinical
_annual
the organization's
symposium, and exchanging ideas
1991 Oldsmobile Calais
between SEAT A's board and its memFour Door, White with Grey Cloth, 7,500 Miles
bership.
1991 Chevrolet Lumina
"As far as I know, we're the only
2 Door Euro Sport, V-6, Console, Full Power,
district that has student meetings,"
see
to
more
like
"We'd
Brown said.
Less than 7,000 Miles

USED CARS

1991 Corsica LT

Murray YMCA
participates
in program

Less than 10,000 Miles, Air Bag, Automatic

RI14GSDX
SPOW E.‘

Hwy. 79 E., Parts, TN 644-0012
Hrs.: 7 Days A Week Ilon.-Sat. 8-6;
Sun. 1-5

1987 Dodge Daytona
es1, 57,000 Miles, Clean Local
.
5 St
Trade-In

1986 Ford Taurus
61,000 Miles, Full Power, Locally Owned
trade-in

1986 Buick Rivera
57,000 Miles, Dark Blue with Cloth Interior,
Sharp

1985 Lincoln Town Car
68.000 Miles, Grey with Grey Cloth, Cadillac
Trade

1983 Oldsmobile Delta 88
Maroon with Red Cloth, 65,000 Miles, Local
•n• lonw•r

1982 Cadillac Fleetwood
Brougham
7,000 Miles. This is a 1 owner new Cadillac
Trade. The vehicle is Black with Black
Leather. A Must See To Be Believed.

1991 Corsica LT

USED TRUCKS

. 6,600 Miles, Automatic, V-6

1991 Corsica LT

CLIMATE CONTROL INCORPORATED

Dark Grey Metallic, Grey Cloth, 15,000 Miles

1991 Chevrolet Cavalier

DIRT INTO DOLLARS
TURN
GSDX waterless ground-source direct exchange

3 to choose from, Mileage as low as 3,000
miles

heating and cooling system can cut your operating costs
40% to 60% annually
GSDX ground source direct exchange heating/cooling
system average 475% (that is correct) efficiency and
attain COPs as high as 5.7 and EERs as high as 19.8.

— 1990 Chevrolet Beretta
2 Door Coupe, Burgandy with Burgandy Cloth,
Tilt, Cruise, Sharp

1989 Pontiac Grand Am
4 Door, Automatic, Local Trade-In

1988 Nissan Stanza Wagon

A typical documented annual heating and cooling cost
for a 2,200 sq. ft. home in Kansas was $243.21.
Utilizing the GpX optional water exchange module,
the system produces ultra low cost hot water for any,

issues.
All subscriptions sold before
March 15 entitles the purchaser's
name to be entered in a drawing
where the winner will receive two
tickets to the Pam Tillis perforMance in the Showroom Lounge at
J.R.'s Executive Inn March 21 and
dinner for two the same evening at
the inn's dining room buffet.
Subscriptions may be purchased
from any members of the Writer's
Group at Paducah Community Collbge. For further inforroatibn, call
502-554-9200 and ask for Bill
Wade, extension 159, Dee Reynolds, extension 158, Kathy Wood,
envision 158 or David Council
502-898-7572.

Automatic, 37,000 Miles, Sharp

1990 Dodge Conversion Van
29,000 Miles, 4 Captains Chairs, Full Power

1989 Dodge Dakota Covertible
Sport Interior, V-6 Automatic, One Of A Kind!

1989 Chevrolet K1500
Four-Wheel Drive, 63,000 Miles, 1 Owner

1989 Ford F150
Four-Wheel Drive, V-8 Manual Transmission,
XLT, Sharp

1989 Dodge D150 SWB
V-8 Automatic, 47,000 Miles, Tilt, Cruise, New
Truck Trade-In

"Whatever It takes. we want to be your car or truck company."
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Finally, a Geo-thermal system that works for you,
providing exceptional comfort in your home and office.
For more information and computerized survey to
analyze your heating and cooling requirements.

Call White Industries at: (502)753-1319.

600 Tyson Ave. • Hwy. 79S • Paris, TN
901-642-3900 • 1-800-325-3229

The Ultimate Heating and Cooling System
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WEDNESDAY, MARCH 4, 1992

I HE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Looking Back

Today in History
Today is Ash Wednesday, March 4, the 64th day of 1992. There are
302 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 4, 1933, in his inaugural address, President Franklin D.
Roosevelt pledged effective leadership to pull the country out of the Great
Depression. saying, "The only thing we have to fear is fear itself."
On this date:
In 1681, England's King Charles II granted a charter to William Penn
for an area of land that later became Pennsylvania.
In 1789, the Constitution of the United Stain went into effect as the
first Federal Congress met in New York.(The lawmakers then adjourned
for the lack of a quorum.)
-In 1791, Vermont became the 14th state.
In 1829, an unruly crowd mobbed the White House during the inaugural reception for President Andrew Jackson.
In 1837, the Illinois state legislature granted a city charter to Chicago.
In 1952, 40 years ago, actor Ronald Reagan and actress Nancy Davis
were married in San Fernando Valley, Calif.
In 1971, Canadian Prime Minister Pierre Elliott Trudeau married Margaret Sinclair in North Vancouver, British Columbia. (They later
divorced.)
In 1977, more than 1,500 people were killed when an earthquake measuring 7.5 on the Richter scale shook southern and eastern Europe.
In 1981, a jury in Salt Lake City convicted Joseph Paul Franklin, an
avowed racist, of violating thg civil rights of two black men who were
shot to death. (After initially declaring his innocence, Franklin admitted
the shooting in a 1990 interview.).
In 1989, Eastern Airlines machinists went on strike and were joined by
pilots and flight attendants.
Ten years ago: President Reagan nominated Gen. John W. Vessey Jr. to
be the new chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
Five years ago: President Reagan addressed the nation on the IranContra affair, acknowledging that his once-secret overtures to Iran had
"deteriorated" into an arms-for-hostages deal.
-0 One year ago: Iraq released 10 allied prisoners-of-war (a second group
was freed the following day).
Today's Birthdays: Actress Paula Prentiss is 53. Rock musician Chris
Squire is 44. Actress Kay Lenz is 39.
Thought for Today: "The world fears a new experience more than it
fears anything. Because a new experience displaces so many old e'xperiences." — D.H. Lawrence, English author (1885-1930).

Ten years ago
Larry Hale received Master Conservationist Award and Jackie Butterworth the outstanding cooperator
award at banquet held by Calloway
County Soil Conservation District.
Salaries and admissions were the
top concerns at a meeting of Faculty Senate at Murray State University on March 2, according to a story
written by Duane Spurlock, staff
writer.
Annie Willis was honored at a
party in celebration of her 102nd
birthday on March 1 at Fern Terrace Lodge. She is pictured with
Laverne Tapp, administrator.
In Fourth District High School
Basketball Tournament, Murray
High School Boys and Girls teams
beat Calloway County High School
teams. High team scorers were Ted
Duffy for Murray and Dan Key for
Calloway for boys and Donna
Rousse for Murray and Rachel

with Air Force at San Antonio,
Thirty years ago
Lamb for Calloway for girls.
James C. Williams has been Texas.
Twenty years ago
Mrs. J.A. Outland, F.D. Millen,
Kathy Hopkins, daughter of Mr. named to serve as chairman of
and Mrs. Edison Hopkins and 1962 Easter Seal Appeal for Mrs. Sanders Miller, Nat Ryan
senior at Calloway County High Crippled Children of Calloway Hughes, Paul T. Lyles, Cecil Page
and R.L. Cooper, Calloway County
School, and Leah Fulton, daughter 0County.
of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Fulton and
In Fourth District High School Methodists, are attending the Area
senior at Murray High School, Basketball Tournament, Calloway Stewardship Conferenced at Louiswere named as winners of Good
High beat College High, Murray ville, March 4 and 5.
"Welcome Home" Was the ,play
Citizen Contest by Captain WenHigh beat South Marshall and Bendell Oury Chapter of the Daughters
ton beat Douglass High. High team presented March 1 by Junior Class
of the American Revolution.
scorers were Don Curd for Callo- of Lynn Grove High School. Cast
way, Freddy Hendon for College members were Ann Miller, Bobby
Cleo Sykes of Murray is among
20 delegates to the American LegHigh, Richard Hun for Murray, Prichard, Max Rogers, Imogene
ion National Legislation ConferHarold Jones and Miller for South Rogers, Robbie Parks, Joette Lassience. Washington. D.C.
Marshall, Bill Cunningham for ter, Glenda Orr, Lillie Adams, BilMurray Boy Scout Troop 77 held
Benton and James Jackson for ly Perry, Bobby Kemp, Lou Ann
Lawrence, Kelvin Morris, Wilma
a weekend campout at Shiloh
Douglass.
National Military Park, located at
Births reported include a boy to Warren and Billy Fain.
In high school basketball games,"
Pittsburgh Landing on Tennessee
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Stanley FerNew Concord beat Lynn Grove and
River, just south of Corinth, Miss.
guson IV, Feb. 12.
Wingo beat Almo. High team scorThe Rev. Charles Moffett, minisForty years ago
ter of First Presbyterian Church, is
Jackie Miller, son of Mr. and ers were Hurt for New Concord,
speaker at World Day of Prayer
Mrs. Walter Miller and husband of Kemp for Lynn Grove, James for
Program by United Church Women. former Janice Blalock, is serving Wingo and Fams 10f AlMO.

Dear Abby
DEAR ABBY: More than once I
have noticed letters in your column
from parents trying to pay for their
daughter's wedding without bankrupting themselves,so I devised the
following plan for my daughter's
wedding to protect myself and our
sanity.
I gave her a set amount for the
total to be spent. If the wedding cost
less, I would give her the difference
in cash. If it cost more, she and her
fiance Vitiuld pay the difference.
She had her wedding at Balboa
Park in San Diego. Her mother made
her wedding dress. A close friend

was a photographer,and he gave her
the pictures as a wedding gift. We
bought many of the flowers at the
market. By spending her money
carefully, she had a nice check
waiting for her when they returned
from the honeymoon.
This plan enabled all of us to4
enjoy a beautiful wedding and to
keep our tempers and sanity intact.
I hope this plan will help your readers
to enjoy their daughters' weddings
with a minimum of stress.
DR. E. PARKE SELLARD,
FALLBROOK, CALIF.
DEAR DR. SELLARD: I hope

so, too, because I hear from too
many parents whofeel obligated
to finance the equivalent of a
Broadway extravaganza. Parente should spend no more for a
wedding than they can comfortably afford. And incidentally,
more couplesare payingfortheir
own weddings these days,which
makes sense to me.
DEAR ABBY: Your advice to
"Arizona Sister" to investigate the
possibility of purchasing two.seate
on an airplane so that her 285-pound
sister could come to visit her was

Daily Comics
THE FAR SIDE

BLONDIE
DID YOU WRITE
TwtS REPORT'

DID YOU UKE
REPORT
-a

DID `0::1J
WRITE 1?
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By GARY LARSON

Flaw', TELL ME FIRST,
LiKED
TELL. ME
F
IF siOU
rr
WRG7fE ir

preposterous!
To undertake such a great expense when roomy,comfortable rail
passenger service is available at an
economical rate is unnecessarily extravagant.
It is a testimony to our culture
that"Arizona Sister's"first and only
thought would be to make use of air
transportation for such a trip, when
a more energy-efficient, environmentally benign and downright
pleasant form of transportation is
available. Take the train!
DANIEL B,LOVEGREN,
DIRECTOR, NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF RAILROAD
PASSENGERS, REGION XII
DEAR MR. LOVEGREN:
Thank you for the wake-up call.
I had forgotten how relaxing and
luxurious a trip on a train canbe
if time is not a factor.
Pm reminded of these lyrics
to an old Al Dubin/Harry Warren
song, "Shuffle Off to Buffalo":
wro Niagara in a sleeper,there's
no honeymoon that's cheaper,
and the train goes slow ..."
DEAR ABBY: You will probably
receive thousands of clever limericks. I found this one in a very old
Richard Henry Little Linebook, published yearly by the Chicago
Tribune's "Voice of the People':
There was a young maid from St.
Paul,
Who wore a paper dress to a ball.
The dress caught fire
And burned her entire
Front page, sports section and
all.
BARBARA S. WILLIAMS,
ST. CHARLES,ILL.

CALVIN and HOBBES

Dr. Gott
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR GOTT: Our 4-year-old
son suffers from aseptic necrosis.
While you spoke in a positive light recently on this disease, we have been
led to believe be will undergo severe
pain, will be unable to walk and will
suffer mental duress. We're very disturbed and need some direction.
DEAR READER: Aseptic necrosis
means destruction of part of a bone,
usually involving a joint, that occurs
in the absence of infection. The condition commonly arises from blood
clots (coagulation necrosis), which
form inappropriately and prevent nutrition and oxygen from reaching

CATHY
CHARLENEf WANTS ( WHAT
SIEt.t.vEs.
US TO CORE TO
PROBLIP1? BUT NOW
HE WON'T
A LIBLE WITHERHE SAID
HE WAITS *DISCUSS IT.
ING TO HELP
TO MARRY
S1AWN FACE HIS
HER,
COMM IRE
PROBLEM. .}

BEZMASE
HE SAID HE'D
SAYING
CO IT. WIN
DOES HE H/NE Nee CO IT
TO Discuss ? DOESN'T
COUNT IF
ME WON'T
DISCUSS
PLANS TO
MAKE IT
HAPPEN'!

il-441ro4
1
AIL

..........r

IF HE GOT TK1
WORD "MARRIAGE" OUT Of
HIS MOUTH ONE
Tlf6E, HE 15 RELEASED FROM
All CONVERSATION ON THE
SUDIECT FOR
THE NEXT YEAR!

WILL 404.1 AND IRUING BE
C0fAIN6, OR SHALL I ADD
VOU ID THE UST Of COUPLES
WHO BROKE UP DISCUSSING
THE INVITATION?

In Saddam Hussein's war room

Crosswords
ACROSS

1111b1

38 One, no
matter which
39 Bullring cry
40 Near
41 "— Justice
for All"
42 Violin part
43 Vehicle
45 Skill
46 Cushion
47 Silver
symbol
48 Title of
respect
49 Harbinger
52 Stubborn
animal
54 Unlock
56 Comparative
ending
57 Fuel
58 Promise
59 Negative
vote

I Sleeping
quarter
4 Dry
8 Burden
12 Time gone by
13 Ceremony
14 Monster
15 Hot
17 Crowd
19 Printer's
measure
20 Mire
21 Seed
container
22 Debby
Boone's dad
23 Liberate
25 Write
26 Proceed
27 Ventilate
28 Make into
leather
29 Zestful
32 Note of scale
33 Musical
instruments
35 Roman gods
36 Iron setting

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

GARFIELD

1

2

DOWN
1 Flying
mammal
2 The self

4

3

3-4 01992 United Feature Syndicate
3 Window
in roof
4 Dry
5 Free
6 That thing
7 Monster
8 Tennis
stroke
9 King of

8
14

im

11

Beshen
10 Region
13 Depression
16 Regret
18 Hypothetical
force
21 Flag
22 Burst
23 Novelties
24 Disturbance
25 Equality
28 Aerlform
fluid
28 Male turkey
29 Pigpen
30 Unemployed
31 Food

111 33

.

II

I KNOW NOT AM I THE
KEEPER OF MY BROTHER'S
GLOVE?" GENESIS i4':9

lill

HER BEGUN OE
URI ERASE DEW
TRACT TESTATE
T 0 T U STA
SEASONU STOOL
EL TRIAL SARI
RIP SUIES RIA
I TER SLATS UN
NGWEL SPATULA
EOS STAR
CONDONE UN ION
ORE PAINT 121D0
PAW SPREE HEW

force.
34 Goal
37 Nearing
20
WW1
hil
39 Establish
il
li
23 II
by decree
WI•
41 Dart
27
42 Distant
111UlMN 43 BOy Scout
ill
la
bivouac
321
ill
44 Chills and
hi
36
fever
45 Three-toed
41
ill
Itoth
46 Await
II
settlement
48 Swiss of
"•
ill
15

HAVE YOU SEEN MY
BASEBALL GLOVE AROUND
ANYWHERE 7

6

Answer to Previous Puzzle

13

1211

PEANUTS

5

tissues.

Ill
WM•
a

•
•WI
•MI
UlUU.

II
ill
il• ii. il
i••11111
Ill
57

iilUl

ma

sell
59

II

49 rrwornen
50 Meadow
51 Arid
53 Note of scale
55 Italian
111881

When aseptic necrosis strikes a Major joint — such as the hip — pain,
stiffness and difficulty walking are
the primary symptoms. Predictably,
this level of handicap will be associated with mental duress, especially in a
youngster.
Treatment of this affliction, which
•is more common in the elderly than in
the young, includes pain medication
and physical therapy, with an emphasis on gait training. li the necrosis
progresses to cause severe disability,
joint replacement has to be considered, once the child reaches his full
physical development.
While aseptic necrosis is a painful
and serious ailment, modern medical/surgical therapy can do much to alleviate symptoms. This therapy is
best supervised by an orthopedic
specialist.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I suffer from
motor neuron disease, or ALS. The
muscles in my legs and hips are getting progressively weaker, and I'm
losing the ability to walk. My doctor
has placed me on prednisone and
Lrnuraa, yet is at his wit's end with
nothing more to do for me. Do you
have any information or words of
encouragement?
DEAR READER: Amyotrophic
Lateral Sclerosis (Lou Gehrig's disease) is a serious neurological disorder of unknown cause that leads to
progressive muscle weakness and
•
shrivelling.
Tbe disease usually begins in the
hands and,over time,spreads to other
muscles,causing severe disability, including inability to swallow and to
speak. The onset is generally after 40
and affects males preferentially. Although up to 10 percent of cases have
-a lankily history of ALS(suggesting an

Inherited disorder), many authorities
believe the disease has as astoini.
mune component:4TM body inappropriately attacks its own nate, celis.
Thee,some experts are treaties this
heretofore untreatable disorder with
drop, •tasch as problem and
Imuran,to.tdock the Unman system.
UnfortenaWy, the results of this
treatmeot have thus far bees
inconsistent

•*.

•
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Speech teams travel out-of-state
Speech teams from Calloway
County High School and Murray
High School recently competed in
out-of-state tournaments.
• Murray High ventured to Birmingham, Ala. this past weekend
to compete at Vestavia Hills High
School where they placed third in a
field of 39 schools from nine
states.
Ten competitors placed in five
categories. In prose-poetry interpretation, Eric Niffenegger placed
first, Ginger Crouch, second and
Dana Hohman, fifth. In duo interpretation Rob Carpenter and Mike
Robinson won first, Eric Niffenegger and Melissa Muscio were third
and Dana Hohman and Carissa Belcher placed fifth. In humorous
interpretation Rob Carpenter placed
second and Scott Conklin fourth.
Peter Johnson Won first place in
extemporaneous speaking and Kelsey Christopher won second in the
Lincoln-Douglass Debate.

speaking, sixth place and Erica
Hulse and Alexia Schempp sixth
place, duo-interpretation_

Calloway County competed in
the Harvard Invitational Feb. 14 to
16 at Cambridge, Mass. and the
Smoky Mountain Invitational in
Gatlinburg. Tenn. this past
weekend.
The Harvard Invitational
attracted 89 schools from 15 states
and more than 1500 entries. Sophomore Jaime Pigg, Calloway's top
orator, placed eighth out of 150
entries in her event. Junior Or y
Varner placed 13th in hum us
interpretation out of 160 entries.
A total of 65 schools from six
states and 850 entries competed for
honors at the Smoky Mountain
Invitational. Calloway placed
fourth out of 65 schools. Brent-•
wood Academy of Nashville, Tenn.
placed first in overall sweepstakes.
The Lakers qualified 19 entries for
quarter-finals and 13 for semifinals.
Team members competing in
quarter and semi-finals, but not
advancing were: Jaime Pigg,
Macrae Coleman. Paige Patterson,
Richard Wilson, Rebecca Tidwell,
Caleb Brown, Matt Perry, Sarah
Walker, Tina Murphy and Mike
Arnett. Team members placing in
the finals were: Michael Haney,
first in impromptu speaking and
second in extemporaneous speaking, Andy Rose, extemporaneous
speaking, fourth place; Amy Varner, humorous interpretation, fourth
place: Bill Shaffer. extemporaneous

Calloway County is coached by
Larry England and assisted by Lori
England and Tracy Ross.

1

WE ARE PLEASED TO USE
RECYCLED NEWSPRINT
Hours:
14-1h. II a.m.-7p.m.
Fri. & Sit. 8 a.m.-7 p.m.

Prices Good
March 4
thru March 10

Crin "Er
IF"cocoell Mak
. laGee 90,e41 Deli Hot Line
904.0e - 91
• We Reserve The Right To limit Quantities 753-7811

1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

We Accept Food Stamp

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders

1

Ground Round
1 99

Fryer Breast
99°

Bologna

1

Owen's Best Extra Lean

Seaboard Farms Split

I

Lb.

$ 1 39

F tt*'(-1 It ;

,

1-Bone Steak

Ground Turkey

$0189

fig Chief

Peanut
Butter

160 Lb

Large
Eggs

Lb

46 oz

89°

$1 49

C-e, Boy-A'-De

Lb
$499
,
•Or

59:foz

Flav-O-Rich

1/2% Milk
$ 1 89

Bathroom Tissue
70c

3-4 Lb. Pkg.

79°

Sugar
5 Lb.

4 Roll Pkg.

I

Ravioli
15 oz

89c

Dixie

Charmip

Gal

Owen's Best Family Pack

Ribeye Steak Ground Beef
Hyde Park
Gracie A

Hawaiian
Punch

1

99!

Tor

Sirloin
Steak
$ok29
Lb

Pork
Cutlets
$ lb
U.S. Choice

Mr. Turkey

Sausage

Boneless

99

U.S. Choice

Fields Old Fashion Pork

0
99

Limit

W/S15 Arid Purchake Excluding lob. & Drink Specials

Team places third
at regional
tournament
The Calloway Middle Speech
Teash won third place sweepstakes
honors at the KHSSL Regional Tournament held at Christian County High
School. The team made a great team
effort and•rallied for a win despite
being hit by the flu last week. Though
several team members were sick, the
remaining members still qualified for
the state contest to be held in Bowling
Green on March 27-28.
Molly Melson - Radio Broadcasting, Interpretation of Literature', Scott
Kale - Extemporaneous Speaking;
Ben Binford/Seth Grogan - Due Acting; David Cavitt/Jennifer Shaffer Improv Due Acting; Tim Stark/Adam
Pittman - Improv Due Acting; Ashley
G;Ison - Storytelling, Interpretation of
Literature; Doris Key - Oratorical
Declamation; Catherine Riley - Oratorical Declamation; Susie Richter Poetry; Jana Thorn - Poetry; Molly
Wilis.- Prose Storytelling; Whitney
Pr.ce- Prose; Stacy Schroader - Prose:
Wesley England - Public Speaking:
Laurie Jo Parker - Storytelling.
Coaches for the team are Patricia
Lassiter, Lynn Melton. and Christy
Walker.

EARN
6.70%
TAX-1)EFF:RREI) ANNUrry
RATE CUARANTEED yolt
ONE VE.‘lt. Early .iirrend...
charge. .ippb.
(:53.040f) minimum

FARM
BUREAU
INSURANCE
Same Hate Availably tbi
LICA. 114341 minimum
Hated: A+ isupp:Rum)

Bob Cornelison
753-4703

Cron, For •0‘,00

'3.99
'Mt f Act.•.• 60•

STORIES E. ACTIVITIES
THAT MAKE LEARNING FUN!

sr 79
Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Dr. Pepper,
Mt. Dew, Caffeine Free Pepsi 24 pk
/8

Hyde Park Border Print

9e

Paper Towels sive Ro 1/
Stokely F.S. or Cut

3/$ 1 00

Green Beans
Prairie Farm

14 o4

Milk

2%
Ocean Spray
Cranberry Juice

gal
48 oz.

$199
I

$199
I

Creameffe 7 oz.

Sweet Sue 24 oz

Spaghetti or Macaroni 4/$1

Chicken & Dumplings
American Ace Super Roast

RC, Diet RC, Diet Rite,
Sundrop, White Grape

12 pk.2
$89
Vlassic Hamburger Sliced
32 oz

Dill Pickles
Hunt's Squeeze

99'

32 oz.

Ketchup
Stokely C.S. or W.K. Golden

11.5 oz.

Sweet Peas 14 oz
Vieffi With Beans
Chili.
Van De Kamp

I

3/$ 100

0
15.5 oz.89

Fish Sticks 8 oz. Save 1.10

15 oz

Corn

Coffee
Stokely Mix

$ 1 39
$ 139

$ 1 09
I

glen
Owen's Best

Corned Beef
or Pastrami
$459

Cheese
$259

3 Lb. Bag
Yellow

U.S. #1
10 Lb. Red

Cole Slaw

Bananas

Onions

Potatoes

Fresh Green

Zesty
Green

C
99
C
99
99L. 39
Lb:

Lb

Owen's Biast
Pit

Owen's Best
Oven Baked

BBC) Pork
SA 89

Turkey Breast
99

Lb

Owen's Best

Chiquita
Golden Ripe

Longhorn
Colby

$3

Lb.

L$
•

Owen's Best
Honey

Wash. State
Ex-Fancy Red
or Golden Del

Baked Ham
389

Apples

Cabbage

69

ituo,,$1°°

LID.

Lb

Onions
4/$100

